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PUBLICATION WITHIN THE OFFICIAL GAZETTE 
 

The Official Gazette, the official newspaper of the Government of Antigua and Barbuda, is published every Thursday either 
online or in print form at the Government Printery. 

 

Notice Submissions and Style 
 
Notices for publication and related correspondence should be addressed to Ms. Denise Dublin, Acting Editor of the Official 
Gazette at the following email addresses: denise.dublin@ab.gov.ag / antiguagazette@gmail.com  
 
That is the preferred method of communication for all correspondence (especially when sending Notices/information which 
must be sent in Microsoft Word format) to be published in the Gazette. 
 
Letter headings should be addressed to: 
Ms. Denise Dublin 
Acting Editor of the Official Gazette 
Ministry of Justice & Legal Affairs 
Parliament Drive   
Queen Elizabeth Highway 
P.O. Box 118 
Antigua 
 
Microsoft Word is the preferred format for notice submissions. Please do not send notices only in PDF format as errors may 
occur when converting to Word. Image files should be sent in JPG or PNG format. 
 
“Therefore, please send all notice submissions in the Microsoft Word format and a PDF version of such Notice only where 
there are signatures to be included in the notice submission (document).” This applies to all institutions including governmental, 
financial and other commercial institutions. Additionally, for the security purposes of any financial information being sent, the 
institution’s Information Technology (IT) personnel can lock the information as a JPEG in a Microsoft Word document and 
send the information to the Editor in that prescribed manner.  
 
The Gazette Department reserves the right to apply its in-house style to all notices. Any corrections which are related to style 
will be made at the discretion of the Editor for reasons of consistency. 

 

Deadlines 
 
The deadline for submitting notices for publication in the principal edition is midday Monday on every week for all commercial 
and Government notices, in the week of publication. 
 
*Late notices may be accepted at the discretion of the Editor. 
 
The deadline for cancelling notices in the principal edition is 12.00 midday Wednesday. Please call the Gazette Office 
immediately to cancel a notice, and confirm by email.  

 

Advertising Rates 
 
Publication Fee $106.20 Eastern Caribbean Dollars.  
Annual Subscription Fee: $215 Eastern Caribbean Dollars 
 
*Advertising rates are not negotiable.  
 
Antigua and Barbuda Official Gazettes are published directly online at www.gazette.gov.ag  
 
All editions are also available on subscription from the Antigua and Barbuda Government Printery, St. John’s, Antigua 
(telephone: (268) 562-5168/ (268) 462-0510). 

 

http://www.gazette.gov.ag/
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NOTICES 
 

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA GAZETTE OF 

      INTERNATIONAL MARKS 

REGISTRATIONS 

 

Note: Any person within three months from the date of 

appearance of this advertisement in the “Antigua and 

Barbuda Official Gazette” may give notice in duplicate 

at the Trade Marks Office, Antigua, of opposition to 

registration of the said Trade Mark. 

 

1405297 
 
151. Date of the registration 
12.03.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
12.03.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
Société Jas Hennessy & Co. 
Rue de la Richonne 
Cognac 
F-16100 (FR (France)) 
 
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has a real and effective 
industrial or commercial establishment 
FR (France) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 
entity is organized 
Société en commandite simple, France 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 
Baker & McKenzie, Mme. Virginie Ulmann 
1 rue Paul Baudry 
F-75008 PARIS (FR (France)) 
 

 
 
511. The International Classification of Goods and 
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 
classified according thereto 
NCL (11-2018)  
 
33 
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic extracts; 
alcoholic essences; alcoholic fruit extracts. 
 
821. Basic application 
FR (France), 13.09.2017, 4388108. 
 

822. Basic registration 

FR (France), 05.01.2018, 4388108. 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

FR (France), 13.09.2017, 4388108. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

French 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

07.06.2018 

 

1419200 

 

151. Date of the registration 

17.12.2017 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

17.12.2027 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

 

Apple Inc.  

One Apple Park Way  

Cupertino CA 95014  (US) (United States of America 

(the))) 

 

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national 

US (United States of America (the)) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Corporation , California, United States 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

Apple Inc.  

One Apple Park Way  

Cupertino CA 95014  (US) (US (United States of 

America (the))) 

 

 
 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

526. Disclaimer 

“BUSINESS” 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11)  

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1405297
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1419200
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-21/bw/1405297.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-32/bw/1419200.tif
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35 

Business consulting services; advertising, marketing, 

and promotion services; advertising and marketing 

consultation; organizing content of information 

provided over a global computer network and other 

electronic and communications networks according to 

user preferences; providing business, consumer, and 

commercial information over computer networks and 

global communication networks. 

 

821. Basic application 

US (United States of America (the)), 14.12.2017, 

87721788. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

JM (Jamaica), 16.06.2017,72714. 

 

class35priority limited to:Business consulting services; 

advertising, marketing, and promotion services; 

advertising and marketing consultation; creating indexes of 

information, sites and other resources available on global 

computer networks and other electronic and 

communications networks for others; providing, searching, 

browsing and retrieving information, sites, and other 

resources available on global computer networks and other 

electronic and communications networks for others; 

organizing content of information provided over a global 

computer network and other electronic and 

communications networks according to user preferences; 

providing business, consumer, and commercial 

information over computer networks and global 

communication networks. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

23.08.2018 

 
1423077 
 
151. Date of the registration 
05.07.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
05.07.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
Apple Inc. 
One Apple Park Way 
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America 
(the)))    
 
811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national 
US (United States of America (the)) 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Corporation, California, United States 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

Thomas R. La Perle 

Apple Inc. 

1 Infinite Loop, 

MS 169-3IPL 

Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America 

(the))) 

 

 
 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

526. Disclaimer 

“BOOKS” 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

09 

Computer software for searching, browsing, sampling, 

purchasing, downloading, reading, displaying, storing, 

transmitting, sharing, organizing, highlighting, 

annotating, customizing, reviewing, rating, authoring, 

designing, and publishing electronic books, 

magazines, newspapers, periodicals, journals, 

newsletters, brochures, audiobooks, multimedia 

works, and other publications and documents. 

 
821. Basic application 
US (United States of America (the)), 04.07.2018, 
88025718. 
 
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 
country of origin 
JM (Jamaica), 05.01.2018,74107. 
 
class09priority limited to:Computer software for 
searching, browsing, sampling, purchasing, downloading, 
reading, displaying, storing, transmitting, sharing, 
organizing, highlighting, annotating, customizing, 
reviewing, rating, authoring, designing, and publishing 
electronic books, magazines, newspapers, periodicals, 
journals, newsletters, brochures, audiobooks, multimedia 
works, and other publications and documents 
 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1423077
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-35/bw/1423077.tif
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581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

13.09.2018 

 

1427462 

 

151. Date of the registration 

17.07.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

17.07.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

Joh. Wilh. von Eicken GmbH 

Drechslerstrasse 1-3 

23556 Lübeck (DE (Germany)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

DE (Germany) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

company with limited liability, DE 

 

 
 

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements 

of Marks (Vienna Classification) 

VCL (7) 

27.05. 

 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

34 

Tobacco; tobacco products, especially cigarettes, 

cigarillos, cigars, smoking tobacco, smoker's articles 

as far as included in this class. 

 

822. Basic registration 

DE (Germany), 30.01.2009, 30 2008 064 619. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

11.10.2018 

 

1428517 

 

151. Date of the registration 

02.07.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

02.07.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

GUANGZHOU PEARL RIVER PIANO 

GROUP CO., LTD. 

Yu Wei Xi Road, 

South Hua Di Da Dao, 

Liwan District, Guangzhou 

Guangdong (CN (China)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

CN (China) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Corporation, China 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

GUANGZHOU WEICHENG ZHISHICHANQUAN 

ZIXUN FUWU YOUXIANGONGSI 

J Shi, 4 Floor Dangxiaodasha, 

3 Hao Jianshedamalu, 

Yuexiu District, Guangzhou City 

510053 Guangdong Province (CN (China)) 

 

 
 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 
15 

Musical instruments; pianos; stringed musical 
instruments; double basses; guitars; violins; electronic 
musical instruments; violas; electronic organ; pegs for 
musical instruments. 

 
822. Basic registration 
CN (China), 07.07.2017, 19952692. 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1427462
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1428517
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-39/bw/1427462.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-40/bw/1428517.tif
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270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 
designated Contracting Parties 
18.10.2018 
 
1429361 
 
151. Date of the registration 
15.08.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
15.08.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
Apple Inc. 
One Apple Park Way 
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America 
(the))) 
 
811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national 
US (United States of America (the)) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, 
and, where applicable, territory within that State where 
the legal entity is organized 
CORPORATION, California, United States 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 
Irene K. Chong 
Apple Inc. 
One Apple Park Way 
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America 
(the))) 
 

 
 
531. International Classification of the Figurative 
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 
VCL (7) 
01.15; 26.04; 29.01. 
 
526. Disclaimer 
“Chat with Messages”  
 
591. Information concerning colors claimed 
The color(s) green, white and black is/are claimed as a 
feature of the mark.The mark consists of a black rectangle 
with rounded edges which contains a green square with a 
white stylized speech bubble and the words "Chat with 
Messages". 
 
571. Description of mark 
The mark consists of a black rectangle with rounded edges 
which contains a green square with a white stylized speech 
bubble and the words "Chat with Messages". 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

09 

Software for the transmission of text, data, images, 

audio, video and other digital content by wireless 

communication networks and the Internet; computer 

software for electronic messaging and wireless digital 

messaging. 

 

821. Basic application 

US (United States of America (the)), 08.08.2018, 

88070803. 

 
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 
country of origin 
LI (Liechtenstein), 15.02.2018,2018130. 
 
class09priority limited to:software for the transmission of 
text, data, images, audio, video and other digital content by 
wireless communication networks and the Internet; 
computer software for electronic messaging and wireless 
digital messaging 
 
270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 
designated Contracting Parties 
18.10.2018 
 
1433807 
  
151. Date of the registration 
09.08.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
09.08.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
BYD COMPANY LIMITED 
No.1 Yan'an Road, 
Kuichong Street, 
Dapeng New District 
Shenzhen (CN (China)) 
 
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has a real and effective 
industrial or commercial establishment 
CN (China) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Limited Company, The People's Republic of China 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1429361
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1433807
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-40/color/1429361.tif
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740. Name and address of the representative 

CHOFN Intellectual Property 

B316 Guangyi Plaza, 

5 Guangyi Str., 

Xicheng 

100053 Beijing (CN (China)) 

 

 
 

531. International Classification of the Figurative 

Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 

VCL (7) 

18.01. 

 

526. Disclaimer 

“SKY SHUTTLE”  

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

12 

Motor coaches; motor buses; trolleys; civilian drones; 

automobile tires; electric vehicles; cable cars; bodies 

for vehicles; boats; vehicle chassis; vehicles for 

locomotion by land, air, water or rail; sleighs 

[vehicles]. 

 

821. Basic application 

CN (China), 06.03.2018, 29452144. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

CN (China), 06.03.2018, 29452144. 

 

class12 priority limited to: 

 
270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 
the designated Contracting Parties 
15.11.2018 
 
1434431 
 
151. Date of the registration 
10.08.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

10.08.2028 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
De Rucci Bedding Co., Ltd. 
Shuanggang Shanghuan Industrial Zone, 
Houjie Town, 
Dongguan City 
523948 Guangdong Province (CN (China)) 
 
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has a real and effective 
industrial or commercial establishment 
CN (China) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 
entity is organized 
Limited Company, China 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 

Dongguan Huanan 

Patent & Trademark Office CO. Ltd. 

Room 902-908, Floor 9th, 

Huakai Building, Shenghe Road, 

Nancheng District, Dongguan 

Guangdong (CN (China)) 
 

 
 

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements 

of Marks (Vienna Classification) 

VCL (7) 

27.05. 

 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

571. Description of mark 

Consists of English letters and design. 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

43 

Accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding 

houses]; food and drink catering; café services; 

cafeteria services; canteen services; rental of 

temporary accommodation; hotel services; hotel 

reservations; bar services; reception services for 

temporary accommodation [management of arrivals 

and departures]; teahouse services; rental of 

transportable buildings; rental of meeting rooms; 

retirement home services; day-nursery [crèche] 

services; boarding for animals; rental of chairs, tables, 

table linen, glassware. 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1434431
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-44/bw/1433807.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-44/bw/1434431.tif
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821. Basic application 

CN (China), 17.01.2018, 28741770. 

 

822. Basic registration 

CN (China), 21.12.2016, 18332127. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

15.11.2018 

 

1437856 

 

151. Date of the registration 

04.09.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

04.09.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

GODOX PHOTO EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. 

A4, Huafa Industrial Zone, 

Xinhe Village, Fuyuan 1 Road, 

Fuyong Town, Baoan District, 

Shenzhen City 

Guangdong Province (CN (China)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

CN (China) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Corporation , China 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

SHENZHEN 51REG 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CO., LTD 

Rm3205B, Modern International Building, 

Jintian Road, Futian Street, 

Futian District 

518000 Shenzhen (CN (China)) 

 

 
 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

11 

Lamp mantles; light diffusers; spotlights; drying 

apparatus; purification installations for sewage; 

radiators [heating]; disinfectant apparatus; kettles, 

electric; refrigerating containers; heat accumulators. 

 

822. Basic registration 

CN (China), 21.02.2010, 6141517. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

06.12.2018 
 
1438320 
 
151. Date of the registration 
14.08.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
14.08.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
Zürich Beteiligungs-AG (Deutschland) 
Platz der Einheit 2 
60327 Frankfurt/Main (DE (Germany)) 
 
813. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has his domicile 
DE (Germany) 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 
Jonas Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH 
Hohenstaufenring 62 
50674 Köln (DE (Germany)) 
 

 
 
531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements 
of Marks (Vienna Classification) 
VCL (7) 
26.01; 27.05. 
 
511. The International Classification of Goods and 
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 
classified according thereto 
NCL (11-2018)  
 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1437856
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1438320
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1438320
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-47/bw/1437856.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-47/bw/1438320.tif
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42 

Scientific and technological services and research and 

design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 

research services; cloud computing; providing 

temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating 

software for accessing and using a cloud computing 

network; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; 

energy auditing; providing technical advice relating to 

energy-saving measures; technological consultancy in 

the fields of energy production and use; research in the 

field of environmental protection; consultancy relating 

to the analysis, development, design and monitoring of 

computer and telematics systems by remote access, all 

the aforesaid services particularly in the fields of 

insurance, reinsurance, financial services, risk 

analysis, risk modelling and risk management; hosting 

platforms on the Internet; providing temporary use of 

on-line applications and software tools, all the 

aforesaid services particularly in the fields of 

insurance, reinsurance, financial services, risk 

analysis, risk modelling and risk management; 

electronic data storage; providing information relating 

to technological research; computer-aided industrial 

and scientific analysis of data; hosting computer 

software applications of others; hosting interactive 

applications; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software applications accessible via a 

web site. 

 

822. Basic registration 

DE (Germany), 08.03.2018, 30 2018 003 878. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

DE (Germany), 16.02.2018,30 2018 003 878. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

06.12.2018 

 

1438440 

 

151. Date of the registration 

17.10.2018 

 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
17.10.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
Apple Inc. 
One Apple Park Way 
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America 
(the))) 

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national 

US (United States of America (the)) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Corporation, California, United States 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

Irene K. Chong 

Apple Inc. 

One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America 

(the))) 

 

 
 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  
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Computers; electronic display screens and electronic 

display interfaces; handheld mobile digital devices 

used as a telephone, handheld computer, media player, 

and personal digital assistant used to access the 

Internet, electronic mail, digital audio, video, and data; 

smartphones. 

 

821. Basic application 

US (United States of America (the)), 13.10.2018, 

88154019. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

LI (Liechtenstein), 17.04.2018, 2018316. 

 

class09priority limited to:Computers; electronic display 

screens and electronic display interfaces; handheld mobile 

digital devices used as a telephone, handheld computer, 

media player, and personal digital assistant used to access 

the Internet, electronic mail, digital audio, video, and data; 

smartphones 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

06.12.2018 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1438440
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-47/bw/1438440.tif
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1439632 

 

151. Date of the registration 

07.09.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

07.09.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

Shenzhen Transchan Technology Limited 

Room 3, 23/F, Unit B Building, 

No. 9, Shenzhen Bay Eco-Technology Park, 

Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, 

Shenzhen City 

Guangdong Province (CN (China)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

CN (China) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 
entity is organized 
Limited Company, China 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 
Unitalen Attorneys At Law 
7th Floor, Scitech Place, 
No. 22, Jian Guo Men Wai Ave. 
100004 Beijing (CN (China)) 
 

 
 
531. International Classification of the Figurative 
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 
VCL (7) 
27.05. 
 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

571. Description of mark 

This trademark consists of the word "TRANSSION" in 

stylized lettering. 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 
09 

Computers; computer memory devices; 
radiotelephony sets; hands-free kits for telephones; 
smartphones; telephone apparatus; headphones; 
chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric. 

822. Basic registration 

CN (China), 28.05.2015, 14393623. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

20.12.2018 

 

1440287 

 

151. Date of the registration 

10.08.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

10.08.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

RK GROWERS SRL 

Corso Italia, 56 

I-12037 SALUZZO (CN) (IT (Italy)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

IT (Italy) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, 

and, where applicable, territory within that State where 

the legal entity is organized 

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY , Italy 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

STUDIO TORTA S.p.A. 

Via Viotti, 9 

I-10121 TORINO (IT (Italy)) 

 

 
 
531. International Classification of the Figurative 
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 
VCL (7) 
05.07; 27.01; 27.03; 29.01. 
 
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 
The words contained in the mark have no meaning 
 
591. Information concerning colors claimed 
Light blue, red, green and black. 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1439632
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1440287
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-49/bw/1439632.tif
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31 
Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry 
products not included in other classes; fresh fruits and 
vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; apples; 
malt. 

 
821. Basic application 
IT (Italy), 03.08.2018, 302018000026861. 
 
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 
country of origin 
IT (Italy), 03.08.2018, 302018000026861. 
 
270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 
designated Contracting Parties 
20.12.2018 
 
1440607 
 
151. Date of the registration 
17.07.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
17.07.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
Japan Tobacco Inc. 
2-2-1, Toranomon, 
Minato-ku 
Tokyo (JP (Japan)) 
 
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has a real and effective 
industrial or commercial establishment 
EM (European Union Intellectual Property Office) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 
entity is organized 
Registered Company, Japan 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 
KEMPNER & PARTNERS LLP 
Fountain House, 
4 South Parade 
Leeds LS1 5QX (GB (United Kingdom (the))) 
 

 

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements 
of Marks (Vienna Classification) 
VCL (7) 
03.07; 10.01. 
 
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 
The words contained in the mark have no meaning 
 
566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the 
mark 
Winston. 
 
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services 
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice 
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified 
according thereto 
NCL (11-2018) 
  
34 

Tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured; 
smoking tobacco, pipe tobacco, hand rolling tobacco, 
chewing tobacco, snus tobacco; cigarettes, cigars, 
cigarillos; tobacco sold in pods; substances for 
smoking sold separately or blended with tobacco, none 
being for medicinal or curative purposes; snuff; 
smokers' articles included in this class; cigarette 
papers, cigarette tubes and matches; electronic 
cigarettes; electronic cigarette liquids; electronic 
smoking apparatus; cases for electronic cigarettes. 

 
821. Basic application 
EM (European Union Intellectual Property Office), 
22.03.2018, 017878816. 
 
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 
country of origin 
 
EM (European Union Intellectual Property Office), 
22.03.2018, 017878816. 
 
270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 
the designated Contracting Parties 
27.12.2018 
 
1442147 
 
151. Date of the registration 
28.09.2018 
 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

28.09.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
ComOn IP GmbH 
Asylstrasse 82 
CH-8032 Zürich (CH (Switzerland)) 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1440607
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1442147
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-50/bw/1440607.tif
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812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has a real and effective 
industrial or commercial establishment 
CH (Switzerland) 
 
841. State of which the holder is a national 
CH (Switzerland) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, 
and, where applicable, territory within that State where 
the legal entity is organized 
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (GmbH), Suisse 
 

 
 
531. International Classification of the Figurative 
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 
VCL (7) 
27.05. 
 
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 
The words contained in the mark have no meaning 
 
511. The International Classification of Goods and 
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 
classified according thereto 
NCL (11-2018)  
 
25 
Ready-made clothing; ready-made clothing; clothing; 
underwear. 
 
822. Basic registration 
CH (Switzerland), 06.04.2017, 704782. 
 
270. Language(s) of the application 
French 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 
designated Contracting Parties 
03.01.2019 
 

1442172 

 

151. Date of the registration 

29.11.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

29.11.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

KIA MOTORS CORPORATION 

12, Heolleung-ro, 

Seocho-gu 

Seoul (KR (Republic of Korea (the))) 

 

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national 

KR (Republic of Korea (the)) 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Corporation, Republic of Korea 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

SungAm Suh 

International Patent & Law Firm 

9F, Hyunjuk B/D, 

114, Yeoksam-ro, 

Gangnam-gu 

Seoul (KR (Republic of Korea (the))) 

 

 
 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

12 

Automobiles; sports cars; vans [vehicles]; motor trucks; 

buses; electric vehicles; bicycles. 

 

821. Basic application 

KR (Republic of Korea (the)), 31.05.2018, 

4020180074299. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

KR (Republic of Korea (the)),31.05.2018,4020180074299. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

03.01.2019 

 

1442241 

 

151. Date of the registration 

20.07.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

20.07.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

TUI AG 

Karl-Wiechert-Allee 4 

30625 Hannover (DE (Germany)) 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1442172
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1442241
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-51/bw/1442147.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-51/bw/1442172.tif
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812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

DE (Germany) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Aktiengesellschaft (AG), DE 

 

750. Address for correspondence 

TUI AG, 

IP Legal, Domains & Licences 

Karl-Wiechert-Allee 4 

30625 Hannover (DE (Germany)) 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

Dr. Karsten Fischer 

c/o TUI AG, IP Legal, Domains & Licences 

Karl-Wiechert-Allee 4 

30625 Hannover (DE (Germany)) 

 

 
 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

39 

Transport; packaging and storage of goods; transport 

of persons and goods, in particular by road, rail, sea 

and air; river transport; porterage; transport of money 

and valuables; transportation logistics; organization, 

booking and arrangement of travels, excursions and 

cruises; arrangement of transport services; rental of 

diving suits; organization, booking and arrangement of 

excursions, day trips and sightseeing tours; travel 

consultancy and escorting of travellers; rental, 

booking and providing of aircraft; rental, booking and 

providing of ships, in particular rowing and motor 

boats, sailing vessels and canoes; rental, booking and 

providing of motor vehicles, bicycles and horses; 

parcel delivery; organization of trips, holiday travel 

and sightseeing travel tours; travel agency services, in 

particular consultancy and booking services for travel, 

providing information about travel, arrangement of 

transport services and travel; travel reservation; 

transport reservation; providing information about 

travel, via the Internet, in particular about reservation 

and booking in the tourism and business travel sector 

(online travel agencies); delivery, dispatching and 

distribution of newspapers and magazines; 

consultation provided by telephone call centres and 

hotlines regarding travels, including business travel 

and in the field of transport logistics, transport and 

storage; tracking of passenger or freight vehicles using 

computers or global-positioning systems (GPS); 

traffic information. 

 

41 
Basic and advanced training as well as education 
information; instructional services, in particular 
correspondence courses and language training; 
entertainment; film production, other than advertising 
films; DVD and CD-ROM film production; 
production of radio and television programs; rental of 
films and videos; presentation of films and videos; 
entertainer services; musical performances; circus 
performances; public entertainment; theatrical 
performances; arranging and conducting of concerts; 
ticket agency services [entertainment]; organization 
and providing of an after school children's 
entertainment centre featuring educational 
entertainment; holiday camp services (entertainment); 
physical education services; language training; 
training and fitness club services; providing nursery 
schools, cinema theaters, discotheque services, 
providing museum facilities [presentation, 
exhibitions], amusement arcades, amusement park 
services; sport camp services; providing golf courses, 
tennis courts, riding facilities and sports facilities; 
rental of skin diving equipment; organization of sports 
competitions; organization of cultural and sporting 
events; arranging of cultural and sporting events; 
reservation services for sporting, scientific and 
cultural events; game services provided on-line [from 
a computer network]; rental of recorded data carriers 
(films, music, games), projector apparatus and the 
accessories thereof; rental of newspapers and 
magazines; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; 
publication of printed matter also in the form of 
electronic media including CD-ROMs, other than 
publicity texts, in particular books, magazines and 
newspapers; publication of printed matter in electronic 
form, except for publicity purposes, in particular 
magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; 
publication of texts, except publicity texts, in 
particular of books, magazines and newspapers, 
including in the Internet; organization of exhibitions 
for cultural and teaching purposes; entertainment and 
educational services provided by recreation and 
amusement parks; services of an interpreter; services 
of a translator; photography; radio entertainment; 
television entertainment; consultation provided by 
telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of 
education, training and further training, and 
entertainment; consultation provided by telephone call 
centres and hotlines in the field of reservation services 
for sporting, scientific and cultural events; information 
about entertainment events, in particular provided via 

https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2018/2018-51/bw/1442241.tif
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online networks and the Internet; modelling for artists; 
provision of club entertainment services. 

 
43 

Providing temporary accommodation; providing of 
food and drinks for guests; accommodation bureau 
services; providing and rental of holiday homes, 
holiday flats and apartments; providing room 
reservation and hotel reservation services; providing 
hotel and motel services; catering; boarding house 
services; rental of meeting rooms; bar services; 
restaurant services; providing food and drinks in 
Internet cafés; consultation provided by telephone call 
centres and hotlines in the field of accommodation 
services, providing and rental of holiday homes, room 
reservation services and hotel reservation as well as 
accommodation and catering for guests. 

 

821. Basic application 

DE (Germany), 29.05.2018, 30 2018 013 212. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

DE (Germany), 29.05.2018,30 2018 013 212.6. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 

the designated Contracting Parties 

03.01.2019 

 

1442821 

 

151. Date of the registration 

31.10.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

31.10.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

SHENZHEN DAHETAO TIMES 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 

1003, Block B, Jindimingyuan, 

No.2 Dongchang Rd, Dongxiao, 

Luohu District, Shenzhen 

Guangdong (CN (China)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

CN (China) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

corporation, China 

740. Name and address of the representative 

DINGYI (SHENZHEN) 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CO.,LTD 

Rm 7012, 7F, Taojing Business Bldg, 

Block 177 Chuangjing Huayuan, 

Beizhan Community, Minzhi Sub-district, 

Longhua District, Shenzhen 

Guangdong (CN (China)) 

 

 
 

531. International Classification of the Figurative 

Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 

VCL (7) 

27.05. 

 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

591. Information concerning colors claimed 

Green and orange. 

 

571. Description of mark 

The mark consists of the stylized wording 

"CONQUEST". 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 
09 

Smartphones; cellular phones; telephone apparatus; 
radios; navigational instruments; mobile phones; 
Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus. 

 
822. Basic registration 
CN (China), 28.10.2017, 20721333. 
 
270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 
designated Contracting Parties 
03.01.2019 

 

1443852 

 

151. Date of the registration 

07.08.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

07.08.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

ALO, LLC 

6670 Flotilla Street 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1442821
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1443852
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Commerce CA 90040 (US (United States of America 

(the))) 

 

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national 

US (United States of America (the)) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, 

and, where applicable, territory within that State where 

the legal entity is organized 

LTD LIABILITY COMPANY, California, United States 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

Lindsay J. Hulley 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

611 Anton Boulevard, 

14th Floor 

Costa Mesa CA 92626 (US (United States of America 

(the))) 

 

 
 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

09 

Computer application software and downloadable 

software in the nature of mobile applications to enable 

users to view instructional videos, audio content, 

written content, news, events, articles and user profiles 

in the fields of physical fitness, mind-body practices, 

meditation, health, and personal improvement. 

 

41 

Providing information in the fields of physical fitness, 

mind-body practices being yoga and meditation for 

purposes of self-awareness, self and personal 

improvement, and meditation training via a website; 

providing blogs, on-line educational seminars, non-

downloadable videos, non-downloadable instructional 

videos, and non-downloadable articles, in the fields of 

physical fitness, mind-body practices, meditation, 

health, and personal improvement via a website; 

providing news in the fields of physical fitness, mind-

body practices being yoga and meditation for purposes 

of self-awareness, self and personal improvement and 

meditation training via a website; providing recorded 

and live and interactive on-line instruction and training 

in the fields of physical fitness, mind-body practices, 

meditation, health, and personal improvement; 

providing information on physical fitness accessible 

through a global computer network and mobile device 

via a website. 

 

821. Basic application 

US (United States of America (the)), 05.12.2017, 

87709225. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

10.01.2019 

 

1407292  

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

Closed joint-stock company 

«Four zero four» 

Moskovsky pr., d. 151a, 

liter A, pom. 15-N 

Saint Petersburg (RU (Russian Federation (the))) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

RU (Russian Federation (the)) 

 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

511. International Classification of Goods and Services for 

the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice 

Classification) - NCL(11-2018) 

 

36  

Financial analysis; capital investment; financial 

information; financial consultancy; stock exchange 

quotations; brokerage; financial management; 

financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; 

electronic funds transfer; securities brokerage; 

providing financial information via a web site; stock 

brokerage services; financing services. 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the 

legal entity is organized 

Closed joint-stock company, RU 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

KHRAMKOVA Iuliia Viktorovna 

pr. Prosveshhenia, d. 41, kv. 84 

RU-194291 Saint Petersburg (RU (Russian Federation 

(the))) 

 

891. Date of subsequent designation 

26.11.2018 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1407292
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581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 

the designated Contracting Parties 

17.01.2019 

 

1445708 

 

151. Date of the registration 

27.06.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

27.06.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

Helbiz, Inc. 

3411 Silverside Rd Suite 104 

Wilmington DE 19810 (US (United States of America 

(the))) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

US (United States of America (the)) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

CORPORATION, Delaware, United States 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

CARLO GIOVANNETTI 

REINHARDT LLP 

200 Liberty Street Floor 27 

New York NY 10281 (US (United States of America 

(the))) 
 

 
 
541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 
represented in standard characters 
 
511. The International Classification of Goods and 
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 
classified according thereto 
NCL (11-2018)  
 

09 

Downloadable computer software for processing 

electronic transfers of funds to and from others by way 

of ACH (automated clearing house), credit card, debit 

card, electronic check and electronic, mobile and 

online payments; downloadable authentication 

software for controlling access to and communications 

with computers and computer networks; 

downloadable computer software for use in 

electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, 

accepting and transmitting digital currency, and 

managing digital currency payment and exchange 

transactions. 

 

36 

Processing electronic transfers of funds to and from 

others by way of ACH (automated clearing house), 

credit card, debit card, electronic check, and 

electronic, mobile and online payments; processing 

trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting and 

transmitting digital currency (terms too vague in the 

opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) 

of the Common Regulations); managing digital 

currency payment and exchange transactions. 

 

42 

Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable 

software for processing transfers of funds to and from 

others by way of ACH (automated clearing house), 

credit card, debit card, electronic check and electronic, 

mobile and online payments; providing temporary use 

of on-line non-downloadable authentication software 

for controlling access to and communications with 

computers and computer networks; providing 

temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software 

for use in electronically trading, storing, sending, 

receiving, accepting and transmitting digital currency, 

and managing digital currency payment and exchange 

transactions. 

 

821. Basic application 

US (United States of America (the)), 10.05.2018, 

87915530. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

US (United States of America (the)), 10.05.2018, 

87915530. 

 
270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 
designated Contracting Parties 
24.01.2019 
 
1445677 
 
151. Date of the registration 
02.07.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

02.07.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

GUANGZHOU HONGKEXIANG 

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 

No.004 Room, 4st Floor, 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1445708
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1445677
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2019/2019-02/bw/1445708.tif
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No. 37, Xidi 2nd Road, 

Liwan District, 

Guangzhou City 

Guangdong Province (CN (China)) 

 
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has a real and effective 
industrial or commercial establishment 
CN (China) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 
entity is organized 
LIMITED COMPANY, China 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 
SUNNY INT'L IPR MANAGEMENT CO., LTD 
4-1-1512, No. 11 Shuangying Road, 
Chaoyang District 
Beijing (CN (China)) 
 

 
Color reproduction 

 
 
531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements 
of Marks (Vienna Classification) 
VCL (7) 
26.04; 27.05; 28.03; 29.01. 
 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 
561. Transliteration of the mark 
AN KA SHI. 
 
591. Information concerning colors claimed 
White, blue and orange. 
 
571. Description of mark 
The mark consists of the stylized wording "ANKAX" and 
three Chinese characters on the blue background; "AN" 
and a part of "K" and the three Chinese characters in white, 
"AX" and a part of "K" in orange. 
 
511. The International Classification of Goods and 
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 
classified according thereto 

NCL (11)  
 
09 

Cellular phones; sockets, plugs and other contacts 
[electric connections]; computer peripheral devices; 
protective films adapted for smartphones; satellite 
navigational apparatus; headsets; chargers for electric 
batteries; readers [data processing equipment]; 
cameras [photography]; materials for electricity mains 
[wires, cables]. 

821. Basic application 

CN (China),1 3.06.2017, 24721787. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 

the designated Contracting Parties 

24.01.2019 

 

1445670 

 

151. Date of the registration 

23.07.2018 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

23.07.2028 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

DURMAZLAR MAKİNA 

SANAYİ VE TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ 

Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 75. 

Yil Bulvari No:4 

Nilüfer 

Bursa (TR (Turkey)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

TR (Turkey) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Joint Stock Company, Turkey 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

Erdem Kaya Patent ve Dan. A.Ş. 

Konak Mah. Kudret Sk. 

Senyurt Is Mrk. No:6 D:8, 

Nilüfer 

TR-16110 Bursa (TR (Turkey)) 

 

 
 
531. International Classification of the Figurative 

Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 

VCL (7) 

04.05; 15.07; 26.05; 27.05; 29.01. 

 

591. Information concerning colors claimed 

Red, black and dark grey.The hexagon and "durmazlar" 

wording are in red color and in bold form, gearwheel is in 

dark grey, the man and the outline of the castle is in black. 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1445670
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2019/2019-02/bw/1445677.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2019/2019-02/color/1445677.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2019/2019-02/color/1445670.tif
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566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the 

mark 

"They do not stop". 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

07 

Machine tools to process wood, metal, glass and 

plastic materials; lathes, milling machines, planing 

machines, saw blades, sanding machines, industrial 

grinding machines, cutting machines, plastic injection 

machines, threading machines; working machines, 

construction machines; bulldozers, excavators, road 

making machines, drainage machines, rock drilling 

machines, loaders, road sweeping machines [self 

propelled], rolling mills, rams, molding machines, 

rolling mill cylinders, lifting and hoisting machines; 

elevators for people and material, moving pavements, 

ramps, lifts, cranes, moving staircases (escalators), 

belt conveyors, elevators; milking machines, churns, 

dairy machines, incubators for eggs and brooding 

machines, engines and motors, segments, transmission 

chains and shafts, transmission shaft bearings, crank 

shafts, pressure reducers, pressure regulators, pressure 

valves, hydraulic and pneumatic controls, pulleys, 

bobbins, pistons for engines and sleeves, speed 

governors, driving mechanisms, torque transformers 

(converters), counter pedals, clutches, cardan joints 

(universal joints), turbines, other than for land vehicles 

(for working machines and water and air vehicles, 

turbines); brake mechanisms and segments, brakes, 

brake linings and shoes, brake repair sets, other than 

for vehicles; starters, dynamos, bicycle dynamos, 

spark plugs, igniting devices, injectors; exhausts, 

exhaust installations, engine mufflers; belts, v-belts, 

dynamo belts, conveyor belts for engines and motors; 

bearings, ball or roller bearings; carburetors, 

carburetor feeders; fuel economizers for engines, fuel 

conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines 

(LPG conversion apparatus); radiators (engine 

cooling) for vehicles, fans for engines; oil, fuel and air 

filters for engines and motors; hydraulic and 

pneumatic cylinders (pistons), cylinder heads other 

than engine parts, electric engines (other than for land 

transportation vehicles), rack and pinion jacks for 

tires, alternators, generators, electrical generators, 

solar generators, painting machines, spray guns for 

paint, electrical punching machines and guns, glue 

guns (electric), pressurized air or liquid spray guns, 

electric hand drills, chainsaws, decoupling machines, 

industrial robots, shearing machines for animals, 

compressed air machines, compressors; welding 

machines; electric welding machines, point welding 

machines, printing machines and apparatus; mine 

working machines for crumbling and breaking; 

packaging machines, filling-tapping and covering 

machines, labelers, separators; machines for 

manufacturing of leather and fabric goods; sewing 

machines, embroidery machines, edging machines, 

button looping and sewing machines, cutting 

machines; textile machines; weaving machines, 

threshing machines, reed machines, thread bending 

machines (ring machines), weaving looms; electric 

pumps, engines or motors; pressure tanks, water 

pumps (electro pumps, motor pumps), diver pumps, 

pumps for heating installations; pumps (parts of 

machines, engines or motors) (liquid and gas pumps), 

casting machines and their parts, catalytic converters; 

vehicle washing installations, automatic kneading 

machines, dough shaping machines, drying machines 

for setting dough aside, dough cutting machines; metal 

annealing machines, machines for separating foreign 

bodies, sieving machines, electro magnetizing 

(separator) machines, vibro silo machines (for 

discharging materials); milling machines, grain 

processors, grain breaking machines, wheat brushing 

machines, peeling and separating machines; electric 

closing mechanisms for vehicle windows. 

 
822. Basic registration 
TR (Turkey), 31.12.2004, 2004 45692. 
 
270. Language(s) of the application 
English 
 
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 
the designated Contracting Parties 
24.01.2019 
 
1445530 
 
151. Date of the registration 
23.10.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
23.10.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
Sipchem Europe SA 
Rue de Lavaux, 35, 
P.O Box 312 
CH-1095 Lutry (CH (Switzerland)) 
 
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

CH (Switzerland) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, 

and, where applicable, territory within that State where 

the legal entity is organized 
Société Anonyme, Suisse 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1445530
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740. Name and address of the representative 

ALATIS 

Me Anne DESMOUSSEAUX 

109 Bd Haussmann 

F-75008 Paris (FR (France)) 
 

 
 
 .Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented 

in standard characters 

 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

01 

Chemicals used in industry, science, photography, as 

well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 

unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics. 

 

17 

Semi-worked rubber; plastic materials and resins in 

extruded form used in manufacturing operations. 

 

22 

Plastic fibers for textile use; polymer fibers for textile 

use. 

 

822. Basic registration 

CH (Switzerland), 30.05.2018, 717831. 

 

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention 

and other data relating to registration of the mark in the 

country of origin 

CH (Switzerland), 30.05.2018, 717831. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

French 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 

the designated Contracting Parties 

24.01.2019 

 

1445442 

 

151. Date of the registration 

30.08.2017 

 

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 

30.08.2027 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

Wenko-Wenselaar GmbH Co. KG 

Im Hülsenfeld 10 

40721 Hilden (DE (Germany)) 

 

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 

territory of which the holder has a real and effective 

industrial or commercial establishment 

DE (Germany) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

GmbH & Co.KG, DE 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

KREUZKAMP, Markus 

(German laywer of Kreuzkamp & Partner) 

 

Ludenberger Str. 1 A 

40629 Düsseldorf (DE (Germany)) 

 

 
 

531. International Classification of the Figurative 

Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) 

VCL (7) 

26.04; 26.11; 27.05; 29.01. 

 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

591. Information concerning colors claimed 

Blue and white. 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11)  

 

03 

Bleaching preparations and other substances for 

laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 

cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; scouring solutions; 

preparations for unblocking drain pipes; make-up 

removing preparations; astringents for cosmetic 

purposes; alum stones [astringents]; aloe vera 

preparations for cosmetic purposes; amber [perfume]; 

paint stripping preparations; antistatic preparations for 

household purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; 

aromatics [essential oils]; flavorings [flavourings] for 

beverages [essential oils]; flavourings for cakes 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1445442
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2019/2019-02/bw/1445530.tif
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2019/2019-02/color/1445442.tif
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[essential oils]; breath freshening strips; breath 

freshening sprays; ethereal essences; ethereal oils; 

eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; soap for 

brightening textile; flavourings for cakes [essential 

oils]; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic 

preparations for baths; balms other than for medical 

purposes; beard dyes; moustache wax; bergamot oil; 

preparations for unblocking drain pipes; pumice stone; 

preparations to make shiny the leaves of plants; 

blueing for laundry; skin whitening creams; bleaching 

preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; 

leather bleaching preparations; laundry bleach; 

bleaching salts; bleaching soda; extracts of flowers 

[perfumes]; bases for flower perfumes; polish for 

furniture and flooring; parquet floor wax; cosmetic 

creams; neutralizers for permanent waving; 

deodorants for pets; deodorants for human beings or 

for animals; deodorant soap; detergents other than for 

use in manufacturing operations and for medical 

purposes; diamantine [abrasive]; canned pressurized 

air for cleaning and dusting purposes; scented wood; 

sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; javelle 

water; laundry soaking preparations; paint stripping 

preparations; depilatory preparations; depilatory wax; 

scale removing preparations for household purposes; 

ethereal essences; color- [colour-] brightening 

chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; laundry 

blueing; colorants for toilet purposes; hair dyes; paint 

stripping preparations; colour-removing preparations; 

cosmetic dyes; greases for cosmetic purposes; 

degreasers other than for use in manufacturing 

processes; varnish-removing preparations; varnish-

removing preparations; stain removers; non-slipping 

liquids for floors; non-slipping liquids for floors; non-

slipping wax for floors; floor wax removers [scouring 

preparations]; gaultheria oil; dental bleaching gels; 

geraniol; flavorings [flavourings] for beverages 

[essential oils]; shining preparations [polish]; laundry 

glaze; starch glaze for laundry purposes; glass cloth; 

glass cloth; smoothing preparations [starching]; 

smoothing stones; bases for flower perfumes; hair 

waving preparations; hair dyes; hair spray; shampoos; 

hair lotions; cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations 

for skin care; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; 

heliotropine; ionone [perfumery]; jasmine oil; javelle 

water; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for 

cosmetic purposes; adhesives for affixing false 

eyelashes; eau de Cologne; leather preservatives 

[polishes]; cosmetics; corundum [abrasive]; 

cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; cosmetic kits; 

cosmetic pencils; decorative transfers for cosmetic 

purposes; cleaning chalk; false nails; false eyelashes; 

nail varnish; lacquer-removing preparations; lavender 

oil; lavender water; leather bleaching preparations; 

creams for leather; leather preservatives [polishes]; lip 

glosses; lipsticks; floor wax removers [scouring 

preparations]; lotions for cosmetic purposes; canned 

pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; air 

fragrancing preparations; make-up; almond milk for 

cosmetic purposes; almond oil; almond soap; beauty 

masks; massage gels other than for medical purposes; 

carbides of metal [abrasives]; douching preparations 

for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes 

[toiletries]; musk [perfumery]; mouth washes, not for 

medical purposes; false nails; nail art stickers; nail 

varnish; nail care preparations; washing soda for 

cleaning; soda lye; cosmetic kits; neutralizers for 

permanent waving; ethereal oils; oils for toilet 

purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for cleaning 

purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; hair waving 

preparations; polishing paper; abrasive paper; emery 

paper; oils for perfumes and scents; perfumery; 

perfumes; bases for flower perfumes; pastes for razor 

strops; cobblers' wax; mint for perfumery; mint 

essence [essential oil]; preparations to make shiny the 

leaves of plants; flavorings [flavourings] for beverages 

[essential oils]; polishing creams; polishing 

preparations; denture polishes; polishing paper; 

polishing rouge; polishing stones; polishing wax; 

pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris 

[fragrances]; dry-cleaning preparations; make-up 

powder; furbishing preparations; cloths impregnated 

with a detergent for cleaning; quillaia bark for 

washing; shaving preparations; shaving soap; shaving 

stones [astringents]; after-shave lotions; fumigation 

preparations [perfumes]; joss sticks; windscreen 

cleaning liquids; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; 

cleaning preparations; preparations for cleaning 

dentures; cloths impregnated with a detergent for 

cleaning; oils for cleaning purposes; rose oil; rust 

removing preparations; non-slipping liquids for floors; 

non-slipping wax for floors; safrol; ammonia [volatile 

alkali] [detergent]; flavorings [flavourings] for 

beverages [essential oils]; bleaching salts; sandpaper; 

whiting; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; 

abrasives; grinding preparations; abrasive paper; 

make-up; make-up preparations; make-up powder; 

emery; emery cloth; emery paper; sandcloth; tailors' 

wax; cosmetics; beauty masks; boot cream; shoe wax; 

cobblers' wax; shoemakers' wax; deodorant soap; 

soap; soap for brightening textile; soap for foot 

perspiration; antiperspirant soap; shampoos; 

shampoos for pets; silicon carbide [abrasive]; 

bleaching soda; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning 

preparations [cosmetics]; breath freshening sprays; 

starch for laundry purposes; starch glaze for laundry 

purposes; polishing stones; smoothing stones; shaving 

stones [astringents]; badian essence; cosmetic pencils; 

breath freshening strips; talcum powder, for toilet use; 

wallpaper cleaning preparations; terpenes [essential 

oils]; turpentine, for degreasing; oil of turpentine for 

degreasing; cosmetics for animals; shampoos for pets; 

toiletries; cakes of toilet soap; toilet water; Tripoli 

stone for polishing; dry-cleaning preparations; dry 
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shampoos; drying agents for dishwashing machines; 

tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; glass cloth; 

petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for 

cleaning; parquet floor wax; depilatory wax; non-

slipping wax for floors; laundry wax; polishing wax; 

tailors' wax; blueing for laundry; sachets for 

perfuming linen; laundry blueing; laundry soaking 

preparations; laundry preparations; hydrogen peroxide 

for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic 

purposes; swabs [toiletries]; fabric softeners for 

laundry use; incense; shoe wax; adhesives for affixing 

false eyelashes; false eyelashes; cosmetic preparations 

for eyelashes; mascara; windscreen cleaning liquids; 

dental bleaching gels; denture polishes; preparations 

for cleaning dentures; dentifrices; essential oils of 

cedarwood; decorative transfers for cosmetic 

purposes; essential oils of lemon. 

 

05 

Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 

preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 

substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 

for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for 

stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations 

for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; dental 

impression materials; purgatives; medical 

preparations for slimming purposes; slimming pills; 

adjuvants for medical purposes; acaricides; aconitine; 

aldehydes for pharmaceutical purposes; algicides; 

alginates for pharmaceutical purposes; alkaline 

iodides for pharmaceutical purposes; alkaloids for 

medical purposes; medicinal alcohol; medicinal 

alcohol; aloe vera preparations for pharmaceutical 

purposes; dental amalgams; dental amalgams of gold; 

amino acids for medical purposes; amino acids for 

veterinary purposes; analgesics; anaesthetics; 

angostura bark for medical purposes; antibiotics; 

anticryptogamic preparations; antiparasitic 

preparations; antiseptics; antiseptic cotton; medicine 

cases, portable, filled; appetite suppressants for 

medical purposes; appetite suppressant pills; 

medicines for human purposes; medicines for 

veterinary purposes; medicines for dental purposes; 

aseptic cotton; asthmatic tea; ethers for 

pharmaceutical purposes; caustics for pharmaceutical 

purposes; caustic pencils; eye-washes; eyepatches for 

medical purposes; collyrium; acetates for 

pharmaceutical purposes; babies' napkin-pants 

[diaper-pants]; food for babies; diapers [babies' 

napkins]; mud for baths; oxygen baths; bath salts for 

medical purposes; bath preparations, medicated; 

therapeutic preparations for the bath; bacterial 

poisons; bouillons for bacteriological cultures; 

bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; 

bacteriological preparations for medical and 

veterinary use; dietary fibre; balms for medical 

purposes; balsamic preparations for medical purposes; 

hygienic bandages; bandages for dressings; adhesive 

tapes for medical purposes; barks for pharmaceutical 

purposes; antiseptic cotton; aseptic cotton; cotton for 

medical purposes; deodorants for clothing and textiles; 

sedatives; semen for artificial insemination; sanitary 

towels; biological tissue cultures for medical 

purposes; biological tissue cultures for veterinary 

purposes; biological preparations for medical 

purposes; biological preparations for veterinary 

purposes; biocides; lead water; blood for medical 

purposes; haematogen; leeches for medical purposes; 

blood plasma; depuratives; haemostatic pencils; soil-

sterilising preparations; confectionery, medicated; 

chemical preparations to treat wheat blight [smut]; 

tanning pills; bromine for pharmaceutical purposes; 

bronchodilating preparations; diabetic bread adapted 

for medical use; powder of cantharides; chemical 

preparations for medical purposes; chemical 

preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical 

preparations for veterinary purposes; chemico-

pharmaceutical preparations; quinquina for medical 

purposes; quinine for medical purposes; chinoline for 

medical purposes; surgical cloth [tissues]; surgical 

implants [living tissues]; hydrated chloral for 

pharmaceutical purposes; chloroform; condurango 

bark for medical purposes; medicines for alleviating 

constipation; curare; sanitary towels; decoctions for 

pharmaceutical purposes; dental cements; deodorants, 

other than for human beings or for animals; deodorants 

for clothing and textiles; disinfectants for chemical 

toilets; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; detergents 

for medical purposes; diabetic bread adapted for 

medical use; diagnostic preparations for medical 

purposes; diastase for medical purposes; dietetic 

beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic 

substances adapted for medical use; dietetic foods 

adapted for medical purposes; digitalin; dill oil for 

medical purposes; drugs for medical purposes; alloys 

of precious metals for dental purposes; albuminous 

foodstuffs for medical purposes; albuminous 

preparations for medical purposes; chemical 

conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; elixirs 

[pharmaceutical preparations]; gentian for 

pharmaceutical purposes; enzymes for medical 

purposes; enzymes for veterinary purposes; enzyme 

preparations for medical purposes; enzyme 

preparations for veterinary purposes; aluminium 

acetate for pharmaceutical purposes; esters for 

pharmaceutical purposes; eucalyptol for 

pharmaceutical purposes; eucalyptus for 

pharmaceutical purposes; extracts of hops for 

pharmaceutical purposes; fennel for medical purposes; 

ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; greases for 

medical purposes; greases for veterinary purposes; 

febrifuges; fish meal for pharmaceutical purposes; fly 

catching paper; fly glue; fly destroying preparations; 
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formic aldehyde for pharmaceutical purposes; 

chilblain preparations; frostbite salve for 

pharmaceutical purposes; fungicides; bunion pads; 

Gallic acid for pharmaceutical purposes; gases for 

medical purposes; gauze for dressings; gelatine for 

medical purposes; royal jelly for pharmaceutical 

purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical 

purposes; medicinal drinks; by-products of the 

processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes; 

surgical cloth [tissues]; poisons; bacterial poisons; 

glucose for medical purposes; glycerine for medical 

purposes; glycerophosphates; dental amalgams of 

gold; guaiacol for pharmaceutical purposes; gum for 

medical purposes; gamboge for medical purposes; 

gurjun [gurjon, gurjan] balsam for medical purposes; 

belts for sanitary napkins [towels]; medicinal hair 

growth preparations; haemostatic pencils; adhesives 

for dentures; antiparasitic collars for animals; 

haemoglobin; haemorrhoid preparations; anti-uric 

preparations; preparations for destroying dry rot 

fungus; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; 

yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; adhesive plaster; 

solvents for removing adhesive plasters; remedies for 

foot perspiration; remedies for perspiration; 

herbicides; charcoal for pharmaceutical purposes; 

extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes; 

hormones for medical purposes; preparations for 

callouses; sanitary panties; babies' napkin-pants 

[diaper-pants]; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; 

cement for animal hooves; corn remedies; corn rings 

for the feet; repellents for dogs; dog lotions; dog 

washes; hydrastine; hydrastinine; vaccines; surgical 

implants [living tissues]; napkins for incontinents; 

pants, absorbent, for incontinents; insect repellent 

incense; insecticides; insect repellents; insecticides; 

personal sexual lubricants; Irish moss for medical 

purposes; isotopes for medical purposes; jalap; iodine 

for pharmaceutical purposes; iodides for 

pharmaceutical purposes; iodoform; tincture of iodine; 

jujube, medicated; potassium salts for medical 

purposes; preparations of lime for pharmaceutical 

purposes; calomel; cooling sprays for medical 

purposes; camphor for medical purposes; camphor oil 

for medical purposes; candy for medical purposes; 

capsules for medicines; cachets for pharmaceutical 

purposes; carbolineum [parasiticide]; poultices; 

cachou for pharmaceutical purposes; chewing gum for 

medical purposes; rubber for dental purposes; 

germicides; dental mastics; cement for animal hooves; 

adhesive tapes for medical purposes; adhesive tapes 

for medical purposes; bone cement for surgical and 

orthopaedic purposes; charcoal for pharmaceutical 

purposes; cocaine; collodion for pharmaceutical 

purposes; collyrium; compresses; solutions for contact 

lenses; contact lens cleaning preparations; radiological 

contrast substances for medical purposes; chemical 

contraceptives; headache pencils; pharmaceutical 

preparations for treating dandruff; medicinal herbs; 

smoking herbs for medical purposes; herbal teas for 

medicinal purposes; medicinal infusions; creosote for 

pharmaceutical purposes; croton bark; cultures of 

microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; 

liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; stick liquorice 

for pharmaceutical purposes; milk sugar for 

pharmaceutical purposes; larvae exterminating 

preparations; laxatives; cod liver oil; linseed for 

pharmaceutical purposes; linseed meal for 

pharmaceutical purposes; chemical conductors for 

electrocardiograph electrodes; lecithin for medical 

purposes; liniments; solutions for contact lenses; 

solvents for removing adhesive plasters; lotions for 

pharmaceutical purposes; lotions for veterinary 

purposes; air purifying preparations; lupulin for 

pharmaceutical purposes; magnesia for 

pharmaceutical purposes; malt for pharmaceutical 

purposes; malted milk beverages for medical 

purposes; milk of almonds for pharmaceutical 

purposes; mangrove bark for pharmaceutical 

purposes; preparations for destroying mice; medicinal 

drinks; medicinal hair growth preparations; medicinal 

tea; sea water for medicinal bathing; flour for 

pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations to 

treat mildew; melissa water for pharmaceutical 

purposes; milking grease; sanitary panties; sanitary 

tampons; menthol; articles for headache; cultures of 

microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; 

nutritive substances for microorganisms; milk 

ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; malted milk 

beverages for medical purposes; milk sugar for 

pharmaceutical purposes; mineral food supplements; 

mineral waters for medical purposes; salts for mineral 

water baths; mineral water salts; air deodorising 

preparations; douching preparations for medical 

purposes; moulding wax for dentists; moleskin for 

medical purposes; menstruation bandages; sanitary 

panties; mud for baths; medicinal mud; mothproofing 

preparations; mothproofing paper; mouthwashes for 

medical purposes; ergot for pharmaceutical purposes; 

myrobalan bark for pharmaceutical purposes; 

bouillons for bacteriological cultures; lacteal flour for 

babies; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; 

nutritive substances for microorganisms; nutritional 

supplements; albumin dietary supplements; alginate 

dietary supplements; enzyme dietary supplements; 

royal jelly dietary supplements; glucose dietary 

supplements; yeast dietary supplements; casein dietary 

supplements; linseed dietary supplements; linseed oil 

dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; 

pollen dietary supplements; propolis dietary 

supplements; protein dietary supplements; wheat germ 

dietary supplements; dietary supplements for animals; 

dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; narcotics; 

bicarbonate of soda for pharmaceutical purposes; 

sodium salts for medical purposes; by-products of the 
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processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes; 

nervines; cachets for pharmaceutical purposes; 

medicinal oils; opiates; opium; opodeldoc; opotherapy 

preparations; antioxidant pills; paper for mustard 

plasters; mothproofing paper; antiparasitic collars for 

animals; antiparasitic preparations; parasiticides; 

pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes; pectin for 

pharmaceutical purposes; pepsins for pharmaceutical 

purposes; peptones for pharmaceutical purposes; pearl 

powder for medical purposes; pesticides; mint for 

pharmaceutical purposes; bunion pads; plasters for 

medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; 

pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; 

phenol for pharmaceutical purposes; phosphates for 

pharmaceutical purposes; anticryptogamic 

preparations; pomades for medical purposes; porcelain 

for dental prostheses; bronchodilating preparations; 

propolis for pharmaceutical purposes; protein 

supplements for animals; pyrethrum powder; quassia 

for medical purposes; quebracho for medical 

purposes; mercurial ointments; radioactive substances 

for medical purposes; radium for medical purposes; rat 

poison; smoking herbs for medical purposes; 

fumigating sticks; fumigation preparations for medical 

purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary 

purposes; chemical preparations for treating 

phylloxera; preparations for reducing sexual activity; 

contact lens cleaning preparations; air purifying 

preparations; medicine cases, portable, filled; rhubarb 

roots for pharmaceutical purposes; smelling salts; 

barks for pharmaceutical purposes; castor oil for 

medical purposes; radiological contrast substances for 

medical purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical 

purposes; mercurial ointments; bath salts for medical 

purposes; salts for medical purposes; salts for mineral 

water baths; sarsaparilla for medical purposes; oxygen 

for medical purposes; oxygen baths; acids for 

pharmaceutical purposes; pesticides; lint for medical 

purposes; soporifics; dental abrasives; slug 

exterminating preparations; vulnerary sponges; 

chemical preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy; 

flowers of sulphur for pharmaceutical purposes; 

sulphur sticks [disinfectants]; mustard for 

pharmaceutical purposes; mustard oil for medical 

purposes; mustard plasters; paper for mustard plasters; 

serums; serotherapeutic medicines; siccatives [drying 

agents] for medical purposes; syrups for 

pharmaceutical purposes; scapulars for surgical 

purposes; panty liners [sanitary]; sunburn ointments; 

sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; 

semen for artificial insemination; preparations of trace 

elements for human and animal use; stem cells for 

medical purposes; stem cells for veterinary purposes; 

starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; 

sterilising preparations; steroids; haemostatic pencils; 

wart pencils; breast-nursing pads; adhesive tapes for 

medical purposes; strychnine; styptic preparations; 

sulphonamides [medicines]; suppositories; tobacco 

extracts [insecticides]; tobacco-free cigarettes for 

medical purposes; sanitary tampons; sanitary tampons; 

herbal teas for medicinal purposes; medicinal tea; 

turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes; oil of 

turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes; deodorants 

for clothing and textiles; thermal water; thymol for 

pharmaceutical purposes; animal washes; tinctures for 

medical purposes; tonics [medicines]; glucose for 

medical purposes; tissues impregnated with 

pharmaceutical lotions; vermin destroying 

preparations; herbicides; vaginal washes; petroleum 

jelly for medical purposes; gauze for dressings; first-

aid boxes, filled; dressings, medical; surgical 

dressings; absorbent cotton; preparations for the 

treatment of burns; digestives for pharmaceutical 

purposes; vesicants; veterinary preparations; cattle 

washes; vitamin preparations; moulding wax for 

dentists; animal washes; cattle washes; sea water for 

medicinal bathing; hydrogen peroxide for medical 

purposes; wadding for medical purposes; absorbent 

cotton; insect repellent incense; vine disease treating 

chemicals; tartar for pharmaceutical purposes; cream 

of tartar for pharmaceutical purposes; napkins for 

incontinents; bismuth preparations for pharmaceutical 

purposes; bismuth subnitrate for pharmaceutical 

purposes; vulnerary sponges; vermifuges; medicinal 

roots; preparations to facilitate teething; teeth filling 

material; dental mastics; dental lacquer; adhesives for 

dentures; porcelain for dental prostheses; cedar wood 

for use as an insect repellent; cellulose ethers for 

pharmaceutical purposes; cellulose esters for 

pharmaceutical purposes; dental cements; tobacco-

free cigarettes for medical purposes; sugar for medical 

purposes; candy for medical purposes; disinfectant 

soap; medicated soap. 

 

06 

Common metals and their alloys; metal building 

materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials 

of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and 

wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of 

metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods 

of common metal not included in other classes; ores; 

gutter pipes of metal; rocket launching platforms of 

metal; bicycle parking installations of metal; 

branching pipes of metal; aluminium; aluminium wire; 

aluminium foil; anvils; anchors; mooring buoys of 

metal; anchor plates; mooring bollards of metal; jets 

of metal; anti-friction metal; identification bracelets of 

metal, for hospitals; fittings of metal for compressed 

air ducts; reinforcing materials of metal for machine 

belts; reinforcing materials of metal for building; 

reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; outdoor blinds 

of metal; tubbing of metal; cabanas of metal; beacons 

of metal, non-luminous; girders of metal; joists of 

metal; iron strip; bindings of metal; bands of metal for 
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tying-up purposes; steel strip; ingots of common 

metal; building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver; 

fittings of metal for building; railway material of 

metal; building materials of metal; tree protectors of 

metal; building boards of metal; buildings of metal; 

buildings, transportable, of metal; swimming pools 

[metal structures]; clips of metal for cables and pipes; 

signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal, for 

roads; containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid 

air; containers of metal for storing acids; tanks of 

metal; packaging containers of metal; closures of 

metal for containers; roof coverings of metal; 

beryllium [glucinium]; fittings of metal for building; 

building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver; fittings 

of metal for furniture; reinforcing materials, of metal, 

for concrete; shuttering of metal for concrete; fittings 

of metal for beds; bed casters of metal; binding thread 

of metal for agricultural purposes; thread of metal for 

tying-up purposes; binding thread of metal for 

agricultural purposes; sheets and plates of metal; steel 

sheets; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; lead seals; 

mooring buoys of metal; bolts of metal; door bolts of 

metal; vats of metal; iron slabs; containers of metal for 

liquid fuel; letter boxes of metal; bronze; bronzes for 

tombstones; bronzes [works of art]; letters and 

numerals of common metal, except type; busts of 

common metal; cermets; chromium; chrome ores; 

containers of metal [storage, transport]; floating 

containers of metal; roof coverings of metal; roofing 

of metal; roof flashing of metal; tiles of metal; gutters 

of metal; mooring bollards of metal; manhole covers 

of metal; monuments of metal; floating docks of metal 

for mooring boats; boxes of common metal; 

preserving boxes of metal; box fasteners of metal; wire 

of common metal; soldering wire of metal; wire of 

common metal alloys, except fuse wire; wire 

stretchers [tension links]; wire cloth; materials of 

metal for funicular railway permanent ways; wire 

rope; telpher cables; cables of metal, non-electric; 

ropes of metal; drain pipes of metal; turnstiles; 

turntables [railways]; window fasteners of metal; 

containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; 

fittings of metal for compressed air ducts; penstock 

pipes of metal; pegs of metal; wall plugs of metal; 

nozzles of metal; brackets of metal for building; 

skating rinks [structures of metal]; iron, unwrought or 

semi-wrought; ironmongery; loading gauge rods, of 

metal, for railway wagons; railway sleepers of metal; 

railway points; stretchers for iron bands [tension 

links]; iron wire; iron ores; ice moulds of metal; iron 

ores; bicycle parking installations of metal; 

registration plates, of metal; badges of metal for 

vehicles; locks of metal for vehicles; traps for wild 

animals; paint spraying booths, of metal; casks of 

metal; barrels of metal; taps for casks, of metal; barrel 

hoops of metal; springs [metal hardware]; filings of 

metal; windows of metal; ironwork for windows; 

fittings of metal for windows; window stops of metal; 

shutters of metal; window frames of metal; window 

casement bolts; window pulleys; chrome iron; silicon 

iron; titanium iron; tungsten iron; firedogs [andirons]; 

refractory construction materials of metal; furnace 

fireguards; figurines [statuettes] of common metal; 

flanges of metal [collars]; bottles [metal containers] 

for compressed gas or liquid air; bottle caps of metal; 

bottle closures of metal; insect screens of metal; tile 

floorings of metal; aluminium foil; foils of metal for 

wrapping and packaging; handling pallets of metal; 

foundry molds [moulds] of metal; hoppers of metal, 

non-mechanical; door scrapers; floors of metal; galena 

[ore]; boarding stairs of metal, mobile, for passengers; 

sheaf binders of metal; hooks of metal for clothes rails; 

memorial plates of metal; cashboxes of metal; safes 

[strong boxes]; germanium; framework of metal for 

building; scaffolding of metal; cornices of metal; 

mouldings of metal for cornices; cask stands of metal; 

greenhouses of metal, transportable; greenhouse 

frames of metal; wire cloth; foundry molds [moulds] 

of metal; latticework of metal; insect screens of metal; 

gratings of metal; bars for metal railings; bells; gold 

solder; monuments of metal for tombs; enclosures of 

metal for tombs; tombs of metal; vaults of metal 

[burial]; gravestone slabs of metal; tombstone stelae of 

metal; tombstone plaques of metal; knobs of metal; 

door handles of metal; ferrules of metal for handles; 

straps of metal for handling loads; braces of metal for 

handling loads; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; 

celtium [hafnium]; taps for casks, of metal; hooks of 

metal for clothes rails; clothes hooks of metal; hooks 

[metal hardware]; hooks for slate [metal hardware]; 

anvils [portable]; handcuffs; towel dispensers, fixed, 

of metal; brazing alloys; reels of metal, non-

mechanical, for flexible hoses; winding spools of 

metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; house 

numbers of metal, non-luminous; slings of metal for 

handling loads; beak-irons [bick-irons]; horseshoe 

nails; chicken-houses, of metal; identity plates of 

metal; indium; jalousies of metal; cables of metal, non-

electric; binding screws of metal for cables; cable 

joints of metal, non-electric; cabanas of metal; paint 

spraying booths, of metal; telephone booths of metal; 

tiles of metal for building; cadmium; metal cages for 

wild animals; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; 

chimney pots of metal; chimney cowls of metal; bottle 

caps of metal; sealing caps of metal; cashboxes of 

metal; safety cashboxes; boxes of common metal; 

chests of metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; rope 

thimbles of metal; flashing of metal, for building; 

angle irons; roof flashing of metal; chains of metal; 

couplings of metal for chains; chests of metal; cramps 

of metal [crampons]; drain traps [valves] of metal; 

water-pipe valves of metal; clothes hooks of metal; 

vice claws of metal; binding screws of metal for 

cables; pitons of metal [mountaineering equipment]; 
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ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning 

installations; bells; knobs of metal; cobalt, raw; tool 

chests of metal, empty; chill-moulds [foundry]; 

preserving boxes of metal; baskets of metal; cramps of 

metal [crampons]; balls of steel; skating rinks 

[structures of metal]; works of art of common metal; 

copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper wire, not 

insulated; copper rings; loading pallets, of metal; 

loading gauge rods, of metal, for railway wagons; cask 

stands of metal; anti-friction metal; straps of metal for 

handling loads; laths of metal; arbours [structures of 

metal]; duckboards of metal; alloys of common metal; 

ladders of metal; steps [ladders] of metal; crash 

barriers of metal for roads; guard rails of metal; ducts 

of metal for ventilating and air conditioning 

installations; pipework of metal; water-pipes of metal; 

reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; posts of metal 

for electric lines; limonite; gold solder; silver solder; 

soldering wire of metal; rods of metal for brazing; rods 

of metal for welding; ducts of metal for ventilating and 

air conditioning installations; blooms [metallurgy]; 

magnesium; manganese; porches of metal [building]; 

masts of metal; steel masts; posts of metal for electric 

lines; telegraph posts of metal; wall claddings of metal 

[building]; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; 

reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; common 

metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; ores of metal; 

bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid 

air; chains of metal; metals in powder form; frames of 

metal for building; rings of metal; rods of metal for 

brazing and welding; fittings of metal for furniture; 

furniture casters of metal; molybdenum; molybdenum 

iron; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; sleeves 

[metal hardware]; pipe muffs of metal; nuts of metal; 

nails; identification bracelets of metal, for hospitals; 

identity plates of metal; wire cloth; German silver; 

nickel; nickel-silver; rivets of metal; niobium; house 

numbers of metal, non-luminous; registration plates, 

of metal; casement windows of metal; lintels of metal; 

furnace fire screens; handling pallets of metal; loading 

pallets, of metal; transport pallets of metal; armour 

plate; armour plating; boarding stairs of metal, mobile, 

for passengers; posts of metal; palings of metal; 

paving blocks of metal; posts of metal; advertisement 

columns of metal; badges of metal for vehicles; floor 

tiles, of metal; tile floorings of metal; lead seals; stops 

of metal; metals in powder form; pyrophoric metals; 

wheel clamps [boots]; window frames of metal; 

greenhouse frames of metal; frames of metal for 

building; rocket launching platforms of metal; 

mouldings of metal for cornices; barrel hoops of 

metal; bolts, flat; lock bolts; rings of metal; gutters of 

metal; angle irons; cobalt, raw; tubes of metal; drain 

pipes of metal; chimney shafts of metal; steel tubes; 

ducts of metal, for central heating installations; steel 

tubes; elbows of metal for pipes; pipework of metal; 

penstock pipes of metal; manifolds of metal for 

pipelines; pipe muffs of metal; collars of metal for 

fastening pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; furniture 

casters of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; 

roller blinds of steel; outdoor blinds of metal; 

duckboards of metal; locks of metal for bags; fittings 

of metal for coffins; pillars of metal for buildings; 

containers of metal for storing acids; tubbing of metal; 

manhole covers of metal; strap-hinges of metal; hinges 

of metal; washers of metal; valves of metal, other than 

parts of machines; hooks for slate [metal hardware]; 

rails of metal; guard rails of metal; railway material of 

metal; fish plates [rails]; signboards of metal; reels of 

metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; winding 

spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; 

slings of metal for handling loads; locks of metal, other 

than electric; locks of metal for vehicles; padlocks; 

keys; rings of common metal for keys; grease nipples; 

buckles of common metal [hardware]; spring locks; 

chimney cowls of metal; chimneys of metal; chimney 

pots of metal; chimney shafts of metal; screws of 

metal; nuts of metal; braces of metal for handling 

loads; soldering wire of metal; rods of metal for 

brazing and welding; sills of metal; railway sleepers of 

metal; eye bolts; swimming pools [metal structures]; 

floating containers of metal; figurines [statuettes] of 

common metal; steps [ladders] of metal; crampons 

[climbing irons]; pins [hardware]; tacks [nails]; 

ferrules of metal for walking sticks; horseshoe nails; 

signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal, for 

roads; crash barriers of metal for roads; posts of metal 

for electric lines; stair treads [steps] of metal; lintels of 

metal; props of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous 

and non-mechanical, of metal; wainscotting of metal; 

tanks of metal; containers of metal for liquid fuel; 

tantalum [metal]; ropes of metal; telephone booths of 

metal; telegraph posts of metal; metal cages for wild 

animals; titanium; titanium iron; tombac; barrels of 

metal; barrel hoops of metal; gates of metal; girders of 

metal; framework of metal for building; transport 

pallets of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for 

machine belts; machine belt fasteners of metal; belt 

stretchers of metal; partitions of metal; staircases of 

metal; stair treads [steps] of metal; stringers [parts of 

staircases] of metal; hoppers of metal, non-

mechanical; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; 

ironwork for doors; door fittings, of metal; door bolts 

of metal; doors of metal; door stops of metal; door 

panels of metal; door handles of metal; door bells, non-

electric; latch bars of metal; door knockers; door 

openers, non-electric; door frames of metal; latches of 

metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; door closers, 

non-electric; alloys of common metal; common 

metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; shims; shims; 

vanadium; drain traps [valves] of metal; water-pipe 

valves of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of 

machines; couplings of metal for chains; junctions of 

metal for pipes; linings of metal [building]; tinplate 
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packings; packaging containers of metal; foils of metal 

for wrapping and packaging; shuttering of metal for 

concrete; casings of metal for oilwells; closures of 

metal for containers; locks of metal for bags; sealing 

caps of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; bells 

for animals; cattle chains; wind-driven bird-repelling 

devices made of metal; bird baths [structures of 

metal]; aviaries of metal [structures]; aviaries of metal 

[structures]; padlocks; wall linings of metal [building]; 

water-pipes of metal; railway points; tinplate; tinplate 

packings; white metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; tool 

chests of metal, empty; weather or wind vanes of 

metal; wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of 

metal; brackets of metal for building; tungsten; 

tungsten iron; letters and numerals of common metal, 

except type; pot hooks of metal; fences of metal; tent 

pegs of metal; ducts of metal, for central heating 

installations; ceilings of metal; zinc; tin; silver plated 

tin alloy; zirconium; tacks [nails]; ferrules of metal; 

ferrules of metal for walking sticks. 

 

08 

Hand tools and implements [hand-operated]; cutlery; 

side arms; razors; instruments and tools for skinning 

animals; implements for decanting liquids [hand 

tools]; wire strippers [hand tools]; priming irons [hand 

tools]; leather strops; sharpening steels; awls; oyster 

openers; axes; hatchets; picks [hand tools]; bayonets; 

fireplace bellows [hand tools]; beard clippers; tree 

pruners; pruning shears; axes; table cutlery [knives, 

forks and spoons]; cattle stunning appliances; 

fireplace bellows [hand tools]; bow saws; bits [parts of 

hand tools]; borers; gimlets [hand tools]; drill holders 

[hand tools]; ratchets [hand tools]; extension pieces for 

braces for screwtaps; bits [hand tools]; cutter bars; 

breast drills; branding irons; crow bars; adzes [tools]; 

branding irons; flat irons; glaziers' diamonds [parts of 

hand tools]; caulking irons; daggers; can openers, non-

electric; drills; pin punches; egg slicers, non-electric; 

irons [non-electric hand tools]; ice picks; apparatus 

and instruments for skinning butcher's animals; 

depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; table 

cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; table forks; razor 

cases; palette knives; masons' hammers; penknives; 

tweezers; files [tools]; fingernail polishers, electric or 

non-electric; scaling knives; mincing knives [hand 

tools]; milling cutters [hand tools]; hand implements 

for hair curling; table forks; forks; pruning knives; 

pruning scissors; garden tools, hand-operated; 

goffering irons; mitre [miter (am.)] boxes [hand tools]; 

nail drawers [hand tools]; vegetable slicers; frames for 

handsaws; extension pieces for braces for screwtaps; 

taps [hand tools]; dies [hand tools]; foundry ladles 

[hand tools]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools]; 

polishing irons [glazing tools]; sand trap rakes; 

engraving needles; tool belts [holders]; curling tongs; 

depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; hair 

clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; 

ditchers [hand tools]; cleavers; hammers [hand tools]; 

hand drills [hand tools]; hand pumps; rams [hand 

tools]; frames for handsaws; hand tools, hand-

operated; rakes [hand tools]; harpoons; harpoons for 

fishing; levers; lifting jacks, hand-operated; hackles 

[hand tools]; border shears; side arms, other than 

firearms; bill-hooks; planes; plane irons; hollowing 

bits [parts of hand tools]; gouges [hand tools]; 

sledgehammers; farriers' knives; insecticide 

vaporizers [hand tools]; syringes for spraying 

insecticides; hunting knives; hoes [hand tools]; fish 

tapes [hand tools]; instruments for punching tickets; 

cheese slicers, non-electric; moulding irons; ladles 

[hand tools]; razor blades; truncheons; scraping tools 

[hand tools]; mortise chisels; pickhammers; mitre 

[miter (am.)] boxes [hand tools]; agricultural 

implements, hand-operated; jig-saws; wick trimmers 

[scissors]; perforating tools [hand tools]; instruments 

for punching tickets; punch pliers [hand tools]; 

spoons; machetes; manicure sets, electric; manicure 

sets; livestock marking tools; trowels; graving tools 

[hand tools]; chisels; knives; blades for planes; blades 

[hand tools]; blades [weapons]; scaling knives; 

cutlery; Hainault scythes; mortars for pounding; 

reamer sockets; money scoops; needle files; nail files; 

nail files, electric; cuticle tweezers; fingernail 

polishers, electric or non-electric; nail clippers, 

electric or non-electric; nail nippers; nail extractors; 

manicure sets; pedicure sets; shaving cases; nail 

punches; riveting hammers [hand tools]; riveters [hand 

tools]; numbering punches; fruit pickers [hand tools]; 

ear-piercing apparatus; budding knives; plant parasite 

killing apparatus; pedicure sets; trowels [gardening]; 

plant parasite killing apparatus; earth rammers [hand 

tools]; grafting tools [hand tools]; pickaxes; pincers; 

hair-removing tweezers; guns [hand tools]; guns, 

hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; pizza 

cutters, non-electric; hand pumps; punches [hand 

tools]; wick trimmers [scissors]; rams [hand tools]; 

braiders [hand tools]; lawn clippers [hand 

instruments]; razors, electric or non-electric; razor 

cases; razor blades; razors, electric or non-electric; 

razor strops; shaving cases; pruning knives; sand trap 

rakes; rakes [hand tools]; reamers; reamer sockets; 

rasps [hand tools]; hoop cutters [hand tools]; annular 

screw plates; diggers [hand tools]; tube cutters [hand 

tools]; tube cutting instruments; sabres; sword 

scabbards; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; saws 

[hand tools]; saw holders; scrapers [hand tools]; 

sharpening instruments; shovels [hand tools]; 

grindstones [hand tools]; scissors; shears; shear 

blades; shearers [hand instruments]; cattle shearers; 

apparatus and instruments for slaughtering butchers' 

animals; mallets [hand instruments]; punch rings 

[knuckle dusters]; truncheons; masons' hammers; 

blade sharpening instruments; abrading instruments 
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[hand instruments]; grindstones [hand tools]; emery 

grinding wheels; sharpening stones; spanners [hand 

tools]; emery files; emery grinding wheels; beard 

clippers; cutters; egg slicers, non-electric; cheese 

slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; 

cutting tools [hand tools]; edge tools [hand tools]; 

metal-cutting bars; screwdrivers; vices; clamps for 

carpenters or coopers; lasts [shoemakers' hand tools]; 

fire irons; paring knives; swords; scythes; scythe rings; 

scythe stones; fullers [hand tools]; sickles; rabbeting 

planes; blades for planes; spatulas [hand tools]; guns, 

hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; expanders 

[hand tools]; stretchers for wire and metal bands [hand 

tools]; palette knives; spades [hand tools]; picks [hand 

tools]; mattocks; centre punches [hand tools]; marline 

spikes; syringes for spraying insecticides; insecticide 

vaporizers [hand tools]; sharpening steels; earth 

rammers [hand tools]; rammers [hand tools]; hand-

operated cutting tools; augers [hand tools]; stamping-

out tools [hand tools]; embossers [hand tools]; stone 

hammers; chisels; stamping-out tools [hand tools]; fire 

irons; holing axes; paring irons [hand tools]; rammers 

[hand tools]; leather strops; silver plate [knives, forks 

and spoons]; apparatus for tattooing; hair clippers for 

animals [hand instruments]; weeding forks [hand 

tools]; thistle extirpators [hand tools]; cattle stunning 

appliances; livestock marking tools; cattle shearers; 

side arms, other than firearms; lifting jacks, hand-

operated; crimping irons; fulling tools [hand tools]; 

hand tools, hand-operated; tool belts [holders]; 

sharpening steels; whetstone holders; stropping 

instruments; choppers [knives]; vegetable choppers; 

eyelash curlers; wrenches [hand tools]; lifting jacks, 

hand-operated; squares [hand tools]; pliers; eyelash 

curlers; insecticide vaporizers [hand tools]; drawing 

knives; carpenters' augers; clamps for carpenters or 

coopers; knife handles of metal; tool handles of metal; 

scythe handles of metal; knife handles, not of metal; 

tool handles, not of metal; scythe handles, not of metal. 

 

10 

Anti-rheumatism bracelets; anti-rheumatism rings; 

bracelets for medical purposes. 

 

11 

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, 

cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 

supply and sanitary purposes; flare stacks for use in 

the oil industry; air valves for steam heating 

installations; sinks; purification installations for 

sewage; extractor hoods for kitchens; brackets for gas 

burners; friction lighters for igniting gas; gas lighters; 

lighters; furnace ash boxes; ash conveyor installations, 

automatic; expansion tanks for central heating 

installations; acetylene burners; acetylene generators; 

acetylene flares; heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; 

bakers' ovens; bath fittings; heaters for baths; Turkish 

bath cabinets, portable; bath tubs; bath linings; bath 

installations; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; 

barbecues; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary 

installations]; aquarium lights; lighting installations 

for air vehicles; lighting apparatus and installations; 

lighting apparatus for vehicles; light-emitting diodes 

[LED] lighting apparatus; lamps; ventilation hoods; 

ventilation hoods for laboratories; structural plates for 

ovens; bedwarmers; warming pans; watering 

machines for agricultural purposes; bidets; anti-glare 

devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; anti-dazzle 

devices for automobiles [lamp fittings]; torches for 

lighting; arc lamps; carbon for arc lamps; tanning 

apparatus [sun beds]; burners; germicidal burners; 

furnaces, other than for laboratory use; fuel burners; 

bread-making machines; bread baking machines; 

bread toasters; fountains; ornamental fountains; 

swimming pool chlorinating apparatus; lights, electric, 

for Christmas trees; chromatography apparatus for 

industrial purposes; autoclaves [electric pressure 

cookers]; drying apparatus for fodder and forage; 

steam generating installations; steam boilers, other 

than parts of machines; fabric steamers; air valves for 

steam heating installations; steam accumulators; 

blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; ceiling 

lights; dental ovens; disinfectant apparatus; 

disinfectant dispensers for toilets; air deodorising 

apparatus; deodorising apparatus, not for personal use; 

refining towers for distillation; distillation columns; 

distillation apparatus; stills; fruit roasters; roasting 

jacks; pressure water tanks; showers; shower cubicles 

[enclosures (am.)]; bath linings; heaters for heating 

irons; ice machines and apparatus; ice boxes; 

electrically heated carpets; defrosters for vehicles; 

discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; desalination 

plants; air reheaters; flares; torches for lighting; 

bicycle lights; light bulbs for directional signals for 

vehicles; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; 

lighting apparatus for vehicles; defrosters for vehicles; 

heaters for vehicles; air conditioners for vehicles; 

lights for vehicles; heating apparatus for defrosting 

windows of vehicles; vehicle reflectors; vehicle 

headlights; sockets for electric lights; forges, portable; 

flues for heating boilers; filters for air conditioning; 

filters [parts of household or industrial installations]; 

air filtering installations; aquarium filtration 

apparatus; water filtering apparatus; heaters, electric, 

for feeding bottles; curling lamps; deep fryers, 

electric; kiln furniture [supports]; loading apparatus 

for furnaces; footmuffs, electrically heated; 

footwarmers, electric or non-electric; drying apparatus 

for fodder and forage; friction lighters for igniting gas; 

gas lighters; gas burners; brackets for gas burners; gas 

boilers; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; 

gas lamps; gas scrubbing apparatus; gas scrubbers 

[parts of gas installations]; freezers; steam boilers, 

other than parts of machines; steam facial apparatus 
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[saunas]; beverage cooling apparatus; lamp glasses; 

light bulbs, electric; light bulbs; incandescent burners; 

filaments for electric lamps; lamp mantles; roasting 

apparatus; rotisseries; roasting spits; miners' lamps; 

hair driers [dryers]; taps [faucets]; taps [cocks, 

spigots] [faucets (am.)] for pipes; hand drying 

apparatus for washrooms; extractor hoods for 

kitchens; ventilation hoods; luminous house numbers; 

hot air apparatus; hot air bath fittings; water heaters; 

blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; heating 

filaments, electric; heating apparatus, electric; 

aquarium heaters; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or 

gaseous fuels; heating boilers; boilers, other than parts 

of machines; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; 

heating cushions [pads], electric, not for medical 

purposes; heating elements; radiator caps; hot air 

ovens; heating plates; radiators [heating]; heating 

apparatus; heating installations; heaters for vehicles; 

heating installations [water]; flues for heating boilers; 

boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; hearths; 

microwave ovens for industrial purposes; hydrants; 

hydromassage bath apparatus; ionization apparatus for 

the treatment of air or water; electric appliances for 

making yogurt; electric appliances for making yogurt; 

shower cubicles [enclosures (am.)]; Turkish bath 

cabinets, portable; coffee filters, electric; coffee 

machines, electric; coffee percolators, electric; coffee 

roasters; coffee roasters; fireplaces, domestic; furnace 

ash boxes; processing installations for fuel and nuclear 

moderating material; processing installations for fuel 

and nuclear moderating material; nuclear reactors; gas 

boilers; heating boilers; laundry room boilers; 

purification installations for sewage; air conditioning 

installations; air conditioners for vehicles; air 

conditioning apparatus; oxyhydrogen burners; 

cooking apparatus and installations; kilns; cooking 

utensils, electric; kitchen ranges [ovens]; cooking 

rings; carbon for arc lamps; gas condensers, other than 

parts of machines; anti-dazzle devices for automobiles 

[lamp fittings]; lights for automobiles; headlights for 

automobiles; chandeliers; cookers; lamp globes; 

cooling installations for liquids; cooling installations 

for tobacco; milk cooling installations; cooling 

installations and machines; cooling installations for 

water; refrigerators; cooling appliances and 

installations; refrigerating apparatus and machines; 

refrigerating containers; coolers for furnaces; air 

cooling apparatus; refrigerating chambers; 

refrigerating cabinets; refrigerating display cabinets 

[display cases]; laboratory burners; laboratory lamps; 

lamps; arc lamps; electric lamps; sockets for electric 

lights; curling lamps; light bulbs for directional signals 

for vehicles; lamps for directional signals of 

automobiles; filaments for electric lamps; germicidal 

lamps for purifying air; oil lamps; projector lamps; 

safety lamps; diving lights; ultraviolet ray lamps, not 

for medical purposes; burners for lamps; lamp glasses; 

lamp mantles; lamp globes; lamp chimneys; lamp 

shades; lampshade holders; Chinese lanterns; lanterns 

for lighting; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; glue-

heating appliances; pipes [parts of sanitary 

installations]; water conduits installations; bicycle 

lights; lights for vehicles; lights for automobiles; cycle 

lights; luminous tubes for lighting; discharge tubes, 

electric, for lighting; light diffusers; humidifiers for 

central heating radiators; air deodorising apparatus; 

electric fans for personal use; air reheaters; lighting 

installations for air vehicles; filters for air 

conditioning; air filtering installations; air cooling 

apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; 

germicidal lamps for purifying air; spa baths [vessels]; 

air sterilizers; air driers [dryers]; ventilation [air-

conditioning] installations for vehicles; ventilation 

[air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; 

magnesium filaments for lighting; malt roasters; 

desalination plants; microwave ovens [cooking 

apparatus]; microwave ovens for industrial purposes; 

milk cooling installations; mixer taps for water pipes; 

anti-splash tap nozzles; level controlling valves in 

tanks; luminous house numbers; fruit roasters; stoves 

[heating apparatus]; furnaces, other than for laboratory 

use; heaters for baths; kiln furniture [supports]; 

loading apparatus for furnaces; coolers for furnaces; 

incinerators; fittings, shaped, for furnaces; structural 

plates for ovens; fittings, shaped, for furnaces; oven 

fittings made of fireclay; furnace grates; oil burners; 

oil lamps; oil-scrubbing apparatus; pasteurisers; petrol 

burners; heating plates; hot plates; polymerisation 

installations; projector lamps; heat pumps; radiators, 

electric; refining towers for distillation; fumigation 

apparatus, not for medical purposes; dampers 

[heating]; chimney flues; clean chambers [sanitary 

installations]; stoves; lamp reflectors; regulating and 

safety accessories for gas apparatus; regulating and 

safety accessories for gas pipes; regulating and safety 

accessories for water apparatus; regulating accessories 

for water or gas apparatus and pipes; water 

purification installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; 

water purifying apparatus and machines; clean 

chambers [sanitary installations]; flare stacks for use 

in the oil industry; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating 

installations; lamp chimneys; taps [cocks, spigots] 

[faucets (am.)] for pipes; coils [parts of distilling, 

heating or cooling installations]; furnace grates; 

roasters; coffee roasters; vehicle reflectors; sanitary 

apparatus and installations; sauna bath installations; 

heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; 

acetylene flares; vehicle headlights; headlights for 

automobiles; chimney blowers; lamp shades; coils 

[parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; 

forges, portable; pressure cooking saucepans, electric; 

chimney blowers; ice boxes; refrigerating cabinets; 

safety lamps; safety accessories for water or gas 

apparatus and pipes; bath tubs for sitz baths; solar 
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furnaces; steam accumulators; pressure water tanks; 

heat accumulators; feeding apparatus for heating 

boilers; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; alcohol 

burners; fountains; sinks; street lamps; sterilizers; 

water sterilizers; sterilizers for household use; stoves; 

street lamps; tobacco roasters; pocket torches, electric; 

pocket warmers; diving lights; immersion heaters; 

plate warmers; electrically heated carpets; solar 

thermal collectors [heating]; thermostatic valves [parts 

of heating installations]; refrigerating appliances and 

installations; bread toasters; toilets, portable; toilets 

[water-closets]; toilet bowls; toilet seats; water 

flushing installations; flushing tanks; watering 

installations, automatic; ash conveyor installations, 

automatic; filters for drinking water; desiccating 

apparatus; drying apparatus and installations; drying 

apparatus; hair driers [dryers]; air driers [dryers]; drip 

irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; ultraviolet ray 

lamps, not for medical purposes; washers for water 

taps; urinals [sanitary fixtures]; fans [air-

conditioning]; fans [parts of air-conditioning 

installations]; level controlling valves in tanks; 

thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations]; 

incinerators; evaporators; radiator caps; refrigerating 

display cabinets [display cases]; waffle irons, electric; 

heat pumps; heat regenerators; heat accumulators; heat 

exchangers, not parts of machines; hot water bottles; 

hot plates; water heaters [apparatus]; water heaters; 

heating installations [water]; wash-hand basins [parts 

of sanitary installations]; gas scrubbers [parts of gas 

installations]; laundry room boilers; laundry dryers, 

electric; water softening apparatus and installations; 

filters for drinking water; water filtering apparatus; 

anti-splash tap nozzles; washers for water taps; 

flushing tanks; kettles, electric; cooling installations 

for water; mixer taps for water pipes; water conduits 

installations; water purification installations; water 

purifying apparatus and machines; water sterilizers; 

water supply installations; water distribution 

installations; water intake apparatus; whirlpool-jet 

apparatus; central heating radiators; humidifiers for 

central heating radiators; ornamental fountains; 

fireplaces, domestic; dampers [heating]; gas lighters; 

lighters; cycle lights; lamp chimneys. 

 

16 

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 

materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 

bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; 

adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' 

materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office 

requisites [except furniture]; instructional and 

teaching material [except apparatus]; plastic materials 

for packaging [not included in other classes]; printers' 

type; printing blocks; credit card imprinters, non-

electric; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; napkins 

of paper for removing make-up; transfers 

[decalcomanias]; address plates for addressing 

machines; address stamps; addressing machines; 

address plates for addressing machines; folders for 

papers; document files [stationery]; albums; almanacs; 

moisteners [office requisites]; announcement cards 

[stationery]; aquarelles; architects' models; 

arithmetical tables; wristbands for the retention of 

writing instruments; atlases; stickers [stationery]; 

elastic bands for offices; gummed tape [stationery]; 

adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; 

paper ribbons; money clips; moisteners for gummed 

surfaces [office requisites]; cabinets for stationery 

[office requisites]; paperweights; bags for microwave 

cooking; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or 

plastics, for packaging; mats for beer glasses; pictures; 

transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], 

framed or unframed; biological samples for use in 

microscopy [teaching materials]; paper sheets 

[stationery]; blueprints; pencils; pencil holders; pencil 

leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; 

pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; 

pads [stationery]; flower-pot covers of paper; flower-

pot covers of paper; booklets; paperweights; letter 

trays; postage stamps; writing paper; pamphlets; 

bookbinding material; cords for bookbinding; 

bookbinding apparatus and machines [office 

equipment]; cloth for bookbinding; fabrics for 

bookbinding; bookbindings; books; bookends; office 

requisites, except furniture; clips for offices; painters' 

brushes; chromolithographs [chromos]; pen clips; 

comic books; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of 

computer programmes; graphic representations; 

diagrams; document laminators for office use; 

document holders [stationery]; printed matter; printing 

sets, portable [office requisites]; printers' reglets; 

electrotypes; printing blocks; inking sheets for 

document reproducing machines; inking sheets for 

duplicators; printers' blankets, not of textile; printing 

type; type [numerals and letters]; covers [stationery]; 

tickets; electrocardiograph paper; labels, not of textile; 

hand labelling appliances; stencil cases; drawing sets; 

flags of paper; tickets; folders [stationery]; binding 

strips [bookbinding]; inking ribbons; inking ribbons 

for computer printers; typewriter ribbons; spools for 

inking ribbons; chromolithographs [chromos]; artists' 

watercolor [watercolour] saucers; paint boxes [articles 

for use in school]; paint trays; penholders; pen clips; 

pen cases; pens [office requisites]; nibs; nibs of gold; 

steel pens; pen wipers; humidity control sheets of 

paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; figurines 

[statuettes] of papier mâché; paper coffee filters; 

filtering materials [paper]; filter paper; finger-stalls 

[office requisites]; isinglass for stationery or 

household purposes; bottle envelopes of cardboard or 

paper; bottle wrappers of cardboard or paper; flyers; 

plastic film for wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose 

for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or 
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packaging; plastic cling film, extensible, for 

palletization; viscose sheets for wrapping; moulds for 

modelling clays [artists' materials]; forms, printed; 

photographs [printed]; apparatus for mounting 

photographs; photograph stands; photo-engravings; 

franking machines for office use; fountain pens; cords 

for bookbinding; trays for sorting and counting 

money; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; song 

books; face towels of paper; terrestrial globes; greeting 

cards; gluten [glue] for stationery or household 

purposes; graphic representations; graphic 

reproductions; etching needles; engraving plates; 

engravings; photo-engravings; slate pencils; gums 

[adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; 

elastic bands for offices; gummed cloth for stationery 

purposes; stands for pens and pencils; chalk holders; 

manuals [handbooks]; hand labelling appliances; 

hand-rests for painters; towels of paper; writing or 

drawing books; stapling presses [office requisites]; 

drawing pins; hectographs; histological sections for 

teaching purposes; wood pulp paper; wood pulp board 

[stationery]; folders for papers; envelopes [stationery]; 

passport holders; hat boxes of cardboard; perforated 

cards for Jacquard looms; paper coffee filters; 

calendars; graining combs; coasters of paper; index 

cards [stationery]; cards; announcement cards 

[stationery]; geographical maps; greeting cards; paper 

tapes and cards for the recordal of computer 

programmes; tags for index cards; cardboard; 

cardboard articles; cardboard tubes; cabinets for 

stationery [office requisites]; cases for stamps [seals]; 

catalogues; inking pads; money clips; adhesive tapes 

for stationery or household purposes; apparatus for 

mounting photographs; gluten [glue] for stationery or 

household purposes; adhesives [glues] for stationery 

or household purposes; adhesive bands for stationery 

or household purposes; adhesive tape dispensers 

[office requisites]; starch paste [adhesive] for 

stationery or household purposes; paper-clips; 

clipboards; printing blocks; bags for microwave 

cooking; charcoal pencils; carbon paper; copying 

paper [stationery]; letter trays; correcting tapes [office 

requisites]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; 

correcting ink [heliography]; credit card imprinters, 

non-electric; chalk for lithography; tailors' chalk; 

writing chalk; chalk holders; balls for ball-point pens; 

lithographic works of art; plastic film for wrapping; 

French curves; sealing wax; document laminators for 

office use; geographical maps; bibs of paper; teaching 

materials [except apparatus]; glue for stationery or 

household purposes; cloth for bookbinding; canvas for 

painting; tracing cloth; bookmarkers; steel letters; 

luminous paper; drawing rulers; chalk for lithography; 

lithographs; office perforators; perforated cards for 

Jacquard looms; punches [office requisites]; blotters; 

loose-leaf binders; plastic bubble packs for wrapping 

or packaging; magazines [periodicals]; painters' 

brushes; canvas for painting; palettes for painters; 

house painters' rollers; stencil plates; paint boxes 

[articles for use in school]; painters' easels; flower-pot 

covers of paper; writing cases [stationery]; marking 

chalk; marking pens [stationery]; graining combs; 

stencils; paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]; 

scrapers [erasers] for offices; pencil leads; pencil lead 

holders; modelling paste; architects' models; 

modelling materials; plastics for modeling; modelling 

clay; moulds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; 

modelling wax, not for dental purposes; musical 

greeting cards; artists' watercolor [watercolour] 

saucers; note books; paper-clips; numbering 

apparatus; sealing wafers; oleographs; files [office 

requisites]; wrapping paper; numbering apparatus; 

palettes for painters; pantographs [drawing 

instruments]; paper; writing paper; filter paper; 

electrocardiograph paper; paper for recording 

machines; waxed paper; luminous paper; blotters; 

parchment paper; paper for radiograms; silver paper; 

toilet paper; stationery; wrapping paper; paper tapes 

and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; 

paper ribbons; paper sheets [stationery]; filtering 

materials [paper]; face towels of paper; towels of 

paper; papier mâché; flower-pot covers of paper; paper 

knives [cutters] [office requisites]; paper bows; table 

napkins of paper; table napkins of paper; 

handkerchiefs of paper; conical paper bags; paper 

shredders for office use; cardboard; wood pulp board 

[stationery]; pastels [crayons]; tracing patterns; tracing 

cloth; tracing paper; parchment paper; seals [stamps]; 

paintbrushes; posters; placards of paper or cardboard; 

advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; 

blueprints; printed timetables; plastic cling film, 

extensible, for palletization; engraving plates; place 

mats of paper; portraits; postcards; prospectuses; 

erasing products; rubber erasers; scrapers [erasers] for 

offices; erasing shields; etchings; paper for 

radiograms; composing frames [printing]; arithmetical 

tables; indexes, ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; 

drawing boards; passport holders; drawing pens; 

tracing needles for drawing purposes; drawing pins; 

drawing T-squares; graphic reproductions; cardboard 

tubes; newsletters; indexes; garbage bags of paper or 

of plastics; cream containers of paper; trading cards 

other than for games; absorbent sheets of paper or 

plastic for foodstuff packaging; stencil cases; stencils 

[stationery]; erasing shields; boxes of cardboard or 

paper; holders for checkbooks [cheque books]; holders 

for checkbooks [cheque books]; slate pencils; writing 

slates; signboards of paper or cardboard; shields 

[paper seals]; paper bows; envelope sealing machines, 

for offices; tailors' chalk; manifolds [stationery]; 

patterns for dressmaking; patterns for making clothes; 

drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; stationery; 

pen cases; nibs; nibs of gold; inkstands; writing 

instruments; wristbands for the retention of writing 
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instruments; pencil lead holders; writing or drawing 

books; writing chalk; writing cases [stationery]; 

typewriters, electric or non-electric; typewriter 

ribbons; typewriter keys; rollers for typewriters; 

writing materials; writing cases [sets]; writing 

brushes; writing board erasers; writing pads; printed 

publications; stencil plates; handwriting specimens for 

copying; school supplies [stationery]; self-adhesive 

tapes for stationery or household purposes; table 

napkins of paper; place mats of paper; composing 

frames [printing]; galley racks [printing]; seals 

[stamps]; sealing wax; sealing machines for offices; 

sealing compounds for stationery purposes; sealing 

wafers; stamps [seals]; silver paper; trays for sorting 

and counting money; adhesive tape dispensers [office 

requisites]; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; 

pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; 

spools for inking ribbons; chart pointers, non-

electronic; painters' easels; steel pens; photograph 

stands; packaging material made of starches; starch 

paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; 

figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; steatite [tailor's 

chalk]; lithographic stones; sealing stamps; holders for 

stamps [seals]; cases for stamps [seals]; inking pads; 

stamp pads; stamp stands; prints [engravings]; stickers 

[stationery]; embroidery designs [patterns]; pastels 

[crayons]; fabrics for bookbinding; binding strips 

[bookbinding]; adhesive bands for stationery or 

household purposes; writing slates; handkerchiefs of 

paper; typewriter keys; tickets; ink; correcting ink 

[heliography]; inkwells; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; 

ink sticks; tablecloths of paper; tablecloths of paper; 

table linen of paper; toilet paper; modelling clay; 

transparencies [stationery]; napkins of paper for 

removing make-up; inking sheets for duplicators; 

printers' blankets, not of textile; gummed cloth for 

stationery purposes; Indian inks; conical paper bags; 

printing type; envelope sealing machines, for offices; 

teaching materials [except apparatus]; tablemats of 

paper; coasters of paper; printed publications; bottle 

wrappers of cardboard or paper; bags [envelopes, 

pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; plastic 

film for wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for 

wrapping; cardboard articles; packaging material 

made of starches; wrapping paper; duplicators; inking 

sheets for duplicators; mimeograph apparatus and 

machines; square rulers; vignetting apparatus; viscose 

sheets for wrapping; handwriting specimens for 

copying; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; 

waxed paper; rollers for typewriters; blackboards; 

table linen of paper; flags of paper; drawing squares; 

obliterating stamps; writing board erasers; xuan paper 

for Chinese painting and calligraphy; drawing 

materials; drawing pads; drawing boards; drawing 

sets; drawing instruments; charcoal pencils; drawing 

rulers; drawing squares; compasses for drawing; 

graphic prints; tracing patterns; chart pointers, non-

electronic; printed timetables; periodicals; magazines 

[periodicals]; newspapers; sheets of reclaimed 

cellulose for wrapping; paper shredders for office use; 

paper clasps; numbers [type]; cigar bands; compasses 

for drawing. 

 

20 

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods [not included 

in other classes] of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, 

horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-

pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these 

materials, or of plastics; shelves for storage; shelves 

for filing-cabinets [furniture]; filing cabinets; ambroid 

plates; ambroid bars; mooring buoys, not of metal; tea 

trolleys; display boards; medicine cabinets; 

identification bracelets, not of metal, for hospitals; 

medicine cabinets; trestles [furniture]; stuffed animals; 

oyster shells; mats for infant playpens; bamboo; 

bamboo curtains; benches [furniture]; cable or pipe 

clips of plastics; reservoirs, not of metal nor of 

masonry; packaging containers of plastic; closures, not 

of metal, for containers; yellow amber; furniture 

fittings, not of metal; funerary urns; bed fittings, not of 

metal; beds for household pets; hospital beds; beds; 

hydrostatic [water] beds, not for medical purposes; 

bedsteads of wood; bed casters, not of metal; bedding, 

except linen; beehives; beehives; comb foundations 

for beehives; sections of wood for beehives; 

foundations for beehives; picture frames; flower-

stands [furniture]; flower-stands [furniture]; flower-

pot pedestals; trestles [furniture]; chopping blocks 

[tables]; mooring buoys, not of metal; bolts, not of 

metal; book rests [furniture]; straw edgings; vats, not 

of metal; containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; 

keyboards for hanging keys; letter boxes, not of metal 

or masonry; book rests [furniture]; library shelves; 

sideboards; dinner wagons [furniture]; office 

furniture; brush mountings; busts of wood, wax, 

plaster or plastic; containers, not of metal [storage, 

transport]; floating containers, not of metal; staves of 

wood; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; divans; 

cases of wood or plastic; dowels, not of metal; plugs 

[dowels], not of metal; loading gauge rods, not of 

metal, for railway waggons [wagons]; ivory, 

unworked or semi-worked; furniture shelves; furniture 

partitions of wood; fans for personal use, non-electric; 

flagpoles, not of metal; numberplates, not of metal; 

locks, not of metal, for vehicles; staves of wood; 

barrels, not of metal; casks, not of metal; taps for 

casks, not of metal; cask hoops, not of metal; brush 

mountings; window fittings, not of metal; figurines 

[statuettes] of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; wax 

figures; whalebone, unworked or semi-worked; 

fishing baskets; bottle caps, not of metal; bottle racks; 

corks for bottles; corks for bottles; bottle casings of 

wood; bottle closures, not of metal; chopping blocks 

[tables]; mirror tiles; handling pallets, not of metal; 
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hairdressers' chairs; fodder racks; boarding stairs, not 

of metal, mobile, for passengers; coathooks, not of 

metal; coatstands; curtain tie-backs; curtain hooks; 

curtain holders, not of textile material; curtain rings; 

curtain rollers; curtain rods; plaited straw, except 

matting; straw plaits; woven timber blinds [furniture]; 

plate racks; bedsteads of wood; cask stands, not of 

metal; stands for calculating machines; display stands; 

gun racks; stag antlers; silvered glass [mirrors]; door 

handles, not of metal; chopping blocks [tables]; taps 

for casks, not of metal; coathooks, not of metal; curtain 

hooks; clothes hooks, not of metal; curtain holders, not 

of textile material; hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; 

towel closets [furniture]; towel dispensers, fixed, not 

of metal; crates; reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, 

for flexible hoses; winding spools, not of metal, non-

mechanical, for flexible hoses; house numbers, not of 

metal, non-luminous; beds for household pets; kennels 

for household pets; pet cushions; nesting boxes for 

household pets; stag antlers; work benches; footstools; 

wood ribbon; reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord; 

honeycombs; horn, unworked or semi-worked; 

garment covers [storage]; dog kennels; hat stands; 

kennels for household pets; nameplates, not of metal; 

interior textile window blinds; indoor window blinds 

[shades] [furniture]; slatted indoor blinds; indoor 

window blinds [shades] [furniture]; slatted indoor 

blinds; cable clips, not of metal; fireguards; settees; 

edgings of plastic for furniture; bottle caps, not of 

metal; stoppers, not of metal; trolleys for computers 

[furniture]; index cabinets [furniture]; plastic key 

cards, not encoded; bins, not of metal; cases of wood 

or plastic; bolsters; numberplates, not of metal; high 

chairs for babies; infant walkers; cushions; pet 

cushions; air cushions, not for medical purposes; bins, 

not of metal; cases of wood or plastic; drain traps 

[valves] of plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; casks 

of wood for decanting wine; coat hangers; clothes 

hooks, not of metal; tailors' dummies; coatstands; 

cable clips, not of metal; knobs, not of metal; chests of 

drawers; pillows; air pillows, not for medical 

purposes; bolsters; head-rests [furniture]; coral; trays, 

not of metal; hampers [baskets]; baskets, not of metal; 

wickerwork; corks; cork bands; hospital beds; 

scratching posts for cats; works of art, of wood, wax, 

plaster or plastic; cabinet work; counters [tables]; 

loading pallets, not of metal; loading gauge rods, not 

of metal, for railway waggons [wagons]; cask stands, 

not of metal; slatted indoor blinds; cable or pipe clips 

of plastics; mats for infant playpens; infant walkers; 

playpens for babies; moldings [mouldings] for picture 

frames; picture frame brackets; ladders of wood or 

plastics; steps [ladders], not of metal; lecterns; beds for 

household pets; easy chairs; air cushions, not for 

medical purposes; air mattresses, not for medical 

purposes; massage tables; mattresses; air mattresses, 

not for medical purposes; spring mattresses; straw 

mattresses; mats for infant playpens; mats, removable, 

for sinks; meerschaum; furniture; furniture of metal; 

edgings of plastic for furniture; furniture fittings, not 

of metal; furniture partitions of wood; furniture 

casters, not of metal; doors for furniture; mobiles 

[decoration]; troughs, not of metal, for mixing mortar; 

shells; nuts, not of metal; decorations of plastic for 

foodstuffs; identification bracelets, not of metal, for 

hospitals; nameplates, not of metal; nesting boxes for 

household pets; rivets, not of metal; nesting boxes; 

house numbers, not of metal, non-luminous; 

numberplates, not of metal; fireguards; handling 

pallets, not of metal; loading pallets, not of metal; 

transport pallets, not of metal; paper blinds; screens 

[furniture]; boarding stairs, not of metal, mobile, for 

passengers; bead curtains for decoration; mother-of-

pearl, unworked or semi-worked; placards of wood or 

plastics; shelves for storage; table tops; armchairs; 

moldings [mouldings] for picture frames; tailors' 

dummies; curtain tie-backs; picture frames; sections of 

wood for beehives; moldings [mouldings] for picture 

frames; embroidery frames; picture frame brackets; 

rattan; stands for calculating machines; racks 

[furniture]; shelves for filing-cabinets [furniture]; cask 

hoops, not of metal; door bolts not of metal; curtain 

rings; curtain rollers; furniture casters, not of metal; 

saw horses; coffin fittings, not of metal; coffins; oyster 

shells; shells; hinges, not of metal; display stands; 

footstools; valves, not of metal, other than parts of 

machines; curtain rails; deck chairs; signboards of 

wood or plastics; tortoiseshell; tortoiseshell imitation; 

reeds [plaiting materials]; fireguards; umbrella stands; 

reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; 

winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for 

flexible hoses; locks, other than electric, not of metal; 

locks, not of metal, for vehicles; keyboards for 

hanging keys; plastic key cards, not encoded; costume 

stands; cork bands; cupboards; filing cabinets; 

medicine cabinets; plate racks; towel closets 

[furniture]; index cabinets [furniture]; screws, not of 

metal; nuts, not of metal; vice benches, not of metal; 

typing desks; writing desks; desks; lockers; school 

furniture; covers for clothing [wardrobe]; floating 

containers, not of metal; trolleys [furniture]; 

armchairs; seats of metal; sofas; divans; stakes for 

plants or trees; meat chests, not of metal; towel 

dispensers, fixed, not of metal; mirrors [looking 

glasses]; hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; mirror 

tiles; wind chimes [decoration]; chests for toys; 

ladders of wood or plastics; spring mattresses; reels of 

wood for yarn, silk, cord; mats, removable, for sinks; 

plugs, not of metal; flower-stands [furniture]; flower-

pot pedestals; gun racks; hat stands; coatstands; 

umbrella stands; newspaper display stands; curtain 

rods; poles, not of metal; stair rods; statues of wood, 

wax, plaster or plastic; figurines [statuettes] of wood, 

wax, plaster or plastic; steps [ladders], not of metal; 
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standing desks; corozo; embroidery frames; plaited 

straw, except matting; straw edgings; straw plaits; 

straw mattresses; seats; easy chairs; display boards; 

containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; reservoirs, not 

of metal nor of masonry; bakers' bread baskets; stair 

rods; stuffed animals; animal horns; animal hooves; 

animal claws; tables; tables of metal; flower-stands 

[furniture]; massage tables; desks; dressing tables; 

cabinet work; table tops; dressing tables; casks, not of 

metal; cask hoops, not of metal; shoulder poles 

[yokes]; transport pallets, not of metal; troughs, not of 

metal, for mixing mortar; door fittings, not of metal; 

doors for furniture; door handles, not of metal; latches, 

not of metal; funerary urns; drain traps [valves] of 

plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; valves, not of 

metal, other than parts of machines; bottle casings of 

wood; packaging containers of plastic; closures, not of 

metal, for containers; stoppers, not of metal; 

showcases [furniture]; stuffed birds; bamboo curtains; 

bead curtains for decoration; curtain rings; pulleys of 

plastics for blinds; curtain rails; curtain rods; 

honeycombs; foundations for beehives; comb 

foundations for beehives; wax figures; dinner wagons 

[furniture]; trolleys for computers [furniture]; wall-

mounted diaper [napkin] changing platforms; 

washstands [furniture]; hydrostatic [water] beds, not 

for medical purposes; casks of wood for decanting 

wine; inflatable publicity objects; work benches; baby 

changing mats; cots; wind chimes [decoration]; 

draughtsman's tables; magazine racks; newspaper 

display stands; tent pegs, not of metal; vice benches of 

metal. 

 

21 

Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs 

and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-

making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; 

steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass [except 

glass used in building]; glassware, porcelain and 

earthenware not included in other classes; aquarium 

hoods; dustbins; make-up removing appliances; 

dusting apparatus, non-electric; dishwashing brushes; 

aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; glass 

bulbs [receptacles]; indoor aquaria; cinder sifters 

[household utensils]; eyebrow brushes; baby baths, 

portable; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; baby 

baths, portable; glass flasks [containers]; cotton waste 

for cleaning; goblets; basins [receptacles]; containers 

for household or kitchen use; heat-insulated 

containers; watering devices; brooms; nozzles for 

sprinkler hose; syringes for watering flowers and 

plants; beer mugs; holders for flowers and plants 

[flower arranging]; syringes for watering flowers and 

plants; window-boxes; flower pots; flower-pot covers, 

not of paper; cloth for washing floors; scrubbing 

brushes; apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; 

candy boxes; hair for brushes; animal bristles 

[brushware]; frying pans; cooking skewers, of metal; 

nozzles for watering cans; bread boards; cutting 

boards for the kitchen; bread boards; bread bins; bread 

baskets, domestic; ironing boards; ironing board 

covers, shaped; flat-iron stands; brushes; electric 

brushes, except parts of machines; lamp-glass brushes; 

toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; toilet brushes; 

material for brush-making; brush goods; busts of 

china, terra-cotta or glass; butter dishes; butter-dish 

covers; chamois leather for cleaning; china ornaments; 

cocktail stirrers; hot pots, not electrically heated; dish 

covers; pot lids; closures for pot lids; deodorising 

apparatus for personal use; butter dishes; powder 

compacts; soap boxes; tea caddies; sugar bowls; water 

apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; nest eggs, 

artificial; egg cups; buckets; glass jars [carboys]; 

disposable table plates; vessels of metal for making 

ices and iced drinks; ice buckets; ice cube molds 

[moulds]; electric combs; cruets; oil cruets; 

chopsticks; comb cases; fibreglass thread, not for 

textile use; mouse traps; insect traps; rat traps; 

fibreglass other than for insulation or textile use; 

vitreous silica fibers [fibres], not for textile use; 

drinking flasks for travelers; chamois leather for 

cleaning; figurines [statuettes] of porcelain, ceramic, 

earthenware or glass; strainers for household 

purposes; flasks; bottles; insulating flasks; bottle 

openers; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; fly 

swatters; ice cube molds [moulds]; moulds [kitchen 

utensils]; deep fryers, non-electric; fruit presses, non-

electric, for household purposes; poultry rings; 

mangers for animals; gardening gloves; containers for 

household or kitchen use; heat-insulated containers; 

heat insulated containers for beverages; thermally 

insulated containers for food; kitchen containers; 

poultry rings; vegetable dishes; cooking pot sets; 

tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; 

services [dishes]; spice sets; watering cans; spouts; 

enamelled glass; glass for vehicle windows [semi-

finished product]; glass incorporating fine electrical 

conductors; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except 

building glass; plate glass [raw material]; glass bulbs 

[receptacles]; glass flasks [containers]; boxes of glass; 

glass [receptacles]; fibreglass thread, not for textile 

use; fibreglass other than for insulation or textile use; 

glass bowls; mosaics of glass, not for building; 

powdered glass for decoration; glass stoppers; painted 

glassware; crystal [glassware]; glass wool other than 

for insulation; grills [cooking utensils]; grill supports; 

plungers for clearing blocked drains; straws for 

drinking; menu card holders; toilet paper holders; 

gardening gloves; gloves for household purposes; 

polishing gloves; glove stretchers; towel rails and 

rings; napkin holders; boxes of metal, for dispensing 

paper towels; towel rails and rings; utensils for 

household purposes; gloves for household purposes; 

abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; trouser 
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presses; electric devices for attracting and killing 

insects; insect traps; heat-insulated containers; 

insulating flasks; heat insulated containers for 

beverages; thermally insulated containers for food; 

cabarets [trays]; coffee filters, non-electric; 

coffeepots, non-electric; coffee grinders, hand-

operated; coffee percolators, non-electric; coffee 

services [tableware]; tankards; tar-brushes, long 

handled; combs; electric combs; large-toothed combs 

for the hair; comb cases; teapots; jugs; decanters; 

coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; 

cheese-dish covers; stew-pans; cookie jars; ceramics 

for household purposes; candle extinguishers; 

candelabra [candlesticks]; candle rings; cauldrons; 

kettles, non-electric; clothing stretchers; carpet beaters 

[hand instruments]; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; 

buttonhooks; cookery molds [moulds]; cooking pot 

sets; mess-tins; cauldrons; cooking pots; cooking 

utensils, non-electric; fitted picnic baskets, including 

dishes; baskets for domestic use; demijohns; 

corkscrews; cosmetic utensils; glass for vehicle 

windows [semi-finished product]; tie presses; crystal 

[glassware]; cake molds [moulds]; kitchen containers; 

kitchen utensils; cooking pot sets; glass bowls; food 

cooling devices, containing heat exchange fluids, for 

household purposes; refrigerating bottles; isothermic 

bags; non-electric portable coldboxes; works of art, of 

porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; lamp-glass brushes; 

chamois leather for cleaning; polishing leather; glue-

pots; candelabra [candlesticks]; liqueur sets; basting 

spoons, for kitchen use; majolica; candle rings; 

flower-pot covers, not of paper; mouse traps; knife 

rests for the table; mixers, manual [cocktail shakers]; 

blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; 

furniture dusters; mops; mosaics of glass, not for 

building; mills for domestic purposes, hand-operated; 

water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; chamber 

pots; nail brushes; toilet cases; nest eggs, artificial; 

noodle machines, hand-operated; fruit cups; oil cruets; 

opal glass; opaline glass; cups of paper or plastic; 

boxes of metal, for dispensing paper towels; waste 

paper baskets; paper plates; perfume vaporizers; 

apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; abrasive 

sponges for scrubbing the skin; pepper mills, hand-

operated; pepper pots; horse brushes; holders for 

flowers and plants [flower arranging]; syringes for 

watering flowers and plants; fitted picnic baskets, 

including dishes; tar-brushes, long handled; shaving 

brushes; dishes; plates to prevent milk boiling over; 

cookie [biscuit] cutters; polishing apparatus and 

machines, for household purposes, non-electric; 

polishing gloves; polishing leather; polishing 

materials for making shiny, except preparations, paper 

and stone; porcelain ware; china ornaments; fruit 

presses, non-electric, for household purposes; trouser 

presses; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; lunch boxes; 

powder compacts; powder puffs; powdered glass for 

decoration; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; 

scouring pads; rags [cloth] for cleaning; cleaning tow; 

vitreous silica fibers [fibres], not for textile use; fused 

silica [semi-worked product], other than for building; 

powder puffs; sprinklers; shaving brushes; shaving 

brush stands; rat traps; perfume burners; smoke 

absorbers for household purposes; graters [household 

utensils]; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; rags 

[cloth] for cleaning; towel rails and rings; nozzles for 

sprinkler hose; grills [cooking utensils]; beaters, non-

electric; mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; salad 

bowls; salt cellars; spatulas [kitchen utensils]; brushes 

for cleaning tanks and containers; bowls [basins]; 

scoops [tableware]; saucepan scourers of metal; 

abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; signboards of 

porcelain or glass; whisks, non-electric, for household 

purposes; cutting boards for the kitchen; autoclaves 

[pressure cookers], non-electric; basting spoons, for 

kitchen use; shoe horns; brushes for footwear; wax-

polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes; shoe 

trees [stretchers]; dish covers; dishes; trivets [table 

utensils]; sponges for household purposes; toilet 

sponges; sponge holders; pig bristles; earthenware 

saucepans; soap boxes; soap holders; soap dispensers; 

sieves [household utensils]; liqueur sets; lazy susans; 

napkin rings; mixers, manual [cocktail shakers]; 

strainers; sifters [household utensils]; siphons for 

carbonated water; clothing stretchers; shoe trees 

[stretchers]; piggy banks; vessels of metal for making 

ices and iced drinks; menu card holders; boxes of 

metal, for dispensing paper towels; soap dispensers; 

plate glass [raw material]; sprinklers; confectioners' 

decorating bags [pastry bags]; syringes for watering 

flowers and plants; nozzles for sprinkler hose; 

dishwashing brushes; steel wool for cleaning; grill 

supports; towel rails and rings; statues of porcelain, 

earthenware, ceramic or glass; figurines [statuettes] of 

porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; dusting 

cloths [rags]; feather-dusters; earthenware; boot jacks; 

buckets made of woven fabrics; glass stoppers; litter 

boxes [trays] for pets; currycombs; soup bowls; trays 

for domestic purposes, of paper; trays for domestic 

purposes; epergnes; tableware, other than knives, 

forks and spoons; services [dishes]; non-electric 

portable coldboxes; cups; tea caddies; tea infusers; 

teapots; tea cosies; tea services [tableware]; tea 

strainers; pastry cutters; rolling pins, domestic; table 

plates; disposable table plates; carpet sweepers; carpet 

beaters [hand instruments]; indoor terrariums [plant 

cultivation]; indoor terrariums [vivariums]; animal 

bristles [brushware]; combs for animals; crumb trays; 

toilet utensils; toilet cases; toilet paper holders; toilet 

paper dispensers; toilet sponges; pot lids; pots; pottery; 

pie servers; drinking troughs; cages for household 

pets; funnels; drinking vessels; drinking glasses; 

straws for drinking; drinking horns; clothes racks, for 

drying; feeding troughs; furniture dusters; rags [cloth] 
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for cleaning; dusting cloths [rags]; spouts; flower-pot 

covers, not of paper; ironing board covers, shaped; 

flat-iron stands; coasters, not of paper and other than 

table linen; trivets [table utensils]; saucers; urns; 

closures for pot lids; bird baths; birdcages; rings for 

birds; waffle irons, non-electric; washtubs; washing 

boards; clothes-pegs; drying racks for washing; 

clothes racks, for drying; washtubs; kettles, non-

electric; disposable table plates; pipettes [wine-

tasters]; mop wringers; furniture dusters; wool waste 

for cleaning; glass wool other than for insulation; 

cleaning tow; steel wool for cleaning; toothbrushes; 

toothbrushes, electric; floss for dental purposes; 

toothpicks; toothpick holders; mixing machines, non-

electric, for household purposes; aerosol dispensers, 

not for medical purposes; perfume vaporizers; indoor 

aquaria; indoor terrariums [plant cultivation]; indoor 

terrariums [vivariums]; sugar bowls; broom handles of 

metal; nutcrackers; ladles for wine; sugar tongs; 

broom handles, not of metal. 

 
24 

Textiles and textile goods, not included in other 
classes; bed covers; table covers; tissues of textile for 
removing make-up; bath linen, except clothing; fabric, 
impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; 
banners; fustian; cotton fabrics; bed blankets; bed 
covers of paper; bed linen; bed clothes; covers for 
cushions; pillow shams; furniture coverings of plastic; 
billiard cloth; brocades; chenille fabric; cheviots 
[cloth]; cotton fabrics; crepon; damask; bed blankets; 
tick [linen]; trellis [cloth]; drugget; silk fabrics for 
printing patterns; printers' blankets of textile; shower 
curtains of textile or plastic; bunting; bolting cloth; 
labels of cloth; flags, not of paper; eiderdowns [down 
coverlets]; filtering materials of textile; felt; linen 
cloth; flannel [fabric]; sanitary flannel; frieze [cloth]; 
linings [textile]; lining fabric for shoes; curtains of 
textile or plastic; net curtains; curtain holders of textile 
material; gauze [cloth]; face towels of textile; sanitary 
flannel; fabrics for textile use; fibreglass fabrics for 
textile use; glass cloths [towels]; haircloth [sackcloth]; 
gummed cloth, other than for stationery; towels of 
textile; hemp cloth; hemp fabric; household linen; hat 
linings, of textile, in the piece; fabric of imitation 
animal skins; printed calico cloth; ticks [mattress 
covers]; jersey [fabric]; jute fabric; canvas for tapestry 
or embroidery; coasters [table linen]; cheese cloth; 
calico; covers for cushions; pillow shams; 
pillowcases; crepe [fabric]; rayon fabric; plastic 
material [substitute for fabrics]; fabric of imitation 
animal skins; shrouds; buckram; hemp cloth; 
marabouts [cloth]; ticks [mattress covers]; mattress 
covers; covers [loose] for furniture; furniture 
coverings of plastic; upholstery fabrics; furniture 
coverings of textile; moleskin [fabric]; mosquito nets; 
mosquito nets; place mats, not of paper; door curtains; 
ramie fabric; glass cloths [towels]; travelling rugs [lap 

robes]; velvet; net curtains; sleeping bags [sheeting]; 
lining fabric for shoes; fabric for footwear; covers 
[loose] for furniture; silk [cloth]; silk fabrics for 
printing patterns; table napkins of textile; table 
napkins of textile; place mats, not of paper; esparto 
fabric; banners; buckram; bed covers; traced cloths for 
embroidery; textile material; fibreglass fabrics for 
textile use; labels of cloth; knitted fabric; taffeta 
[cloth]; bed covers; handkerchiefs of textile; plastic 
material [substitute for fabrics]; face towels of textile; 
towels of textile; fabric for footwear; table napkins of 
textile; fabric; tablecloths, not of paper; tablemats, not 
of paper; table runners; tablecloths, not of paper; table 
linen, not of paper; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; 
cloth; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; tissues of textile 
for removing make-up; printers' blankets of textile; 
gummed cloth, other than for stationery; sheets 
[textile]; tulle; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; 
mattress covers; furniture coverings of textile; coasters 
[table linen]; non-woven textile fabrics; curtains of 
textile or plastic; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; wall 
hangings of textile; wall hangings of textile; bath 
linen, except clothing; bed linen; household linen; 
table linen, not of paper; lingerie fabric; diapered 
linen; washing mitts; elastic woven material; adhesive 
fabric for application by heat; traced cloths for 
embroidery; flags, not of paper; woollen cloth; zephyr 
[cloth]; sleeping bags for camping. 

 

27 

Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other 

materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings 

[non-textile]; carpets for automobiles; bath mats; floor 

coverings; vinyl floor coverings; floor coverings; floor 

coverings; door mats; non-slip mats; gymnastic mats; 

artificial turf; linoleum; mats; mats of woven rope for 

ski slopes; wallpaper; artificial turf; reed mats; mats of 

woven rope for ski slopes; tapestry [wall hangings], 

not of textile; wallpaper; non-slip mats; carpets; carpet 

underlay; textile wallpaper; gymnastic mats; carpets; 

linoleum; tapestry [wall hangings], not of textile. 

 

35 
Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; payroll preparation; 
updating of advertising material; cost price analysis; 
personnel recruitment; dissemination of advertising 
matter; auctioneering; commercial information 
agencies; business inquiries; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
rental of vending machines; administrative processing 
of purchase orders; business management and 
organization consultancy; professional business 
consultancy; commercial information and advice for 
consumers [consumer advice shop]; business 
management consultancy; personnel management 
consultancy; business organization consultancy; 
advisory services for business management; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
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services for other businesses]; administrative 
processing of purchase orders; professional business 
consultancy; book-keeping; tax auditing; account 
auditing; office machines and equipment rental; 
computerized file management; systemization of 
information into computer databases; compilation of 
information into computer databases; shop window 
dressing; document reproduction; psychological 
testing for the selection of personnel; presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
business investigations; compilation of statistics; 
commercial information and advice for consumers 
[consumer advice shop]; invoicing; television 
advertising; marketing studies; photocopying services; 
business inquiries; business investigations; business 
information; business research; business organization 
consultancy; business appraisals; business 
management consultancy; business management of 
performing artists; business management of sports 
people; business management assistance; business 
management of hotels; efficiency experts; efficiency 
experts; commercial information agencies; publication 
of publicity texts; commercial or industrial 
management assistance; business management of 
hotels; import-export agencies; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; cost price 
analysis; business management of performing artists; 
layout services for advertising purposes; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; payroll preparation; modelling for 
advertising or sales promotion; marketing; marketing 
research; marketing studies; opinion polling; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of 
fashion shows for promotional purposes; data search 
in computer files for others; business research; public 
relations; on-line advertising on a computer network; 
business management and organization consultancy; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; business organization 
consultancy. 

 

822 .Basic registration 

DE (Germany), 02.10.2012, 30 2012 005 318. 

 

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services 

AG (Antigua and Barbuda), CO (Colombia), GE 

(Georgia), IN (India), MX (Mexico), PH (Philippines), 

TN (Tunisia). 

List limited to: 

 

03 

Bleaching preparations and other substances for 

laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 

cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; scouring solutions; 

preparations for unblocking drain pipes; make-up 

removing preparations; astringents for cosmetic 

purposes; alum stones [astringents]; aloe vera 

preparations for cosmetic purposes; amber [perfume]; 

paint stripping preparations; antistatic preparations for 

household purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; 

aromatics [essential oils]; flavorings [flavourings] for 

beverages [essential oils]; flavourings for cakes 

[essential oils]; breath freshening strips; breath 

freshening sprays; ethereal essences; ethereal oils; 

eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; soap for 

brightening textile; flavourings for cakes [essential 

oils]; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic 

preparations for baths; balms other than for medical 

purposes; beard dyes; moustache wax; bergamot oil; 

preparations for unblocking drain pipes; pumice stone; 

preparations to make shiny the leaves of plants; 

blueing for laundry; skin whitening creams; bleaching 

preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; 

leather bleaching preparations; laundry bleach; 

bleaching salts; bleaching soda; extracts of flowers 

[perfumes]; bases for flower perfumes; polish for 

furniture and flooring; parquet floor wax; cosmetic 

creams; neutralizers for permanent waving; 

deodorants for pets; deodorants for human beings or 

for animals; deodorant soap; detergents other than for 

use in manufacturing operations and for medical 

purposes; diamantine [abrasive]; canned pressurized 

air for cleaning and dusting purposes; scented wood; 

sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; javelle 

water; laundry soaking preparations; paint stripping 

preparations; depilatory preparations; depilatory wax; 

scale removing preparations for household purposes; 

ethereal essences; color- [colour-] brightening 

chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; laundry 

blueing; colorants for toilet purposes; hair dyes; paint 

stripping preparations; colour-removing preparations; 

cosmetic dyes; greases for cosmetic purposes; 

degreasers other than for use in manufacturing 

processes; varnish-removing preparations; varnish-

removing preparations; stain removers; non-slipping 

liquids for floors; non-slipping liquids for floors; non-

slipping wax for floors; floor wax removers [scouring 

preparations]; gaultheria oil; dental bleaching gels; 

geraniol; flavorings [flavourings] for beverages 

[essential oils]; shining preparations [polish]; laundry 

glaze; starch glaze for laundry purposes; glass cloth; 

glass cloth; smoothing preparations [starching]; 

smoothing stones; bases for flower perfumes; hair 

waving preparations; hair dyes; hair spray; shampoos; 

hair lotions; cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations 

for skin care; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; 

heliotropine; ionone [perfumery]; jasmine oil; javelle 

water; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for 

cosmetic purposes; adhesives for affixing false 

eyelashes; eau de Cologne; leather preservatives 

[polishes]; cosmetics; corundum [abrasive]; 
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cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; cosmetic kits; 

cosmetic pencils; decorative transfers for cosmetic 

purposes; cleaning chalk; false nails; false eyelashes; 

nail varnish; lacquer-removing preparations; lavender 

oil; lavender water; leather bleaching preparations; 

creams for leather; leather preservatives [polishes]; lip 

glosses; lipsticks; floor wax removers [scouring 

preparations]; lotions for cosmetic purposes; canned 

pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; air 

fragrancing preparations; make-up; almond milk for 

cosmetic purposes; almond oil; almond soap; beauty 

masks; massage gels other than for medical purposes; 

carbides of metal [abrasives]; douching preparations 

for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes 

[toiletries]; musk [perfumery]; mouth washes, not for 

medical purposes; false nails; nail art stickers; nail 

varnish; nail care preparations; washing soda for 

cleaning; soda lye; cosmetic kits; neutralizers for 

permanent waving; ethereal oils; oils for toilet 

purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for cleaning 

purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; hair waving 

preparations; polishing paper; abrasive paper; emery 

paper; oils for perfumes and scents; perfumery; 

perfumes; bases for flower perfumes; pastes for razor 

strops; cobblers' wax; mint for perfumery; mint 

essence [essential oil]; preparations to make shiny the 

leaves of plants; flavorings [flavourings] for beverages 

[essential oils]; polishing creams; polishing 

preparations; denture polishes; polishing paper; 

polishing rouge; polishing stones; polishing wax; 

pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris 

[fragrances]; dry-cleaning preparations; make-up 

powder; furbishing preparations; cloths impregnated 

with a detergent for cleaning; quillaia bark for 

washing; shaving preparations; shaving soap; shaving 

stones [astringents]; after-shave lotions; fumigation 

preparations [perfumes]; joss sticks; windscreen 

cleaning liquids; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; 

cleaning preparations; preparations for cleaning 

dentures; cloths impregnated with a detergent for 

cleaning; oils for cleaning purposes; rose oil; rust 

removing preparations; non-slipping liquids for floors; 

non-slipping wax for floors; safrol; ammonia [volatile 

alkali] [detergent]; flavorings [flavourings] for 

beverages [essential oils]; bleaching salts; sandpaper; 

whiting; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; 

abrasives; grinding preparations; abrasive paper; 

make-up; make-up preparations; make-up powder; 

emery; emery cloth; emery paper; sandcloth; tailors' 

wax; cosmetics; beauty masks; boot cream; shoe wax; 

cobblers' wax; shoemakers' wax; deodorant soap; 

soap; soap for brightening textile; soap for foot 

perspiration; antiperspirant soap; shampoos; 

shampoos for pets; silicon carbide [abrasive]; 

bleaching soda; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning 

preparations [cosmetics]; breath freshening sprays; 

starch for laundry purposes; starch glaze for laundry 

purposes; polishing stones; smoothing stones; shaving 

stones [astringents]; badian essence; cosmetic pencils; 

breath freshening strips; talcum powder, for toilet use; 

wallpaper cleaning preparations; terpenes [essential 

oils]; turpentine, for degreasing; oil of turpentine for 

degreasing; cosmetics for animals; shampoos for pets; 

toiletries; cakes of toilet soap; toilet water; Tripoli 

stone for polishing; dry-cleaning preparations; dry 

shampoos; drying agents for dishwashing machines; 

tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; glass cloth; 

petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for 

cleaning; parquet floor wax; depilatory wax; non-

slipping wax for floors; laundry wax; polishing wax; 

tailors' wax; blueing for laundry; sachets for 

perfuming linen; laundry blueing; laundry soaking 

preparations; laundry preparations; hydrogen peroxide 

for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic 

purposes; swabs [toiletries]; fabric softeners for 

laundry use; incense; shoe wax; adhesives for affixing 

false eyelashes; false eyelashes; cosmetic preparations 

for eyelashes; mascara; windscreen cleaning liquids; 

dental bleaching gels; denture polishes; preparations 

for cleaning dentures; dentifrices; essential oils of 

cedarwood; decorative transfers for cosmetic 

purposes; essential oils of lemon. 

 

05 

Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 

preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 

substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 

for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for 

stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations 

for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; dental 

impression materials; purgatives; medical 

preparations for slimming purposes; slimming pills; 

adjuvants for medical purposes; acaricides; aconitine; 

aldehydes for pharmaceutical purposes; algicides; 

alginates for pharmaceutical purposes; alkaline 

iodides for pharmaceutical purposes; alkaloids for 

medical purposes; medicinal alcohol; medicinal 

alcohol; aloe vera preparations for pharmaceutical 

purposes; dental amalgams; dental amalgams of gold; 

amino acids for medical purposes; amino acids for 

veterinary purposes; analgesics; anaesthetics; 

angostura bark for medical purposes; antibiotics; 

anticryptogamic preparations; antiparasitic 

preparations; antiseptics; antiseptic cotton; medicine 

cases, portable, filled; appetite suppressants for 

medical purposes; appetite suppressant pills; 

medicines for human purposes; medicines for 

veterinary purposes; medicines for dental purposes; 

aseptic cotton; asthmatic tea; ethers for 

pharmaceutical purposes; caustics for pharmaceutical 

purposes; caustic pencils; eye-washes; eyepatches for 

medical purposes; collyrium; acetates for 

pharmaceutical purposes; babies' napkin-pants 
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[diaper-pants]; food for babies; diapers [babies' 

napkins]; mud for baths; oxygen baths; bath salts for 

medical purposes; bath preparations, medicated; 

therapeutic preparations for the bath; bacterial 

poisons; bouillons for bacteriological cultures; 

bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; 

bacteriological preparations for medical and 

veterinary use; dietary fibre; balms for medical 

purposes; balsamic preparations for medical purposes; 

hygienic bandages; bandages for dressings; adhesive 

tapes for medical purposes; barks for pharmaceutical 

purposes; antiseptic cotton; aseptic cotton; cotton for 

medical purposes; deodorants for clothing and textiles; 

sedatives; semen for artificial insemination; sanitary 

towels; biological tissue cultures for medical 

purposes; biological tissue cultures for veterinary 

purposes; biological preparations for medical 

purposes; biological preparations for veterinary 

purposes; biocides; lead water; blood for medical 

purposes; haematogen; leeches for medical purposes; 

blood plasma; depuratives; haemostatic pencils; soil-

sterilising preparations; confectionery, medicated; 

chemical preparations to treat wheat blight [smut]; 

tanning pills; bromine for pharmaceutical purposes; 

bronchodilating preparations; diabetic bread adapted 

for medical use; powder of cantharides; chemical 

preparations for medical purposes; chemical 

preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical 

preparations for veterinary purposes; chemico-

pharmaceutical preparations; quinquina for medical 

purposes; quinine for medical purposes; chinoline for 

medical purposes; surgical cloth [tissues]; surgical 

implants [living tissues]; hydrated chloral for 

pharmaceutical purposes; chloroform; condurango 

bark for medical purposes; medicines for alleviating 

constipation; curare; sanitary towels; decoctions for 

pharmaceutical purposes; dental cements; deodorants, 

other than for human beings or for animals; deodorants 

for clothing and textiles; disinfectants for chemical 

toilets; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; detergents 

for medical purposes; diabetic bread adapted for 

medical use; diagnostic preparations for medical 

purposes; diastase for medical purposes; dietetic 

beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic 

substances adapted for medical use; dietetic foods 

adapted for medical purposes; digitalin; dill oil for 

medical purposes; drugs for medical purposes; alloys 

of precious metals for dental purposes; albuminous 

foodstuffs for medical purposes; albuminous 

preparations for medical purposes; chemical 

conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; elixirs 

[pharmaceutical preparations]; gentian for 

pharmaceutical purposes; enzymes for medical 

purposes; enzymes for veterinary purposes; enzyme 

preparations for medical purposes; enzyme 

preparations for veterinary purposes; aluminium 

acetate for pharmaceutical purposes; esters for 

pharmaceutical purposes; eucalyptol for 

pharmaceutical purposes; eucalyptus for 

pharmaceutical purposes; extracts of hops for 

pharmaceutical purposes; fennel for medical purposes; 

ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; greases for 

medical purposes; greases for veterinary purposes; 

febrifuges; fish meal for pharmaceutical purposes; fly 

catching paper; fly glue; fly destroying preparations; 

formic aldehyde for pharmaceutical purposes; 

chilblain preparations; frostbite salve for 

pharmaceutical purposes; fungicides; bunion pads; 

Gallic acid for pharmaceutical purposes; gases for 

medical purposes; gauze for dressings; gelatine for 

medical purposes; royal jelly for pharmaceutical 

purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical 

purposes; medicinal drinks; by-products of the 

processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes; 

surgical cloth [tissues]; poisons; bacterial poisons; 

glucose for medical purposes; glycerine for medical 

purposes; glycerophosphates; dental amalgams of 

gold; guaiacol for pharmaceutical purposes; gum for 

medical purposes; gamboge for medical purposes; 

gurjun [gurjon, gurjan] balsam for medical purposes; 

belts for sanitary napkins [towels]; medicinal hair 

growth preparations; haemostatic pencils; adhesives 

for dentures; antiparasitic collars for animals; 

haemoglobin; haemorrhoid preparations; anti-uric 

preparations; preparations for destroying dry rot 

fungus; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; 

yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; adhesive plaster; 

solvents for removing adhesive plasters; remedies for 

foot perspiration; remedies for perspiration; 

herbicides; charcoal for pharmaceutical purposes; 

extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes; 

hormones for medical purposes; preparations for 

callouses; sanitary panties; babies' napkin-pants 

[diaper-pants]; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; 

cement for animal hooves; corn remedies; corn rings 

for the feet; repellents for dogs; dog lotions; dog 

washes; hydrastine; hydrastinine; vaccines; surgical 

implants [living tissues]; napkins for incontinents; 

pants, absorbent, for incontinents; insect repellent 

incense; insecticides; insect repellents; insecticides; 

personal sexual lubricants; Irish moss for medical 

purposes; isotopes for medical purposes; jalap; iodine 

for pharmaceutical purposes; iodides for 

pharmaceutical purposes; iodoform; tincture of iodine; 

jujube, medicated; potassium salts for medical 

purposes; preparations of lime for pharmaceutical 

purposes; calomel; cooling sprays for medical 

purposes; camphor for medical purposes; camphor oil 

for medical purposes; candy for medical purposes; 

capsules for medicines; cachets for pharmaceutical 

purposes; carbolineum [parasiticide]; poultices; 

cachou for pharmaceutical purposes; chewing gum for 

medical purposes; rubber for dental purposes; 

germicides; dental mastics; cement for animal hooves; 
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adhesive tapes for medical purposes; adhesive tapes 

for medical purposes; bone cement for surgical and 

orthopaedic purposes; charcoal for pharmaceutical 

purposes; cocaine; collodion for pharmaceutical 

purposes; collyrium; compresses; solutions for contact 

lenses; contact lens cleaning preparations; radiological 

contrast substances for medical purposes; chemical 

contraceptives; headache pencils; pharmaceutical 

preparations for treating dandruff; medicinal herbs; 

smoking herbs for medical purposes; herbal teas for 

medicinal purposes; medicinal infusions; creosote for 

pharmaceutical purposes; croton bark; cultures of 

microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; 

liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; stick liquorice 

for pharmaceutical purposes; milk sugar for 

pharmaceutical purposes; larvae exterminating 

preparations; laxatives; cod liver oil; linseed for 

pharmaceutical purposes; linseed meal for 

pharmaceutical purposes; chemical conductors for 

electrocardiograph electrodes; lecithin for medical 

purposes; liniments; solutions for contact lenses; 

solvents for removing adhesive plasters; lotions for 

pharmaceutical purposes; lotions for veterinary 

purposes; air purifying preparations; lupulin for 

pharmaceutical purposes; magnesia for 

pharmaceutical purposes; malt for pharmaceutical 

purposes; malted milk beverages for medical 

purposes; milk of almonds for pharmaceutical 

purposes; mangrove bark for pharmaceutical 

purposes; preparations for destroying mice; medicinal 

drinks; medicinal hair growth preparations; medicinal 

tea; sea water for medicinal bathing; flour for 

pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations to 

treat mildew; melissa water for pharmaceutical 

purposes; milking grease; sanitary panties; sanitary 

tampons; menthol; articles for headache; cultures of 

microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; 

nutritive substances for microorganisms; milk 

ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; malted milk 

beverages for medical purposes; milk sugar for 

pharmaceutical purposes; mineral food supplements; 

mineral waters for medical purposes; salts for mineral 

water baths; mineral water salts; air deodorising 

preparations; douching preparations for medical 

purposes; moulding wax for dentists; moleskin for 

medical purposes; menstruation bandages; sanitary 

panties; mud for baths; medicinal mud; mothproofing 

preparations; mothproofing paper; mouthwashes for 

medical purposes; ergot for pharmaceutical purposes; 

myrobalan bark for pharmaceutical purposes; 

bouillons for bacteriological cultures; lacteal flour for 

babies; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; 

nutritive substances for microorganisms; nutritional 

supplements; albumin dietary supplements; alginate 

dietary supplements; enzyme dietary supplements; 

royal jelly dietary supplements; glucose dietary 

supplements; yeast dietary supplements; casein dietary 

supplements; linseed dietary supplements; linseed oil 

dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; 

pollen dietary supplements; propolis dietary 

supplements; protein dietary supplements; wheat germ 

dietary supplements; dietary supplements for animals; 

dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; narcotics; 

bicarbonate of soda for pharmaceutical purposes; 

sodium salts for medical purposes; by-products of the 

processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes; 

nervines; cachets for pharmaceutical purposes; 

medicinal oils; opiates; opium; opodeldoc; opotherapy 

preparations; antioxidant pills; paper for mustard 

plasters; mothproofing paper; antiparasitic collars for 

animals; antiparasitic preparations; parasiticides; 

pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes; pectin for 

pharmaceutical purposes; pepsins for pharmaceutical 

purposes; peptones for pharmaceutical purposes; pearl 

powder for medical purposes; pesticides; mint for 

pharmaceutical purposes; bunion pads; plasters for 

medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; 

pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; 

phenol for pharmaceutical purposes; phosphates for 

pharmaceutical purposes; anticryptogamic 

preparations; pomades for medical purposes; porcelain 

for dental prostheses; bronchodilating preparations; 

propolis for pharmaceutical purposes; protein 

supplements for animals; pyrethrum powder; quassia 

for medical purposes; quebracho for medical 

purposes; mercurial ointments; radioactive substances 

for medical purposes; radium for medical purposes; rat 

poison; smoking herbs for medical purposes; 

fumigating sticks; fumigation preparations for medical 

purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary 

purposes; chemical preparations for treating 

phylloxera; preparations for reducing sexual activity; 

contact lens cleaning preparations; air purifying 

preparations; medicine cases, portable, filled; rhubarb 

roots for pharmaceutical purposes; smelling salts; 

barks for pharmaceutical purposes; castor oil for 

medical purposes; radiological contrast substances for 

medical purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical 

purposes; mercurial ointments; bath salts for medical 

purposes; salts for medical purposes; salts for mineral 

water baths; sarsaparilla for medical purposes; oxygen 

for medical purposes; oxygen baths; acids for 

pharmaceutical purposes; pesticides; lint for medical 

purposes; soporifics; dental abrasives; slug 

exterminating preparations; vulnerary sponges; 

chemical preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy; 

flowers of sulphur for pharmaceutical purposes; 

sulphur sticks [disinfectants]; mustard for 

pharmaceutical purposes; mustard oil for medical 

purposes; mustard plasters; paper for mustard plasters; 

serums; serotherapeutic medicines; siccatives [drying 

agents] for medical purposes; syrups for 

pharmaceutical purposes; scapulars for surgical 

purposes; panty liners [sanitary]; sunburn ointments; 
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sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; 

semen for artificial insemination; preparations of trace 

elements for human and animal use; stem cells for 

medical purposes; stem cells for veterinary purposes; 

starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; 

sterilising preparations; steroids; haemostatic pencils; 

wart pencils; breast-nursing pads; adhesive tapes for 

medical purposes; strychnine; styptic preparations; 

sulphonamides [medicines]; suppositories; tobacco 

extracts [insecticides]; tobacco-free cigarettes for 

medical purposes; sanitary tampons; sanitary tampons; 

herbal teas for medicinal purposes; medicinal tea; 

turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes; oil of 

turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes; deodorants 

for clothing and textiles; thermal water; thymol for 

pharmaceutical purposes; animal washes; tinctures for 

medical purposes; tonics [medicines]; glucose for 

medical purposes; tissues impregnated with 

pharmaceutical lotions; vermin destroying 

preparations; herbicides; vaginal washes; petroleum 

jelly for medical purposes; gauze for dressings; first-

aid boxes, filled; dressings, medical; surgical 

dressings; absorbent cotton; preparations for the 

treatment of burns; digestives for pharmaceutical 

purposes; vesicants; veterinary preparations; cattle 

washes; vitamin preparations; moulding wax for 

dentists; animal washes; cattle washes; sea water for 

medicinal bathing; hydrogen peroxide for medical 

purposes; wadding for medical purposes; absorbent 

cotton; insect repellent incense; vine disease treating 

chemicals; tartar for pharmaceutical purposes; cream 

of tartar for pharmaceutical purposes; napkins for 

incontinents; bismuth preparations for pharmaceutical 

purposes; bismuth subnitrate for pharmaceutical 

purposes; vulnerary sponges; vermifuges; medicinal 

roots; preparations to facilitate teething; teeth filling 

material; dental mastics; dental lacquer; adhesives for 

dentures; porcelain for dental prostheses; cedar wood 

for use as an insect repellent; cellulose ethers for 

pharmaceutical purposes; cellulose esters for 

pharmaceutical purposes; dental cements; tobacco-

free cigarettes for medical purposes; sugar for medical 

purposes; candy for medical purposes; disinfectant 

soap; medicated soap. 

 

06 

Common metals and their alloys; metal building 

materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials 

of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and 

wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of 

metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods 

of common metal not included in other classes; ores; 

gutter pipes of metal; rocket launching platforms of 

metal; bicycle parking installations of metal; 

branching pipes of metal; aluminium; aluminium wire; 

aluminium foil; anvils; anchors; mooring buoys of 

metal; anchor plates; mooring bollards of metal; jets 

of metal; anti-friction metal; identification bracelets of 

metal, for hospitals; fittings of metal for compressed 

air ducts; reinforcing materials of metal for machine 

belts; reinforcing materials of metal for building; 

reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; outdoor blinds 

of metal; tubbing of metal; cabanas of metal; beacons 

of metal, non-luminous; girders of metal; joists of 

metal; iron strip; bindings of metal; bands of metal for 

tying-up purposes; steel strip; ingots of common 

metal; building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver; 

fittings of metal for building; railway material of 

metal; building materials of metal; tree protectors of 

metal; building boards of metal; buildings of metal; 

buildings, transportable, of metal; swimming pools 

[metal structures]; clips of metal for cables and pipes; 

signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal, for 

roads; containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid 

air; containers of metal for storing acids; tanks of 

metal; packaging containers of metal; closures of 

metal for containers; roof coverings of metal; 

beryllium [glucinium]; fittings of metal for building; 

building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver; fittings 

of metal for furniture; reinforcing materials, of metal, 

for concrete; shuttering of metal for concrete; fittings 

of metal for beds; bed casters of metal; binding thread 

of metal for agricultural purposes; thread of metal for 

tying-up purposes; binding thread of metal for 

agricultural purposes; sheets and plates of metal; steel 

sheets; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; lead seals; 

mooring buoys of metal; bolts of metal; door bolts of 

metal; vats of metal; iron slabs; containers of metal for 

liquid fuel; letter boxes of metal; bronze; bronzes for 

tombstones; bronzes [works of art]; letters and 

numerals of common metal, except type; busts of 

common metal; cermets; chromium; chrome ores; 

containers of metal [storage, transport]; floating 

containers of metal; roof coverings of metal; roofing 

of metal; roof flashing of metal; tiles of metal; gutters 

of metal; mooring bollards of metal; manhole covers 

of metal; monuments of metal; floating docks of metal 

for mooring boats; boxes of common metal; 

preserving boxes of metal; box fasteners of metal; wire 

of common metal; soldering wire of metal; wire of 

common metal alloys, except fuse wire; wire 

stretchers [tension links]; wire cloth; materials of 

metal for funicular railway permanent ways; wire 

rope; telpher cables; cables of metal, non-electric; 

ropes of metal; drain pipes of metal; turnstiles; 

turntables [railways]; window fasteners of metal; 

containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; 

fittings of metal for compressed air ducts; penstock 

pipes of metal; pegs of metal; wall plugs of metal; 

nozzles of metal; brackets of metal for building; 

skating rinks [structures of metal]; iron, unwrought or 

semi-wrought; ironmongery; loading gauge rods, of 

metal, for railway wagons; railway sleepers of metal; 

railway points; stretchers for iron bands [tension 
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links]; iron wire; iron ores; ice moulds of metal; iron 

ores; bicycle parking installations of metal; 

registration plates of metal; badges of metal for 

vehicles; locks of metal for vehicles; traps for wild 

animals; paint spraying booths of metal; casks of 

metal; barrels of metal; taps for casks, of metal; barrel 

hoops of metal; springs [metal hardware]; filings of 

metal; windows of metal; ironwork for windows; 

fittings of metal for windows; window stops of metal; 

shutters of metal; window frames of metal; window 

casement bolts; window pulleys; chrome iron; silicon 

iron; titanium iron; tungsten iron; firedogs [andirons]; 

refractory construction materials of metal; furnace 

fireguards; figurines [statuettes] of common metal; 

flanges of metal [collars]; bottles [metal containers] 

for compressed gas or liquid air; bottle caps of metal; 

bottle closures of metal; insect screens of metal; tile 

floorings of metal; aluminium foil; foils of metal for 

wrapping and packaging; handling pallets of metal; 

foundry molds [moulds] of metal; hoppers of metal, 

non-mechanical; door scrapers; floors of metal; galena 

[ore]; boarding stairs of metal, mobile, for passengers; 

sheaf binders of metal; hooks of metal for clothes rails; 

memorial plates of metal; cashboxes of metal; safes 

[strong boxes]; germanium; framework of metal for 

building; scaffolding of metal; cornices of metal; 

mouldings of metal for cornices; cask stands of metal; 

greenhouses of metal, transportable; greenhouse 

frames of metal; wire cloth; foundry molds [moulds] 

of metal; latticework of metal; insect screens of metal; 

gratings of metal; bars for metal railings; bells; gold 

solder; monuments of metal for tombs; enclosures of 

metal for tombs; tombs of metal; vaults of metal 

[burial]; gravestone slabs of metal; tombstone stelae of 

metal; tombstone plaques of metal; knobs of metal; 

door handles of metal; ferrules of metal for handles; 

straps of metal for handling loads; braces of metal for 

handling loads; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; 

celtium [hafnium]; taps for casks, of metal; hooks of 

metal for clothes rails; clothes hooks of metal; hooks 

[metal hardware]; hooks for slate [metal hardware]; 

anvils [portable]; handcuffs; towel dispensers, fixed, 

of metal; brazing alloys; reels of metal, non-

mechanical, for flexible hoses; winding spools of 

metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; house 

numbers of metal, non-luminous; slings of metal for 

handling loads; beak-irons [bick-irons]; horseshoe 

nails; chicken-houses of metal; identity plates of 

metal; indium; jalousies of metal; cables of metal, non-

electric; binding screws of metal for cables; cable 

joints of metal, non-electric; cabanas of metal; paint 

spraying booths of metal; telephone booths of metal; 

tiles of metal for building; cadmium; metal cages for 

wild animals; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; 

chimney pots of metal; chimney cowls of metal; bottle 

caps of metal; sealing caps of metal; cashboxes of 

metal; safety cashboxes; boxes of common metal; 

chests of metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; rope 

thimbles of metal; flashing of metal, for building; 

angle irons; roof flashing of metal; chains of metal; 

couplings of metal for chains; chests of metal; cramps 

of metal [crampons]; drain traps [valves] of metal; 

water-pipe valves of metal; clothes hooks of metal; 

vice claws of metal; binding screws of metal for 

cables; pitons of metal [mountaineering equipment]; 

ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning 

installations; bells; knobs of metal; cobalt, raw; tool 

chests of metal, empty; chill-moulds [foundry]; 

preserving boxes of metal; baskets of metal; cramps of 

metal [crampons]; balls of steel; skating rinks 

[structures of metal]; works of art of common metal; 

copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper wire, not 

insulated; copper rings; loading pallets of metal; 

loading gauge rods, of metal, for railway wagons; cask 

stands of metal; anti-friction metal; straps of metal for 

handling loads; laths of metal; arbours [structures of 

metal]; duckboards of metal; alloys of common metal; 

ladders of metal; steps [ladders] of metal; crash 

barriers of metal for roads; guard rails of metal; ducts 

of metal for ventilating and air conditioning 

installations; pipework of metal; water-pipes of metal; 

reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; posts of metal 

for electric lines; limonite; gold solder; silver solder; 

soldering wire of metal; rods of metal for brazing; rods 

of metal for welding; ducts of metal for ventilating and 

air conditioning installations; blooms [metallurgy]; 

magnesium; manganese; porches of metal [building]; 

masts of metal; steel masts; posts of metal for electric 

lines; telegraph posts of metal; wall claddings of metal 

[building]; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; 

reinforcing materials of metal, for concrete; common 

metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; ores of metal; 

bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid 

air; chains of metal; metals in powder form; frames of 

metal for building; rings of metal; rods of metal for 

brazing and welding; fittings of metal for furniture; 

furniture casters of metal; molybdenum; molybdenum 

iron; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; sleeves 

[metal hardware]; pipe muffs of metal; nuts of metal; 

nails; identification bracelets of metal, for hospitals; 

identity plates of metal; wire cloth; German silver; 

nickel; nickel-silver; rivets of metal; niobium; house 

numbers of metal, non-luminous; registration plates, 

of metal; casement windows of metal; lintels of metal; 

furnace fire screens; handling pallets of metal; loading 

pallets, of metal; transport pallets of metal; armour 

plate; armour plating; boarding stairs of metal, mobile, 

for passengers; posts of metal; palings of metal; 

paving blocks of metal; posts of metal; advertisement 

columns of metal; badges of metal for vehicles; floor 

tiles, of metal; tile floorings of metal; lead seals; stops 

of metal; metals in powder form; pyrophoric metals; 

wheel clamps [boots]; window frames of metal; 

greenhouse frames of metal; frames of metal for 
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building; rocket launching platforms of metal; 

mouldings of metal for cornices; barrel hoops of 

metal; bolts, flat; lock bolts; rings of metal; gutters of 

metal; angle irons; cobalt, raw; tubes of metal; drain 

pipes of metal; chimney shafts of metal; steel tubes; 

ducts of metal, for central heating installations; steel 

tubes; elbows of metal for pipes; pipework of metal; 

penstock pipes of metal; manifolds of metal for 

pipelines; pipe muffs of metal; collars of metal for 

fastening pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; furniture 

casters of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; 

roller blinds of steel; outdoor blinds of metal; 

duckboards of metal; locks of metal for bags; fittings 

of metal for coffins; pillars of metal for buildings; 

containers of metal for storing acids; tubbing of metal; 

manhole covers of metal; strap-hinges of metal; hinges 

of metal; washers of metal; valves of metal, other than 

parts of machines; hooks for slate [metal hardware]; 

rails of metal; guard rails of metal; railway material of 

metal; fish plates [rails]; signboards of metal; reels of 

metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; winding 

spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; 

slings of metal for handling loads; locks of metal, other 

than electric; locks of metal for vehicles; padlocks; 

keys; rings of common metal for keys; grease nipples; 

buckles of common metal [hardware]; spring locks; 

chimney cowls of metal; chimneys of metal; chimney 

pots of metal; chimney shafts of metal; screws of 

metal; nuts of metal; braces of metal for handling 

loads; soldering wire of metal; rods of metal for 

brazing and welding; sills of metal; railway sleepers of 

metal; eye bolts; swimming pools [metal structures]; 

floating containers of metal; figurines [statuettes] of 

common metal; steps [ladders] of metal; crampons 

[climbing irons]; pins [hardware]; tacks [nails]; 

ferrules of metal for walking sticks; horseshoe nails; 

signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal, for 

roads; crash barriers of metal for roads; posts of metal 

for electric lines; stair treads [steps] of metal; lintels of 

metal; props of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous 

and non-mechanical, of metal; wainscotting of metal; 

tanks of metal; containers of metal for liquid fuel; 

tantalum [metal]; ropes of metal; telephone booths of 

metal; telegraph posts of metal; metal cages for wild 

animals; titanium; titanium iron; tombac; barrels of 

metal; barrel hoops of metal; gates of metal; girders of 

metal; framework of metal for building; transport 

pallets of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for 

machine belts; machine belt fasteners of metal; belt 

stretchers of metal; partitions of metal; staircases of 

metal; stair treads [steps] of metal; stringers [parts of 

staircases] of metal; hoppers of metal, non-

mechanical; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; 

ironwork for doors; door fittings, of metal; door bolts 

of metal; doors of metal; door stops of metal; door 

panels of metal; door handles of metal; door bells, non-

electric; latch bars of metal; door knockers; door 

openers, non-electric; door frames of metal; latches of 

metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; door closers, 

non-electric; alloys of common metal; common 

metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; shims; shims; 

vanadium; drain traps [valves] of metal; water-pipe 

valves of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of 

machines; couplings of metal for chains; junctions of 

metal for pipes; linings of metal [building]; tinplate 

packings; packaging containers of metal; foils of metal 

for wrapping and packaging; shuttering of metal for 

concrete; casings of metal for oilwells; closures of 

metal for containers; locks of metal for bags; sealing 

caps of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; bells 

for animals; cattle chains; wind-driven bird-repelling 

devices made of metal; bird baths [structures of 

metal]; aviaries of metal [structures]; aviaries of metal 

[structures]; padlocks; wall linings of metal [building]; 

water-pipes of metal; railway points; tinplate; tinplate 

packings; white metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; tool 

chests of metal, empty; weather or wind vanes of 

metal; wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of 

metal; brackets of metal for building; tungsten; 

tungsten iron; letters and numerals of common metal, 

except type; pot hooks of metal; fences of metal; tent 

pegs of metal; ducts of metal, for central heating 

installations; ceilings of metal; zinc; tin; silver plated 

tin alloy; zirconium; tacks [nails]; ferrules of metal; 

ferrules of metal for walking sticks. 

 

08 

Hand tools and implements [hand-operated]; cutlery; 

side arms; razors; instruments and tools for skinning 

animals; implements for decanting liquids [hand 

tools]; wire strippers [hand tools]; priming irons [hand 

tools]; leather strops; sharpening steels; awls; oyster 

openers; axes; hatchets; picks [hand tools]; bayonets; 

fireplace bellows [hand tools]; beard clippers; tree 

pruners; pruning shears; axes; table cutlery [knives, 

forks and spoons]; cattle stunning appliances; 

fireplace bellows [hand tools]; bow saws; bits [parts of 

hand tools]; borers; gimlets [hand tools]; drill holders 

[hand tools]; ratchets [hand tools]; extension pieces for 

braces for screwtaps; bits [hand tools]; cutter bars; 

breast drills; branding irons; crow bars; adzes [tools]; 

branding irons; flat irons; glaziers' diamonds [parts of 

hand tools]; caulking irons; daggers; can openers, non-

electric; drills; pin punches; egg slicers, non-electric; 

irons [non-electric hand tools]; ice picks; apparatus 

and instruments for skinning butcher's animals; 

depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; table 

cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; table forks; razor 

cases; palette knives; masons' hammers; penknives; 

tweezers; files [tools]; fingernail polishers, electric or 

non-electric; scaling knives; mincing knives [hand 

tools]; milling cutters [hand tools]; hand implements 

for hair curling; table forks; forks; pruning knives; 

pruning scissors; garden tools, hand-operated; 
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goffering irons; mitre [miter (am.)] boxes [hand tools]; 

nail drawers [hand tools]; vegetable slicers; frames for 

handsaws; extension pieces for braces for screwtaps; 

taps [hand tools]; dies [hand tools]; foundry ladles 

[hand tools]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools]; 

polishing irons [glazing tools]; sand trap rakes; 

engraving needles; tool belts [holders]; curling tongs; 

depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; hair 

clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; 

ditchers [hand tools]; cleavers; hammers [hand tools]; 

hand drills [hand tools]; hand pumps; rams [hand 

tools]; frames for handsaws; hand tools, hand-

operated; rakes [hand tools]; harpoons; harpoons for 

fishing; levers; lifting jacks, hand-operated; hackles 

[hand tools]; border shears; side arms, other than 

firearms; bill-hooks; planes; plane irons; hollowing 

bits [parts of hand tools]; gouges [hand tools]; 

sledgehammers; farriers' knives; insecticide 

vaporizers [hand tools]; syringes for spraying 

insecticides; hunting knives; hoes [hand tools]; fish 

tapes [hand tools]; instruments for punching tickets; 

cheese slicers, non-electric; moulding irons; ladles 

[hand tools]; razor blades; truncheons; scraping tools 

[hand tools]; mortise chisels; pickhammers; mitre 

[miter (am.)] boxes [hand tools]; agricultural 

implements, hand-operated; jig-saws; wick trimmers 

[scissors]; perforating tools [hand tools]; instruments 

for punching tickets; punch pliers [hand tools]; 

spoons; machetes; manicure sets, electric; manicure 

sets; livestock marking tools; trowels; graving tools 

[hand tools]; chisels; knives; blades for planes; blades 

[hand tools]; blades [weapons]; scaling knives; 

cutlery; Hainault scythes; mortars for pounding; 

reamer sockets; money scoops; needle files; nail files; 

nail files, electric; cuticle tweezers; fingernail 

polishers, electric or non-electric; nail clippers, 

electric or non-electric; nail nippers; nail extractors; 

manicure sets; pedicure sets; shaving cases; nail 

punches; riveting hammers [hand tools]; riveters [hand 

tools]; numbering punches; fruit pickers [hand tools]; 

ear-piercing apparatus; budding knives; plant parasite 

killing apparatus; pedicure sets; trowels [gardening]; 

plant parasite killing apparatus; earth rammers [hand 

tools]; grafting tools [hand tools]; pickaxes; pincers; 

hair-removing tweezers; guns [hand tools]; guns, 

hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; pizza 

cutters, non-electric; hand pumps; punches [hand 

tools]; wick trimmers [scissors]; rams [hand tools]; 

braiders [hand tools]; lawn clippers [hand 

instruments]; razors, electric or non-electric; razor 

cases; razor blades; razors, electric or non-electric; 

razor strops; shaving cases; pruning knives; sand trap 

rakes; rakes [hand tools]; reamers; reamer sockets; 

rasps [hand tools]; hoop cutters [hand tools]; annular 

screw plates; diggers [hand tools]; tube cutters [hand 

tools]; tube cutting instruments; sabres; sword 

scabbards; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; saws 

[hand tools]; saw holders; scrapers [hand tools]; 

sharpening instruments; shovels [hand tools]; 

grindstones [hand tools]; scissors; shears; shear 

blades; shearers [hand instruments]; cattle shearers; 

apparatus and instruments for slaughtering butchers' 

animals; mallets [hand instruments]; punch rings 

[knuckle dusters]; truncheons; masons' hammers; 

blade sharpening instruments; abrading instruments 

[hand instruments]; grindstones [hand tools]; emery 

grinding wheels; sharpening stones; spanners [hand 

tools]; emery files; emery grinding wheels; beard 

clippers; cutters; egg slicers, non-electric; cheese 

slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; 

cutting tools [hand tools]; edge tools [hand tools]; 

metal-cutting bars; screwdrivers; vices; clamps for 

carpenters or coopers; lasts [shoemakers' hand tools]; 

fire irons; paring knives; swords; scythes; scythe rings; 

scythe stones; fullers [hand tools]; sickles; rabbeting 

planes; blades for planes; spatulas [hand tools]; guns, 

hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; expanders 

[hand tools]; stretchers for wire and metal bands [hand 

tools]; palette knives; spades [hand tools]; picks [hand 

tools]; mattocks; centre punches [hand tools]; marline 

spikes; syringes for spraying insecticides; insecticide 

vaporizers [hand tools]; sharpening steels; earth 

rammers [hand tools]; rammers [hand tools]; hand-

operated cutting tools; augers [hand tools]; stamping-

out tools [hand tools]; embossers [hand tools]; stone 

hammers; chisels; stamping-out tools [hand tools]; fire 

irons; holing axes; paring irons [hand tools]; rammers 

[hand tools]; leather strops; silver plate [knives, forks 

and spoons]; apparatus for tattooing; hair clippers for 

animals [hand instruments]; weeding forks [hand 

tools]; thistle extirpators [hand tools]; cattle stunning 

appliances; livestock marking tools; cattle shearers; 

side arms, other than firearms; lifting jacks, hand-

operated; crimping irons; fulling tools [hand tools]; 

hand tools, hand-operated; tool belts [holders]; 

sharpening steels; whetstone holders; stropping 

instruments; choppers [knives]; vegetable choppers; 

eyelash curlers; wrenches [hand tools]; lifting jacks, 

hand-operated; squares [hand tools]; pliers; eyelash 

curlers; insecticide vaporizers [hand tools]; drawing 

knives; carpenters' augers; clamps for carpenters or 

coopers; knife handles of metal; tool handles of metal; 

knife handles of metal; scythe handles of metal; tool 

handles of metal; knife handles, not of metal; tool 

handles, not of metal; scythe handles, not of metal. 

 

11 

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, 

cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 

supply and sanitary purposes; flare stacks for use in 

the oil industry; air valves for steam heating 

installations; sinks; purification installations for 

sewage; extractor hoods for kitchens; brackets for gas 

burners; friction lighters for igniting gas; gas lighters; 
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lighters; furnace ash boxes; ash conveyor installations, 

automatic; expansion tanks for central heating 

installations; acetylene burners; acetylene generators; 

acetylene flares; heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; 

bakers' ovens; bath fittings; heaters for baths; Turkish 

bath cabinets, portable; bath tubs; bath linings; bath 

installations; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; 

barbecues; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary 

installations]; aquarium lights; lighting installations 

for air vehicles; lighting apparatus and installations; 

lighting apparatus for vehicles; light-emitting diodes 

[LED] lighting apparatus; lamps; ventilation hoods; 

ventilation hoods for laboratories; structural plates for 

ovens; bedwarmers; warming pans; watering 

machines for agricultural purposes; bidets; anti-glare 

devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; anti-dazzle 

devices for automobiles [lamp fittings]; torches for 

lighting; arc lamps; carbon for arc lamps; tanning 

apparatus [sun beds]; burners; germicidal burners; 

furnaces, other than for laboratory use; fuel burners; 

bread-making machines; bread baking machines; 

bread toasters; fountains; ornamental fountains; 

swimming pool chlorinating apparatus; lights, electric, 

for Christmas trees; chromatography apparatus for 

industrial purposes; autoclaves [electric pressure 

cookers]; drying apparatus for fodder and forage; 

steam generating installations; steam boilers, other 

than parts of machines; fabric steamers; air valves for 

steam heating installations; steam accumulators; 

blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; ceiling 

lights; dental ovens; disinfectant apparatus; 

disinfectant dispensers for toilets; air deodorising 

apparatus; deodorising apparatus, not for personal use; 

refining towers for distillation; distillation columns; 

distillation apparatus; stills; fruit roasters; roasting 

jacks; pressure water tanks; showers; shower cubicles 

[enclosures (am.)]; bath linings; heaters for heating 

irons; ice machines and apparatus; ice boxes; 

electrically heated carpets; defrosters for vehicles; 

discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; desalination 

plants; air reheaters; flares; torches for lighting; 

bicycle lights; light bulbs for directional signals for 

vehicles; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; 

lighting apparatus for vehicles; defrosters for vehicles; 

heaters for vehicles; air conditioners for vehicles; 

lights for vehicles; heating apparatus for defrosting 

windows of vehicles; vehicle reflectors; vehicle 

headlights; sockets for electric lights; forges, portable; 

flues for heating boilers; filters for air conditioning; 

filters [parts of household or industrial installations]; 

air filtering installations; aquarium filtration 

apparatus; water filtering apparatus; heaters, electric, 

for feeding bottles; curling lamps; deep fryers, 

electric; kiln furniture [supports]; loading apparatus 

for furnaces; footmuffs, electrically heated; 

footwarmers, electric or non-electric; drying apparatus 

for fodder and forage; friction lighters for igniting gas; 

gas lighters; gas burners; brackets for gas burners; gas 

boilers; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; 

gas lamps; gas scrubbing apparatus; gas scrubbers 

[parts of gas installations]; freezers; steam boilers, 

other than parts of machines; steam facial apparatus 

[saunas]; beverage cooling apparatus; lamp glasses; 

light bulbs, electric; light bulbs; incandescent burners; 

filaments for electric lamps; lamp mantles; roasting 

apparatus; rotisseries; roasting spits; miners' lamps; 

hair driers [dryers]; taps [faucets]; taps [cocks, 

spigots] [faucets (am.)] for pipes; hand drying 

apparatus for washrooms; extractor hoods for 

kitchens; ventilation hoods; luminous house numbers; 

hot air apparatus; hot air bath fittings; water heaters; 

blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; heating 

filaments, electric; heating apparatus, electric; 

aquarium heaters; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or 

gaseous fuels; heating boilers; boilers, other than parts 

of machines; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; 

heating cushions [pads], electric, not for medical 

purposes; heating elements; radiator caps; hot air 

ovens; heating plates; radiators [heating]; heating 

apparatus; heating installations; heaters for vehicles; 

heating installations [water]; flues for heating boilers; 

boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; hearths; 

microwave ovens for industrial purposes; hydrants; 

hydromassage bath apparatus; ionization apparatus for 

the treatment of air or water; electric appliances for 

making yogurt; electric appliances for making yogurt; 

shower cubicles [enclosures (am.)]; Turkish bath 

cabinets, portable; coffee filters, electric; coffee 

machines, electric; coffee percolators, electric; coffee 

roasters; coffee roasters; fireplaces, domestic; furnace 

ash boxes; processing installations for fuel and nuclear 

moderating material; processing installations for fuel 

and nuclear moderating material; nuclear reactors; gas 

boilers; heating boilers; laundry room boilers; 

purification installations for sewage; air conditioning 

installations; air conditioners for vehicles; air 

conditioning apparatus; oxyhydrogen burners; 

cooking apparatus and installations; kilns; cooking 

utensils, electric; kitchen ranges [ovens]; cooking 

rings; carbon for arc lamps; gas condensers, other than 

parts of machines; anti-dazzle devices for automobiles 

[lamp fittings]; lights for automobiles; headlights for 

automobiles; chandeliers; cookers; lamp globes; 

cooling installations for liquids; cooling installations 

for tobacco; milk cooling installations; cooling 

installations and machines; cooling installations for 

water; refrigerators; cooling appliances and 

installations; refrigerating apparatus and machines; 

refrigerating containers; coolers for furnaces; air 

cooling apparatus; refrigerating chambers; 

refrigerating cabinets; refrigerating display cabinets 

[display cases]; laboratory burners; laboratory lamps; 

lamps; arc lamps; electric lamps; sockets for electric 

lights; curling lamps; light bulbs for directional signals 
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for vehicles; lamps for directional signals of 

automobiles; filaments for electric lamps; germicidal 

lamps for purifying air; oil lamps; projector lamps; 

safety lamps; diving lights; ultraviolet ray lamps, not 

for medical purposes; burners for lamps; lamp glasses; 

lamp mantles; lamp globes; lamp chimneys; lamp 

shades; lampshade holders; Chinese lanterns; lanterns 

for lighting; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; glue-

heating appliances; pipes [parts of sanitary 

installations]; water conduits installations; bicycle 

lights; lights for vehicles; lights for automobiles; cycle 

lights; luminous tubes for lighting; discharge tubes, 

electric, for lighting; light diffusers; humidifiers for 

central heating radiators; air deodorising apparatus; 

electric fans for personal use; air reheaters; lighting 

installations for air vehicles; filters for air 

conditioning; air filtering installations; air cooling 

apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; 

germicidal lamps for purifying air; spa baths [vessels]; 

air sterilizers; air driers [dryers]; ventilation [air-

conditioning] installations for vehicles; ventilation 

[air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; 

magnesium filaments for lighting; malt roasters; 

desalination plants; microwave ovens [cooking 

apparatus]; microwave ovens for industrial purposes; 

milk cooling installations; mixer taps for water pipes; 

anti-splash tap nozzles; level controlling valves in 

tanks; luminous house numbers; fruit roasters; stoves 

[heating apparatus]; furnaces, other than for laboratory 

use; heaters for baths; kiln furniture [supports]; 

loading apparatus for furnaces; coolers for furnaces; 

incinerators; fittings, shaped, for furnaces; structural 

plates for ovens; fittings, shaped, for furnaces; oven 

fittings made of fireclay; furnace grates; oil burners; 

oil lamps; oil-scrubbing apparatus; pasteurisers; petrol 

burners; heating plates; hot plates; polymerisation 

installations; projector lamps; heat pumps; radiators, 

electric; refining towers for distillation; fumigation 

apparatus, not for medical purposes; dampers 

[heating]; chimney flues; clean chambers [sanitary 

installations]; stoves; lamp reflectors; regulating and 

safety accessories for gas apparatus; regulating and 

safety accessories for gas pipes; regulating and safety 

accessories for water apparatus; regulating accessories 

for water or gas apparatus and pipes; water 

purification installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; 

water purifying apparatus and machines; clean 

chambers [sanitary installations]; flare stacks for use 

in the oil industry; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating 

installations; lamp chimneys; taps [cocks, spigots] 

[faucets (am.)] for pipes; coils [parts of distilling, 

heating or cooling installations]; furnace grates; 

roasters; coffee roasters; vehicle reflectors; sanitary 

apparatus and installations; sauna bath installations; 

heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; 

acetylene flares; vehicle headlights; headlights for 

automobiles; chimney blowers; lamp shades; coils 

[parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; 

forges, portable; pressure cooking saucepans, electric; 

chimney blowers; ice boxes; refrigerating cabinets; 

safety lamps; safety accessories for water or gas 

apparatus and pipes; bath tubs for sitz baths; solar 

furnaces; steam accumulators; pressure water tanks; 

heat accumulators; feeding apparatus for heating 

boilers; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; alcohol 

burners; fountains; sinks; street lamps; sterilizers; 

water sterilizers; sterilizers for household use; stoves; 

street lamps; tobacco roasters; pocket torches, electric; 

pocket warmers; diving lights; immersion heaters; 

plate warmers; electrically heated carpets; solar 

thermal collectors [heating]; thermostatic valves [parts 

of heating installations]; refrigerating appliances and 

installations; bread toasters; toilets, portable; toilets 

[water-closets]; toilet bowls; toilet seats; water 

flushing installations; flushing tanks; watering 

installations, automatic; ash conveyor installations, 

automatic; filters for drinking water; desiccating 

apparatus; drying apparatus and installations; drying 

apparatus; hair driers [dryers]; air driers [dryers]; drip 

irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; ultraviolet ray 

lamps, not for medical purposes; washers for water 

taps; urinals [sanitary fixtures]; fans [air-

conditioning]; fans [parts of air-conditioning 

installations]; level controlling valves in tanks; 

thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations]; 

incinerators; evaporators; radiator caps; refrigerating 

display cabinets [display cases]; waffle irons, electric; 

heat pumps; heat regenerators; heat accumulators; heat 

exchangers, not parts of machines; hot water bottles; 

hot plates; water heaters [apparatus]; water heaters; 

heating installations [water]; wash-hand basins [parts 

of sanitary installations]; gas scrubbers [parts of gas 

installations]; laundry room boilers; laundry dryers, 

electric; water softening apparatus and installations; 

filters for drinking water; water filtering apparatus; 

anti-splash tap nozzles; washers for water taps; 

flushing tanks; kettles, electric; cooling installations 

for water; mixer taps for water pipes; water conduits 

installations; water purification installations; water 

purifying apparatus and machines; water sterilizers; 

water supply installations; water distribution 

installations; water intake apparatus; sterilizers for 

household use; whirlpool-jet apparatus; central 

heating radiators; humidifiers for central heating 

radiators; ornamental fountains; fireplaces, domestic; 

dampers [heating]; gas lighters; lighters; cycle lights; 

lamp chimneys. 

 

16 

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 

materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 

bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; 

adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' 

materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office 
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requisites [except furniture]; instructional and 

teaching material [except apparatus]; plastic materials 

for packaging [not included in other classes]; printers' 

type; printing blocks; credit card imprinters, non-

electric; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; napkins 

of paper for removing make-up; transfers 

[decalcomanias]; address plates for addressing 

machines; address stamps; addressing machines; 

address plates for addressing machines; folders for 

papers; document files [stationery]; albums; almanacs; 

moisteners [office requisites]; announcement cards 

[stationery]; aquarelles; architects' models; 

arithmetical tables; wristbands for the retention of 

writing instruments; atlases; stickers [stationery]; 

elastic bands for offices; gummed tape [stationery]; 

adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; 

paper ribbons; money clips; moisteners for gummed 

surfaces [office requisites]; cabinets for stationery 

[office requisites]; paperweights; bags for microwave 

cooking; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or 

plastics, for packaging; mats for beer glasses; pictures; 

transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], 

framed or unframed; biological samples for use in 

microscopy [teaching materials]; paper sheets 

[stationery]; blueprints; pencils; pencil holders; pencil 

leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; 

pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; 

pads [stationery]; flower-pot covers of paper; flower-

pot covers of paper; booklets; paperweights; letter 

trays; postage stamps; writing paper; pamphlets; 

bookbinding material; cords for bookbinding; 

bookbinding apparatus and machines [office 

equipment]; cloth for bookbinding; fabrics for 

bookbinding; bookbindings; books; bookends; office 

requisites, except furniture; clips for offices; painters' 

brushes; chromolithographs [chromos]; pen clips; 

comic books; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of 

computer programmes; graphic representations; 

diagrams; document laminators for office use; 

document holders [stationery]; printed matter; printing 

sets, portable [office requisites]; printers' reglets; 

electrotypes; printing blocks; inking sheets for 

document reproducing machines; inking sheets for 

duplicators; printers' blankets, not of textile; printing 

type; type [numerals and letters]; covers [stationery]; 

tickets; electrocardiograph paper; labels, not of textile; 

hand labelling appliances; stencil cases; drawing sets; 

flags of paper; tickets; folders [stationery]; binding 

strips [bookbinding]; inking ribbons; inking ribbons 

for computer printers; typewriter ribbons; spools for 

inking ribbons; chromolithographs [chromos]; artists' 

watercolor [watercolour] saucers; paint boxes [articles 

for use in school]; paint trays; penholders; pen clips; 

pen cases; pens [office requisites]; nibs; nibs of gold; 

steel pens; pen wipers; humidity control sheets of 

paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; figurines 

[statuettes] of papier mâché; paper coffee filters; 

filtering materials [paper]; filter paper; finger-stalls 

[office requisites]; isinglass for stationery or 

household purposes; bottle envelopes of cardboard or 

paper; bottle wrappers of cardboard or paper; flyers; 

plastic film for wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose 

for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or 

packaging; plastic cling film, extensible, for 

palletization; viscose sheets for wrapping; moulds for 

modelling clays [artists' materials]; forms, printed; 

photographs [printed]; apparatus for mounting 

photographs; photograph stands; photo-engravings; 

franking machines for office use; fountain pens; cords 

for bookbinding; trays for sorting and counting 

money; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; song 

books; face towels of paper; terrestrial globes; greeting 

cards; gluten [glue] for stationery or household 

purposes; graphic representations; graphic 

reproductions; etching needles; engraving plates; 

engravings; photo-engravings; slate pencils; gums 

[adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; 

elastic bands for offices; gummed cloth for stationery 

purposes; stands for pens and pencils; chalk holders; 

manuals [handbooks]; hand labelling appliances; 

hand-rests for painters; towels of paper; writing or 

drawing books; stapling presses [office requisites]; 

drawing pins; hectographs; histological sections for 

teaching purposes; wood pulp paper; wood pulp board 

[stationery]; folders for papers; envelopes [stationery]; 

passport holders; hat boxes of cardboard; perforated 

cards for Jacquard looms; paper coffee filters; 

calendars; graining combs; coasters of paper; index 

cards [stationery]; cards; announcement cards 

[stationery]; geographical maps; greeting cards; paper 

tapes and cards for the recordal of computer 

programmes; tags for index cards; cardboard; 

cardboard articles; cardboard tubes; cabinets for 

stationery [office requisites]; cases for stamps [seals]; 

catalogues; inking pads; money clips; adhesive tapes 

for stationery or household purposes; apparatus for 

mounting photographs; gluten [glue] for stationery or 

household purposes; adhesives [glues] for stationery 

or household purposes; adhesive bands for stationery 

or household purposes; adhesive tape dispensers 

[office requisites]; starch paste [adhesive] for 

stationery or household purposes; paper-clips; 

clipboards; printing blocks; bags for microwave 

cooking; charcoal pencils; carbon paper; copying 

paper [stationery]; letter trays; correcting tapes [office 

requisites]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; 

correcting ink [heliography]; credit card imprinters, 

non-electric; chalk for lithography; tailors' chalk; 

writing chalk; chalk holders; balls for ball-point pens; 

lithographic works of art; plastic film for wrapping; 

French curves; sealing wax; document laminators for 

office use; geographical maps; bibs of paper; teaching 

materials [except apparatus]; glue for stationery or 

household purposes; cloth for bookbinding; canvas for 
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painting; tracing cloth; bookmarkers; steel letters; 

luminous paper; drawing rulers; chalk for lithography; 

lithographs; office perforators; perforated cards for 

Jacquard looms; punches [office requisites]; blotters; 

loose-leaf binders; plastic bubble packs for wrapping 

or packaging; magazines [periodicals]; painters' 

brushes; canvas for painting; palettes for painters; 

house painters' rollers; stencil plates; paint boxes 

[articles for use in school]; painters' easels; flower-pot 

covers of paper; writing cases [stationery]; marking 

chalk; marking pens [stationery]; graining combs; 

stencils; paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]; 

scrapers [erasers] for offices; pencil leads; pencil lead 

holders; modelling paste; architects' models; 

modelling materials; plastics for modeling; modelling 

clay; moulds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; 

modelling wax, not for dental purposes; musical 

greeting cards; artists' watercolor [watercolour] 

saucers; note books; paper-clips; numbering 

apparatus; sealing wafers; oleographs; files [office 

requisites]; wrapping paper; numbering apparatus; 

palettes for painters; pantographs [drawing 

instruments]; paper; writing paper; filter paper; 

electrocardiograph paper; paper for recording 

machines; waxed paper; luminous paper; blotters; 

parchment paper; paper for radiograms; silver paper; 

toilet paper; stationery; wrapping paper; paper tapes 

and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; 

paper ribbons; paper sheets [stationery]; filtering 

materials [paper]; face towels of paper; towels of 

paper; papier mâché; flower-pot covers of paper; paper 

knives [cutters] [office requisites]; paper bows; table 

napkins of paper; table napkins of paper; 

handkerchiefs of paper; conical paper bags; paper 

shredders for office use; cardboard; wood pulp board 

[stationery]; pastels [crayons]; tracing patterns; tracing 

cloth; tracing paper; parchment paper; seals [stamps]; 

paintbrushes; posters; placards of paper or cardboard; 

advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; 

blueprints; printed timetables; plastic cling film, 

extensible, for palletization; engraving plates; place 

mats of paper; portraits; postcards; prospectuses; 

erasing products; rubber erasers; scrapers [erasers] for 

offices; erasing shields; etchings; paper for 

radiograms; composing frames [printing]; arithmetical 

tables; indexes, ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; 

drawing boards; passport holders; drawing pens; 

tracing needles for drawing purposes; drawing pins; 

drawing T-squares; graphic reproductions; cardboard 

tubes; newsletters; indexes; garbage bags of paper or 

of plastics; cream containers of paper; trading cards 

other than for games; absorbent sheets of paper or 

plastic for foodstuff packaging; stencil cases; stencils 

[stationery]; erasing shields; boxes of cardboard or 

paper; holders for checkbooks [cheque books]; holders 

for checkbooks [cheque books]; slate pencils; writing 

slates; signboards of paper or cardboard; shields 

[paper seals]; paper bows; envelope sealing machines, 

for offices; tailors' chalk; manifolds [stationery]; 

patterns for dressmaking; patterns for making clothes; 

drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; stationery; 

pen cases; nibs; nibs of gold; inkstands; writing 

instruments; wristbands for the retention of writing 

instruments; pencil lead holders; writing or drawing 

books; writing chalk; writing cases [stationery]; 

typewriters, electric or non-electric; typewriter 

ribbons; typewriter keys; rollers for typewriters; 

writing materials; writing cases [sets]; writing 

brushes; writing board erasers; writing pads; printed 

publications; stencil plates; handwriting specimens for 

copying; school supplies [stationery]; self-adhesive 

tapes for stationery or household purposes; table 

napkins of paper; place mats of paper; composing 

frames [printing]; galley racks [printing]; seals 

[stamps]; sealing wax; sealing machines for offices; 

sealing compounds for stationery purposes; sealing 

wafers; stamps [seals]; silver paper; trays for sorting 

and counting money; adhesive tape dispensers [office 

requisites]; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; 

pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; 

spools for inking ribbons; chart pointers, non-

electronic; painters' easels; steel pens; photograph 

stands; packaging material made of starches; starch 

paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; 

figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; steatite [tailor's 

chalk]; lithographic stones; sealing stamps; holders for 

stamps [seals]; cases for stamps [seals]; inking pads; 

stamp pads; stamp stands; prints [engravings]; stickers 

[stationery]; embroidery designs [patterns]; pastels 

[crayons]; fabrics for bookbinding; binding strips 

[bookbinding]; adhesive bands for stationery or 

household purposes; writing slates; handkerchiefs of 

paper; typewriter keys; tickets; ink; correcting ink 

[heliography]; inkwells; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; 

ink sticks; tablecloths of paper; tablecloths of paper; 

table linen of paper; toilet paper; modelling clay; 

transparencies [stationery]; napkins of paper for 

removing make-up; inking sheets for duplicators; 

printers' blankets, not of textile; gummed cloth for 

stationery purposes; Indian inks; conical paper bags; 

printing type; envelope sealing machines, for offices; 

teaching materials [except apparatus]; tablemats of 

paper; coasters of paper; printed publications; bottle 

wrappers of cardboard or paper; bags [envelopes, 

pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; plastic 

film for wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for 

wrapping; cardboard articles; packaging material 

made of starches; wrapping paper; duplicators; inking 

sheets for duplicators; mimeograph apparatus and 

machines; square rulers; vignetting apparatus; viscose 

sheets for wrapping; handwriting specimens for 

copying; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; 

waxed paper; rollers for typewriters; blackboards; 

table linen of paper; flags of paper; drawing squares; 
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obliterating stamps; writing board erasers; xuan paper 

for Chinese painting and calligraphy; drawing 

materials; drawing pads; drawing boards; drawing 

sets; drawing instruments; charcoal pencils; drawing 

rulers; drawing squares; compasses for drawing; 

graphic prints; tracing patterns; chart pointers, non-

electronic; printed timetables; periodicals; magazines 

[periodicals]; newspapers; sheets of reclaimed 

cellulose for wrapping; paper shredders for office use; 

paper clasps; numbers [type]; cigar bands; compasses 

for drawing. 

 

20 

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods [not included 

in other classes] of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, 

horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-

pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these 

materials, or of plastics; shelves for storage; shelves 

for filing-cabinets [furniture]; filing cabinets; ambroid 

plates; ambroid bars; mooring buoys, not of metal; tea 

trolleys; display boards; medicine cabinets; 

identification bracelets, not of metal, for hospitals; 

medicine cabinets; trestles [furniture]; stuffed animals; 

oyster shells; mats for infant playpens; bamboo; 

bamboo curtains; benches [furniture]; cable or pipe 

clips of plastics; reservoirs, not of metal nor of 

masonry; packaging containers of plastic; closures, not 

of metal, for containers; yellow amber; furniture 

fittings, not of metal; funerary urns; bed fittings, not of 

metal; beds for household pets; hospital beds; beds; 

hydrostatic [water] beds, not for medical purposes; 

bedsteads of wood; bed casters, not of metal; bedding, 

except linen; beehives; beehives; comb foundations 

for beehives; sections of wood for beehives; 

foundations for beehives; picture frames; flower-

stands [furniture]; flower-stands [furniture]; flower-

pot pedestals; trestles [furniture]; chopping blocks 

[tables]; mooring buoys, not of metal; bolts, not of 

metal; book rests [furniture]; straw edgings; vats, not 

of metal; containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; 

keyboards for hanging keys; letter boxes, not of metal 

or masonry; book rests [furniture]; library shelves; 

sideboards; dinner wagons [furniture]; office 

furniture; brush mountings; busts of wood, wax, 

plaster or plastic; containers, not of metal [storage, 

transport]; floating containers, not of metal; staves of 

wood; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; divans; 

cases of wood or plastic; dowels, not of metal; plugs 

[dowels], not of metal; loading gauge rods, not of 

metal, for railway waggons [wagons]; ivory, 

unworked or semi-worked; furniture shelves; furniture 

partitions of wood; fans for personal use, non-electric; 

flagpoles, not of metal; numberplates, not of metal; 

locks, not of metal, for vehicles; staves of wood; 

barrels, not of metal; casks, not of metal; taps for 

casks, not of metal; cask hoops, not of metal; brush 

mountings; window fittings, not of metal; figurines 

[statuettes] of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; wax 

figures; whalebone, unworked or semi-worked; 

fishing baskets; bottle caps, not of metal; bottle racks; 

corks for bottles; corks for bottles; bottle casings of 

wood; bottle closures, not of metal; chopping blocks 

[tables]; mirror tiles; handling pallets, not of metal; 

hairdressers' chairs; fodder racks; boarding stairs, not 

of metal, mobile, for passengers; coathooks, not of 

metal; coatstands; curtain tie-backs; curtain hooks; 

curtain holders, not of textile material; curtain rings; 

curtain rollers; curtain rods; plaited straw, except 

matting; straw plaits; woven timber blinds [furniture]; 

plate racks; bedsteads of wood; cask stands, not of 

metal; stands for calculating machines; display stands; 

gun racks; stag antlers; silvered glass [mirrors]; door 

handles, not of metal; chopping blocks [tables]; taps 

for casks, not of metal; coathooks, not of metal; curtain 

hooks; clothes hooks, not of metal; curtain holders, not 

of textile material; hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; 

towel closets [furniture]; towel dispensers, fixed, not 

of metal; crates; reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, 

for flexible hoses; winding spools, not of metal, non-

mechanical, for flexible hoses; house numbers, not of 

metal, non-luminous; beds for household pets; kennels 

for household pets; pet cushions; nesting boxes for 

household pets; stag antlers; work benches; footstools; 

wood ribbon; reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord; 

honeycombs; horn, unworked or semi-worked; 

garment covers [storage]; dog kennels; hat stands; 

kennels for household pets; nameplates, not of metal; 

interior textile window blinds; indoor window blinds 

[shades] [furniture]; slatted indoor blinds; indoor 

window blinds [shades] [furniture]; slatted indoor 

blinds; cable clips, not of metal; fireguards; settees; 

edgings of plastic for furniture; bottle caps, not of 

metal; stoppers, not of metal; trolleys for computers 

[furniture]; index cabinets [furniture]; plastic key 

cards, not encoded; bins, not of metal; cases of wood 

or plastic; bolsters; numberplates, not of metal; high 

chairs for babies; infant walkers; cushions; pet 

cushions; air cushions, not for medical purposes; bins, 

not of metal; cases of wood or plastic; drain traps 

[valves] of plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; casks 

of wood for decanting wine; coat hangers; clothes 

hooks, not of metal; tailors' dummies; coatstands; 

cable clips, not of metal; knobs, not of metal; chests of 

drawers; pillows; air pillows, not for medical 

purposes; bolsters; head-rests [furniture]; coral; trays, 

not of metal; hampers [baskets]; baskets, not of metal; 

wickerwork; corks; cork bands; hospital beds; 

scratching posts for cats; works of art, of wood, wax, 

plaster or plastic; cabinet work; counters [tables]; 

loading pallets, not of metal; loading gauge rods, not 

of metal, for railway waggons [wagons]; cask stands, 

not of metal; slatted indoor blinds; cable or pipe clips 

of plastics; mats for infant playpens; infant walkers; 

playpens for babies; moldings [mouldings] for picture 
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frames; picture frame brackets; ladders of wood or 

plastics; steps [ladders], not of metal; lecterns; beds for 

household pets; easy chairs; air cushions, not for 

medical purposes; air mattresses, not for medical 

purposes; massage tables; mattresses; air mattresses, 

not for medical purposes; spring mattresses; straw 

mattresses; mats for infant playpens; mats, removable, 

for sinks; meerschaum; furniture; furniture of metal; 

edgings of plastic for furniture; furniture fittings, not 

of metal; furniture partitions of wood; furniture 

casters, not of metal; doors for furniture; mobiles 

[decoration]; troughs, not of metal, for mixing mortar; 

shells; nuts, not of metal; decorations of plastic for 

foodstuffs; identification bracelets, not of metal, for 

hospitals; nameplates, not of metal; nesting boxes for 

household pets; rivets, not of metal; nesting boxes; 

house numbers, not of metal, non-luminous; 

numberplates, not of metal; fireguards; handling 

pallets, not of metal; loading pallets, not of metal; 

transport pallets, not of metal; paper blinds; screens 

[furniture]; boarding stairs, not of metal, mobile, for 

passengers; bead curtains for decoration; mother-of-

pearl, unworked or semi-worked; placards of wood or 

plastics; shelves for storage; table tops; armchairs; 

moldings [mouldings] for picture frames; tailors' 

dummies; curtain tie-backs; picture frames; sections of 

wood for beehives; moldings [mouldings] for picture 

frames; embroidery frames; picture frame brackets; 

rattan; stands for calculating machines; racks 

[furniture]; shelves for filing-cabinets [furniture]; cask 

hoops, not of metal; door bolts not of metal; curtain 

rings; curtain rollers; furniture casters, not of metal; 

saw horses; coffin fittings, not of metal; coffins; oyster 

shells; shells; hinges, not of metal; display stands; 

footstools; valves, not of metal, other than parts of 

machines; curtain rails; deck chairs; signboards of 

wood or plastics; tortoiseshell; tortoiseshell imitation; 

reeds [plaiting materials]; fireguards; umbrella stands; 

reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; 

winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for 

flexible hoses; locks, other than electric, not of metal; 

locks, not of metal, for vehicles; keyboards for 

hanging keys; plastic key cards, not encoded; costume 

stands; cork bands; cupboards; filing cabinets; 

medicine cabinets; plate racks; towel closets 

[furniture]; index cabinets [furniture]; screws, not of 

metal; nuts, not of metal; vice benches, not of metal; 

typing desks; writing desks; desks; lockers; school 

furniture; covers for clothing [wardrobe]; floating 

containers, not of metal; trolleys [furniture]; 

armchairs; seats of metal; sofas; divans; stakes for 

plants or trees; meat chests, not of metal; towel 

dispensers, fixed, not of metal; mirrors [looking 

glasses]; hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; mirror 

tiles; wind chimes [decoration]; chests for toys; 

ladders of wood or plastics; spring mattresses; reels of 

wood for yarn, silk, cord; mats, removable, for sinks; 

plugs, not of metal; flower-stands [furniture]; flower-

pot pedestals; gun racks; hat stands; coatstands; 

umbrella stands; newspaper display stands; curtain 

rods; poles, not of metal; stair rods; statues of wood, 

wax, plaster or plastic; figurines [statuettes] of wood, 

wax, plaster or plastic; steps [ladders], not of metal; 

standing desks; corozo; embroidery frames; plaited 

straw, except matting; straw edgings; straw plaits; 

straw mattresses; seats; easy chairs; display boards; 

containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; reservoirs, not 

of metal nor of masonry; bakers' bread baskets; stair 

rods; stuffed animals; animal horns; animal hooves; 

animal claws; tables; tables of metal; flower-stands 

[furniture]; massage tables; desks; dressing tables; 

cabinet work; table tops; dressing tables; casks, not of 

metal; cask hoops, not of metal; shoulder poles 

[yokes]; transport pallets, not of metal; troughs, not of 

metal, for mixing mortar; door fittings, not of metal; 

doors for furniture; door handles, not of metal; latches, 

not of metal; funerary urns; drain traps [valves] of 

plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; valves, not of 

metal, other than parts of machines; bottle casings of 

wood; packaging containers of plastic; closures, not of 

metal, for containers; stoppers, not of metal; 

showcases [furniture]; stuffed birds; bamboo curtains; 

bead curtains for decoration; curtain rings; pulleys of 

plastics for blinds; curtain rails; curtain rods; 

honeycombs; foundations for beehives; comb 

foundations for beehives; wax figures; dinner wagons 

[furniture]; trolleys for computers [furniture]; wall-

mounted diaper [napkin] changing platforms; 

washstands [furniture]; hydrostatic [water] beds, not 

for medical purposes; casks of wood for decanting 

wine; inflatable publicity objects; work benches; baby 

changing mats; cots; wind chimes [decoration]; 

draughtsman's tables; magazine racks; newspaper 

display stands; tent pegs, not of metal; vice benches of 

metal. 

 

21 

Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs 

and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-

making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; 

steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass [except 

glass used in building]; glassware, porcelain and 

earthenware not included in other classes; aquarium 

hoods; dustbins; make-up removing appliances; 

dusting apparatus, non-electric; dishwashing 

brushes; aerosol dispensers, not for medical 

purposes; glass bulbs [receptacles]; indoor aquaria; 

cinder sifters [household utensils]; eyebrow brushes; 

baby baths, portable; heaters for feeding bottles, non-

electric; baby baths, portable; glass flasks 

[containers]; cotton waste for cleaning; goblets; 

basins [receptacles]; containers for household or 

kitchen use; heat-insulated containers; watering 

devices; brooms; nozzles for sprinkler hose; syringes 
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for watering flowers and plants; beer mugs; holders 

for flowers and plants [flower arranging]; syringes 

for watering flowers and plants; window-boxes; 

flower pots; flower-pot covers, not of paper; cloth for 

washing floors; scrubbing brushes; apparatus for 

wax-polishing, non-electric; candy boxes; hair for 

brushes; animal bristles [brushware]; frying pans; 

cooking skewers, of metal; nozzles for watering cans; 

bread boards; cutting boards for the kitchen; bread 

boards; bread bins; bread baskets, domestic; ironing 

boards; ironing board covers, shaped; flat-iron 

stands; brushes; electric brushes, except parts of 

machines; lamp-glass brushes; toothbrushes; 

toothbrushes, electric; toilet brushes; material for 

brush-making; brush goods; busts of china, terra-

cotta or glass; butter dishes; butter-dish covers; 

chamois leather for cleaning; china ornaments; 

cocktail stirrers; hot pots, not electrically heated; dish 

covers; pot lids; closures for pot lids; deodorising 

apparatus for personal use; butter dishes; powder 

compacts; soap boxes; tea caddies; sugar bowls; 

water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; nest 

eggs, artificial; egg cups; buckets; glass jars 

[carboys]; disposable table plates; vessels of metal 

for making ices and iced drinks; ice buckets; ice cube 

molds [moulds]; electric combs; cruets; oil cruets; 

chopsticks; comb cases; fibreglass thread, not for 

textile use; mouse traps; insect traps; rat traps; 

fibreglass other than for insulation or textile use; 

vitreous silica fibers [fibres], not for textile use; 

drinking flasks for travelers; chamois leather for 

cleaning; figurines [statuettes] of porcelain, ceramic, 

earthenware or glass; strainers for household 

purposes; flasks; bottles; insulating flasks; bottle 

openers; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; fly 

swatters; ice cube molds [moulds]; moulds [kitchen 

utensils]; deep fryers, non-electric; fruit presses, non-

electric, for household purposes; poultry rings; 

mangers for animals; gardening gloves; containers 

for household or kitchen use; heat-insulated 

containers; heat insulated containers for beverages; 

thermally insulated containers for food; kitchen 

containers; poultry rings; vegetable dishes; cooking 

pot sets; tableware, other than knives, forks and 

spoons; services [dishes]; spice sets; watering cans; 

spouts; enamelled glass; glass for vehicle windows 

[semi-finished product]; glass incorporating fine 

electrical conductors; glass, unworked or semi-

worked, except building glass; plate glass [raw 

material]; glass bulbs [receptacles]; glass flasks 

[containers]; boxes of glass; glass [receptacles]; 

fibreglass thread, not for textile use; fibreglass other 

than for insulation or textile use; glass bowls; 

mosaics of glass, not for building; powdered glass for 

decoration; glass stoppers; painted glassware; crystal 

[glassware]; glass wool other than for insulation; 

grills [cooking utensils]; grill supports; plungers for 

clearing blocked drains; straws for drinking; menu 

card holders; toilet paper holders; gardening gloves; 

gloves for household purposes; polishing gloves; 

glove stretchers; towel rails and rings; napkin 

holders; boxes of metal, for dispensing paper towels; 

towel rails and rings; utensils for household purposes; 

gloves for household purposes; abrasive sponges for 

scrubbing the skin; trouser presses; electric devices 

for attracting and killing insects; insect traps; heat-

insulated containers; insulating flasks; heat insulated 

containers for beverages; thermally insulated 

containers for food; cabarets [trays]; coffee filters, 

non-electric; coffeepots, non-electric; coffee 

grinders, hand-operated; coffee percolators, non-

electric; coffee services [tableware]; tankards; tar-

brushes, long handled; combs; electric combs; large-

toothed combs for the hair; comb cases; teapots; jugs; 

decanters; coasters, not of paper and other than table 

linen; cheese-dish covers; stew-pans; cookie jars; 

ceramics for household purposes; candle 

extinguishers; candelabra [candlesticks]; candle 

rings; cauldrons; kettles, non-electric; clothing 

stretchers; carpet beaters [hand instruments]; garlic 

presses [kitchen utensils]; buttonhooks; cookery 

molds [moulds]; cooking pot sets; mess-tins; 

cauldrons; cooking pots; cooking utensils, non-

electric; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; 

baskets for domestic use; demijohns; corkscrews; 

cosmetic utensils; glass for vehicle windows [semi-

finished product]; tie presses; crystal [glassware]; 

cake molds [moulds]; kitchen containers; kitchen 

utensils; cooking pot sets; glass bowls; food cooling 

devices, containing heat exchange fluids, for 

household purposes; refrigerating bottles; isothermic 

bags; non-electric portable coldboxes; works of art, 

of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; lamp-glass brushes; 

chamois leather for cleaning; polishing leather; glue-

pots; candelabra [candlesticks]; liqueur sets; basting 

spoons, for kitchen use; majolica; candle rings; 

flower-pot covers, not of paper; mouse traps; knife 

rests for the table; mixers, manual [cocktail shakers]; 

blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; 

furniture dusters; mops; mosaics of glass, not for 

building; mills for domestic purposes, hand-operated; 

water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; 

chamber pots; nail brushes; toilet cases; nest eggs, 

artificial; noodle machines, hand-operated; fruit 

cups; oil cruets; opal glass; opaline glass; cups of 

paper or plastic; boxes of metal, for dispensing paper 

towels; waste paper baskets; paper plates; perfume 

vaporizers; apparatus for wax-polishing, non-

electric; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; 

pepper mills, hand-operated; pepper pots; horse 

brushes; holders for flowers and plants [flower 

arranging]; syringes for watering flowers and plants; 

fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; tar-brushes, 

long handled; shaving brushes; dishes; plates to 
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prevent milk boiling over; cookie [biscuit] cutters; 

polishing apparatus and machines, for household 

purposes, non-electric; polishing gloves; polishing 

leather; polishing materials for making shiny, except 

preparations, paper and stone; porcelain ware; china 

ornaments; fruit presses, non-electric, for household 

purposes; trouser presses; garlic presses [kitchen 

utensils]; lunch boxes; powder compacts; powder 

puffs; powdered glass for decoration; cleaning 

instruments, hand-operated; scouring pads; rags 

[cloth] for cleaning; cleaning tow; vitreous silica 

fibers [fibres], not for textile use; fused silica [semi-

worked product], other than for building; powder 

puffs; sprinklers; shaving brushes; shaving brush 

stands; rat traps; perfume burners; smoke absorbers 

for household purposes; graters [household utensils]; 

cleaning instruments, hand-operated; rags [cloth] for 

cleaning; towel rails and rings; nozzles for sprinkler 

hose; grills [cooking utensils]; beaters, non-electric; 

mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; salad bowls; salt 

cellars; spatulas [kitchen utensils]; brushes for 

cleaning tanks and containers; bowls [basins]; scoops 

[tableware]; saucepan scourers of metal; abrasive 

pads for kitchen purposes; signboards of porcelain or 

glass; whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; 

cutting boards for the kitchen; autoclaves [pressure 

cookers], non-electric; basting spoons, for kitchen 

use; shoe horns; brushes for footwear; wax-polishing 

appliances, non-electric, for shoes; shoe trees 

[stretchers]; dish covers; dishes; trivets [table 

utensils]; sponges for household purposes; toilet 

sponges; sponge holders; pig bristles; earthenware 

saucepans; soap boxes; soap holders; soap 

dispensers; sieves [household utensils]; liqueur sets; 

lazy susans; napkin rings; mixers, manual [cocktail 

shakers]; strainers; sifters [household utensils]; 

siphons for carbonated water; clothing stretchers; 

shoe trees [stretchers]; piggy banks; vessels of metal 

for making ices and iced drinks; menu card holders; 

boxes of metal, for dispensing paper towels; soap 

dispensers; plate glass [raw material]; sprinklers; 

confectioners' decorating bags [pastry bags]; syringes 

for watering flowers and plants; nozzles for sprinkler 

hose; dishwashing brushes; steel wool for cleaning; 

grill supports; towel rails and rings; statues of 

porcelain, earthenware, ceramic or glass; figurines 

[statuettes] of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or 

glass; dusting cloths [rags]; feather-dusters; 

earthenware; boot jacks; buckets made of woven 

fabrics; glass stoppers; litter boxes [trays] for pets; 

currycombs; soup bowls; trays for domestic 

purposes, of paper; trays for domestic purposes; 

epergnes; tableware, other than knives, forks and 

spoons; services [dishes]; non-electric portable 

coldboxes; cups; tea caddies; tea infusers; teapots; tea 

cosies; tea services [tableware]; tea strainers; pastry 

cutters; rolling pins, domestic; table plates; 

disposable table plates; carpet sweepers; carpet 

beaters [hand instruments]; indoor terrariums [plant 

cultivation]; indoor terrariums [vivariums]; animal 

bristles [brushware]; combs for animals; crumb trays; 

toilet utensils; toilet cases; toilet paper holders; toilet 

paper dispensers; toilet sponges; pot lids; pots; 

pottery; pie servers; drinking troughs; cages for 

household pets; funnels; drinking vessels; drinking 

glasses; straws for drinking; drinking horns; clothes 

racks, for drying; feeding troughs; furniture dusters; 

rags [cloth] for cleaning; dusting cloths [rags]; 

spouts; flower-pot covers, not of paper; ironing board 

covers, shaped; flat-iron stands; coasters, not of paper 

and other than table linen; trivets [table utensils]; 

saucers; urns; closures for pot lids; bird baths; 

birdcages; rings for birds; waffle irons, non-electric; 

washtubs; washing boards; clothes-pegs; drying 

racks for washing; clothes racks, for drying; 

washtubs; kettles, non-electric; disposable table 

plates; pipettes [wine-tasters]; mop wringers; 

furniture dusters; wool waste for cleaning; glass wool 

other than for insulation; cleaning tow; steel wool for 

cleaning; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; floss 

for dental purposes; toothpicks; toothpick holders; 

mixing machines, non-electric, for household 

purposes; aerosol dispensers, not for medical 

purposes; perfume vaporizers; indoor aquaria; indoor 

terrariums [plant cultivation]; indoor terrariums 

[vivariums]; sugar bowls; broom handles of metal; 

broom handles of metal; nutcrackers; ladles for wine; 

sugar tongs; broom handles, not of metal. 

 

24 

Textiles and textile goods, not included in other 

classes; bed covers; table covers; tissues of textile for 

removing make-up; bath linen, except clothing; fabric, 

impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; 

banners; fustian; cotton fabrics; bed blankets; bed 

covers of paper; bed linen; bed clothes; covers for 

cushions; pillow shams; furniture coverings of plastic; 

billiard cloth; brocades; chenille fabric; cheviots 

[cloth]; cotton fabrics; crepon; damask; bed blankets; 

tick [linen]; trellis [cloth]; drugget; silk fabrics for 

printing patterns; printers' blankets of textile; shower 

curtains of textile or plastic; bunting; bolting cloth; 

labels of cloth; flags, not of paper; eiderdowns [down 

coverlets]; filtering materials of textile; felt; linen 

cloth; flannel [fabric]; sanitary flannel; frieze [cloth]; 

linings [textile]; lining fabric for shoes; curtains of 

textile or plastic; net curtains; curtain holders of textile 

material; gauze [cloth]; face towels of textile; sanitary 

flannel; fabrics for textile use; fibreglass fabrics for 

textile use; glass cloths [towels]; haircloth [sackcloth]; 

gummed cloth, other than for stationery; towels of 

textile; hemp cloth; hemp fabric; household linen; hat 

linings, of textile, in the piece; fabric of imitation 

animal skins; printed calico cloth; ticks [mattress 
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covers]; jersey [fabric]; jute fabric; canvas for tapestry 

or embroidery; coasters [table linen]; cheese cloth; 

calico; covers for cushions; pillow shams; 

pillowcases; crepe [fabric]; rayon fabric; plastic 

material [substitute for fabrics]; fabric of imitation 

animal skins; shrouds; buckram; hemp cloth; 

marabouts [cloth]; ticks [mattress covers]; mattress 

covers; covers [loose] for furniture; furniture 

coverings of plastic; upholstery fabrics; furniture 

coverings of textile; moleskin [fabric]; mosquito nets; 

mosquito nets; place mats, not of paper; door curtains; 

ramie fabric; glass cloths [towels]; travelling rugs [lap 

robes]; velvet; net curtains; sleeping bags [sheeting]; 

lining fabric for shoes; fabric for footwear; covers 

[loose] for furniture; silk [cloth]; silk fabrics for 

printing patterns; table napkins of textile; table 

napkins of textile; place mats, not of paper; esparto 

fabric; banners; buckram; bed covers; traced cloths for 

embroidery; textile material; fibreglass fabrics for 

textile use; labels of cloth; knitted fabric; taffeta 

[cloth]; bed covers; handkerchiefs of textile; plastic 

material [substitute for fabrics]; face towels of textile; 

towels of textile; fabric for footwear; table napkins of 

textile; fabric; tablecloths, not of paper; tablemats, not 

of paper; table runners; tablecloths, not of paper; table 

linen, not of paper; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; 

cloth; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; tissues of textile 

for removing make-up; printers' blankets of textile; 

gummed cloth, other than for stationery; sheets 

[textile]; tulle; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; 

mattress covers; furniture coverings of textile; coasters 

[table linen]; non-woven textile fabrics; curtains of 

textile or plastic; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; wall 

hangings of textile; wall hangings of textile; bath 

linen, except clothing; bed linen; household linen; 

table linen, not of paper; lingerie fabric; diapered 

linen; washing mitts; elastic woven material; adhesive 

fabric for application by heat; traced cloths for 

embroidery; flags, not of paper; woollen cloth; zephyr 

[cloth]; sleeping bags for camping. 

 
27 

Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other 
materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings 
[non-textile]; carpets for automobiles; bath mats; floor 
coverings; vinyl floor coverings; floor coverings; floor 
coverings; door mats; non-slip mats; gymnastic mats; 
artificial turf; linoleum; mats; mats of woven rope for 
ski slopes; wallpaper; artificial turf; reed mats; mats of 
woven rope for ski slopes; tapestry [wall hangings], 
not of textile; wallpaper; non-slip mats; carpets; carpet 
underlay; textile wallpaper; gymnastic mats; carpets; 
linoleum; tapestry [wall hangings], not of textile. 

 
35 

Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; payroll preparation; 
updating of advertising material; cost price analysis; 

personnel recruitment; dissemination of advertising 
matter; auctioneering; commercial information 
agencies; business inquiries; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
rental of vending machines; administrative processing 
of purchase orders; business management and 
organization consultancy; professional business 
consultancy; commercial information and advice for 
consumers [consumer advice shop]; business 
management consultancy; personnel management 
consultancy; business organization consultancy; 
advisory services for business management; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
services for other businesses]; administrative 
processing of purchase orders; professional business 
consultancy; book-keeping; tax auditing; account 
auditing; office machines and equipment rental; 
computerized file management; systemization of 
information into computer databases; compilation of 
information into computer databases; shop window 
dressing; document reproduction; psychological 
testing for the selection of personnel; presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
business investigations; compilation of statistics; 
commercial information and advice for consumers 
[consumer advice shop]; invoicing; television 
advertising; marketing studies; photocopying services; 
business inquiries; business investigations; business 
information; business research; business organization 
consultancy; business appraisals; business 
management consultancy; business management of 
performing artists; business management of sports 
people; business management assistance; business 
management of hotels; efficiency experts; efficiency 
experts; commercial information agencies; publication 
of publicity texts; commercial or industrial 
management assistance; business management of 
hotels; import-export agencies; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; cost price 
analysis; business management of performing artists; 
layout services for advertising purposes; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; payroll preparation; modelling for 
advertising or sales promotion; marketing; marketing 
research; marketing studies; opinion polling; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of 
fashion shows for promotional purposes; data search 
in computer files for others; business research; public 
relations; on-line advertising on a computer network; 
business management and organization consultancy; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; business organization 
consultancy. 

 

270 .Language(s) of the application 

English 
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581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 

the designated Contracting Parties 

24.01.2019 

 

1445338 
 
151. Date of the registration 
10.10.2018 
 
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal 
10.10.2028 
 
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 
SHANDONG LUYE 
PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD 
NO.15 CHUANGYE ROAD, 
YANTAI HIGH-TECH ZONE 
SHANDONG PROVINCE (CN (China)) 
 
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the 
territory of which the holder has a real and effective 
industrial or commercial establishment 
CN (China) 
 
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 
entity is organized 
Limited company, China 
 
740. Name and address of the representative 
CHOFN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
B316 GUANGYI PLAZA, 
5 GUANGYI STR., 
XICHENG 
100053 BEIJING (CN (China)) 
 

 
 

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements 

of Marks (Vienna Classification) 

VCL (7) 

27.05. 

 

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark 

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

 

511. The International Classification of Goods and 

Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 

(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services 

classified according thereto 

NCL (11-2018)  

 

05 
Medicines for human purposes; medicines for 
veterinary purposes; wadding for medical purposes; 
gases for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations 
for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; 

surgical dressings; nutritive substances for 
microorganisms; suppositories; disinfectants; fly 
destroying preparations; dental lacquer; vermin 
destroying preparations. 

 

822. Basic registration 

CN (China), 14.06.2018, 4460377. 

 

270. Language(s) of the application 

English 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to 

the designated Contracting Parties 

24.01.2019 

 

1354891 

 

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu 

Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do (KR (Republic of Korea (the))) 

 

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national 

KR (Republic of Korea (the)) 

 

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and, 

where applicable, territory within that State where the legal 

entity is organized 

Corporation, KR 

 

740. Name and address of the representative 

Sungam Suh 

International Patent & Law Firm 

9F, Hyunjuk B/D, 

114 Yeoksam-ro, 

Gangnam-gu 

Seoul (KR (Republic of Korea (the))) 

 

 
 

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is 

represented in standard characters 

 

511. International Classification of Goods and Services for 

the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice 

Classification) - NCL(11) 

 

09  

Computer software for personal information 

management; smartphones; computer application 

software for smart phones, mobile telephones, 

portable computers and tablet computers, namely, 

software used to operate voice recognition system; 

computer software for use by software professionals to 

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1445338
https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/showData.jsp?ID=ROM.1354891
https://www.wipo.int/madridwebgazette/images/2019/2019-02/bw/1445338.tif
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implement an interactive, personalized and intelligent 

interface for application software and computer 

hardware devices; computer software for dictation; 

computer software used to process voice commands; 

speech to text conversion software; voice recognition 

software; computer software for enabling hands-free 

use of a mobile phone through voice recognition; 

computer hardware used for the control of voice 

controlled information and communication devices; 

computer software used for the control of voice 

controlled information and communication devices; 

mobile telephones; computer software for users to 

share information to provide interactive and 

personalized intelligence for use by their computer 

hard devices and software for interfacing with the 

internet; electronic voice recognition apparatus; 

computer software for scheduling appointments, 

reminders, and events on an electronic calendar; 

telephone-based information retrieval software; 

computer software for storing, organizing, and 

accessing phone numbers, addresses, and other 

personal contact information; computers; tablet 

computers; portable computers; operating software for 

portable telecommunications apparatus and digital 

electronic products. 

 

42  
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
computer software for creating, authoring, 
distributing, downloading, transmitting, receiving, 
playing, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, 
displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, 
images, audio, video, and multimedia content, 
computer software for personal information 
management, database management software, 
database synchronization software, voice recognition 
software, speech to text conversion software, voice-
enabled software applications, computer software for 
accessing, browsing and searching online databases, 
computer software used to process voice commands 
and create audio responses to voice commands, 
computer software for dictation, computer software 
for scheduling appointments, reminders, and events on 

an electronic calendar, computer software for 
organizing and accessing phone numbers, addresses, 
and other personal contact information, computer 
software for providing travel directions, computer 
software for enabling hands-free use of a mobile 
phone through voice recognition, and computer 
software for making reservations at hotels and 
restaurants; application service provider (ASP) 
services featuring computer software and providing 
online non-downloadable software, namely, computer 
software for creating, authoring, distributing, 
downloading, transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, 
extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing 
and organizing text, graphics, images, audio, video, 
and multimedia content, computer software for 
personal information management, database 
management software, database synchronization 
software, voice recognition software, speech to text 
conversion software, voice-enabled software 
applications, computer software for accessing, 
browsing and searching online databases, computer 
software used to process voice commands and create 
audio responses to voice commands, computer 
software for dictation, computer software for 
scheduling appointments, reminders, and events on an 
electronic calendar, computer software for organizing 
and accessing phone numbers, addresses, and other 
personal contact information, computer software for 
providing travel directions, computer software for 
enabling hands-free use of a mobile phone through 
voice recognition, and computer software for making 
reservations at hotels and restaurants; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software 
and applications for users to share information to 
provide interactive and personalized intelligence for 
use in interfacing with computer devices and the 
internet. 

 

891. Date of subsequent designation 

03.12.2018 

 

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to the 

designated Contracting Parties 

24.01.2019

 

 
 


